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Agency tests 
sirens monthly 
by Dave Harding 
reporter 
It's 10 a.m. Friday and you 
are snoozing through English 
111 when out of nowhere a 
blaring screech fills the air. 
But don't be alarmed when 
the system sounds today. It's 
the Wood County Disaster 
Services Agency conducting 
its monthly county-wide siren 
test. 
The siren on campus, lo- 
cated on the roof of the Edu- 
cation Building, is tested on 
the first Friday of each month 
at 10 a.m. and noon, accord- 
ing to Wallace Dennis, direc- 
tor of the agency. 
"In order to receive federal 
funding, we are required by 
the government to conduct 
these tests," Dennis said. 
According to Dennis, three 
signals are tested. 
They are a straight tone for 
storm warnings, an up-and- 
down tone for a fire and a 
warble tone if the United 
States is being attacked, Den- 
nis said. 
"This system is an outdoor 
warning system," Dennis 
said. 'It is a warning for 
those people outdoors to take 
cover." 
Dennis said the warning 
system is audible 5,500 feet 
away from the siren under 
fairly constant conditions. 
HE ADDED that people 
indoors cannot hear the warn- 
ing system at any significant 
distance. 
Dennis said an unusual fea- 
ture of the Wood County siren 
system is that it is operated 
by radio instead of by tele- 
phone. 
"We have receivers that 
operate on a county-wide fre- 
quency and to transmit, all 
one has to do is push a but- 
ton," Dennis said. 
The city of Bowling Green 
purchased the University si- 
ren with five other sirens in 
1970 with matching govern- 
ment funds. 
Dave Shockey, senior fi- 
nance and management in- 
formation systems major, 
was surprised when he first 
heard the University siren. 
"We all joked that it was 
Pearl Harbor all over again 
but I knew what it was be- 
cause we have them back 
home," Shockey said. "We just never thought of one be- 
ing here on campus." 
Republican ticket hits Toledo 
by Geoffrey Barnard 
wire editor 
UAWresumes talks 
TOLEDO (AP) - United Auto 
Workers negotiators ended a 
month-long silence with officials 
of the AP Parts Co. on Wednes- 
day, returning to the bargaining 
table in hopes of settling the 
sometimes-violent strike that 
began nearly six months ago. 
AP Parts is continuing to offer 
the same wage package it pro- 
posed before the strike began 
May 2, with a base wage of (8.75 
ana an incentive pay system the 
firm said would allow workers to 
earn more than their previous 
hourly wage of $12.42, said Rich- 
ard Deming, employee relations 
director for the muffler man- 
ufacturer. 
UAW Local 14 has not ac- 
cepted that offer and also dis- 
agrees with the company over 
pensions, health insurance and 
other issues. 
The labor dispute prompted a 
May 21 rally of thousands of 
UAW workers which exploded in 
violence between demonstra- 
tors, police and security guards 
at the AP Parts gates. 
Art Woods, the mediator as- 
signed to the case, said he be- 
lieves there is now a basis for 
continuing talks. 
Deming said the base wage 
offered by the firm was based on 
two items - a $30 million deal for 
mufflers with General Motors 
Corp. and an existing contract 
between the union and one of AP 
Parts' chief competitors, 
Walker Manufacturing, New- 
ark. 
TOLEDO - Vice President 
George Bush appeared at the 
Masonic Auditorium in Toledo 
last night with a two-part mes- 
sage for the crowd of mostly 
Republicans - keep President 
Reagan in the White House and 
elect Frank Venner to Congress. 
During his 15-minute speech, 
Bush also addressed the Reagan 
administration's stands on So- 
cial Security, education and en- 
terprise zones. 
"I'm before you today for two 
reasons," Bush said to the 
crowd of almost 3,000. "First, 
I'd like to unabashedly look at 
you and ask for four more years 
... and secondly, I'd like to ask 
you to send Frank Venner, an 
outstanding American, to Con- 
gress." 
Venner, a former Toledo tele- 
vision anchorman, is running for 
the 9th District Congressional 
seat against Democrat Marcy 
Kaptur. 
BUSH SAID VENNER ought 
to be elected because Demo- 
cratic Speaker of the House 
Thomas rTip" O'Neill has been 
troublesome for the Reagan ad- 
ministration. 
"We have to water down the 
speaker of the House in the 
Congress; that's why we need 
Frank Venner," Bush said. 
Bush was interrupted several 
times during his speech by 
chants of "four more years" and 
"no more Marcy." 
The crowd was largely com- 
posed of middle-aged and older 
people, many of whom carried 
homemade placards. A signifi- 
cant number of children also 
were in attendance. 
The pompon-waving crowd 
was generally receptive. Many 
of northwest Ohio's Republican 
candidates made brief speeches 
as the crowd waited for Bush. 
FOLLOWING a brief speech 
by Toledo Mayor Donna Owens 
(R), Bush walked onstage with 
Venner. 
In his opening remarks, Bush 
credited Reagan's strong lead- 
ership with saving Social Secu- 
rity. 
He asked the crowd to let 
Reagan "finish the job" by elec- 
ting him to a second term. 
Vice Pres. George Bush 
"We want to keep those crime 
rates down ... We want to keep 
admissions test scores on the 
rise... And we want enterprise 
zones to lift unemployment 
where unemployment is high," 
he said. 
Bush also was scathing in his 
criticism of the Democrats. 
"That other party... is going 
around asking for apologies," he 
said.   "I'm   glad   I'm   cam- 
BG News/Susan Cross 
paigning with a president who 
won't apologize for the U.S.A. 
"We're going for the gold, and 
we're not going to let Walter 
Mondale and Geraldine Ferraro 
stop us." 
Prayer in schools 
gets mixed reviews 
by Kelly Fritz 
reporter 
BG New*/Phil Maaturzo 
The 1962 Supreme Court deci- 
sion to ban organized prayer in 
schools marked the beginning of 
a long and bitter fight by funda- 
mentalist groups to reinstate 
school prayer. 
This April's Congressional de- feat of the proposed school 
Cyer amendment has not si- 
?ed toe emotion-packed de- 
bate over the issue. 
The issue of religion has also 
played a major role in this 
year's presidential race. Presi- 
dent Reagan has taken a firm 
stand on the side of fundamen- 
talist groups, noting that in a 
1983 Gallup Poll, 81 percent of 
Americans favored school 
prayer. 
Yesterday the News con- 
ducted a man-on-thestreet sur- 
vey to determine student feeling 
on the issue. 
Most University students 
seem to be against the idea of 
organized prayer. 
Shari Glutting, 
nursing major, 
should be up to 
went to a Catholic grade school 
where we were forced to prey 
and I didn't like It" 
A major concern of students is 
who would lead prayers and 
what religion would be followed. 
"I don't want my kids having 
a teacher who doesn't share my 
ray r
sophomore 
said, "I think it 
) the individual. I 
beliefs leading the prayers," 
said Brent Weinmann, senior 
finance major. 
Donna Gordon, sophomore 
fashion merchandising major, 
said, "I don't think prayer could 
hurt, but with so many different 
kinds of religions in the public 
schools there would be prob- 
lems." 
Gordon added she thought 
parents who wanted their chil- 
dren to pray in school sent the 
students to parochial schools." 
THOSE IN favor of school 
prayer endorsed it with qualifi- 
cations. 
John Schorr, sophomore com- 
puter science major, would like 
to see prayer back in the 
schools, but only to a certain 
extent. 
"There should be one prayer 
in the morning like they used to 
do the Pledge of Allegiance," he 
said. "Religion is a part of so- 
ciety and should be taught in the 
schools, but one religion 
shouldn't be pushed over an- 
other." 
Kathy Bradshaw, freshman 
psychology and pre-law major, 
sakV'There should be school 
prayer - but only if students 
arent forced to participate." 
"There should be time when 
people can think in the morning 
and be allowed to pray for one or 
two minutes," said Pete Banner, 
senior political science and busi- 
ness major. 
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Latta endorsed 
for 5th District 
Twenty-six years ago Delbert Latta began his 
national political career representing the Fifth 
District in the House of Representatives. Today he 
is the minority chairman on the powerful House 
Budget Committee and is ending his 20th year on 
the House Rules Committee. 
Latta also served three terms on the Ohio Senate 
before going to Washington. 
Tuesday Democrat James Sherck will challenge 
Latta for his seat in the House for the fourth time. 
Sherck, a lawyer from Fremont, graduated from 
the University in 1969 with a bachelor's degree in 
English and history. In 1973 he graduated from the 
law school at the University of Toledo. 
He has no experience as a legislator. 
It is obvious, on the basis of government experi- 
ence alone, that the constituents in this district 
would gain little from electing James Sherck to 
Congress. 
Latta's experience in the House lends a consider- 
able amount of clout in Washington to the Fifth 
District - a privilege not enjoyed by any other 
district in Ohio. James Sherck would begin as a 
freshman member with virtually no power to sway 
votes on legislative matters important to voters 
here. 
Although we agree with many of the positions 
Sherck takes, we think his winning the seat would 
be a detriment to the District. 
Delbert Latta has supported his constituents on 
key matters such as education. He has challenged 
Congress to reduce a deficit that few Republicans 
are even willing to admit is a problem. 
Liberal distortion exposed 
Touching history 
from a high chair 
by Shelly Trusty 
On my right is a crib with a 9- 
year-old boy in it. He is drooling 
with excitement at seeing a new 
(ace and begins to make "oooh, 
nuum" sounds as he grasps at 
the rungs of the crib and tries to 
pull himself to a sitting position. 
He is severely retarded. My 
sister beams with excitement; 
months of work are beginning to 
show. He is learning to sit up. 
* My sister teaches severely 
profoundly retarded children. 
These are "her kids" - the chil- 
dren she teaches to eat, sit up, 
aid if she is very lucky, to walk. 
ghe leads me into a large 
room full of children, teens and 
adults who are practicing their 
coursework. A pretty little girl - 
about 6 years old - stares up at 
roe from a specially made 
wheelchair as her teacher 
places a spoon in her hand, 
guides it in a circular motion 
and patiently repeats, "Scoop, 
seoop .. " The little girl is ig- 
noring the teacher as her eyes 
dart to various corners of the 
room. She seems interested in 
other pursuits. A 6-foot-tall man 
lies in front of the T.V. set and 
squeals with excitement at the 
many things projected on the 
sereen. He choked on a hot dog 
when he was 12. He's been living 
irf-the home for five years. 
There was a tiny Indian girl 
silting in a bean bag chair. She 
was locked in a closet for five 
years when they found her ... 
Har parents were ashamed to 
have a child who could never 
become a "contributing mem- 
ber of society." What her par- 
ents didn't understand is that 
every one of these people are 
contributing members of so- 
ciety. 
Every person you meet influ- 
ences you and changes you in 
some way, and you carry a bit of 
that person with you where ever 
you go. When you meet another 
person you give them a little of 
yourself, and a little of every 
Krson you have ever known. In 
s way all people are impor- 
tant, all people are part of the 
continuing history of humanity 
and all people are eternal. 
This is the chain reaction that 
makes even my sister's "kids" 
important. One may argue that 
these children will never hold a job, become independent citi- 
zens, or write world-shattering 
literature - but they are as im- 
portant to the overall history 
and future of everything as a top 
executive or Nobel Prize win- 
ner. 
They can't talk and moat of 
them will never walk, but they 
are living human beings that 
leave impressions and teach oth- 
ers about life. They may influ- 
ence the life of someone who 
makes history, or they may just 
fill my sister with a sense of 
purpose that keeps her moving 
on. 
They became a part of me and 
taught me an important lesson 
merely because they exist. They 
teach my sister something new 
every day, and they make his- 
tory. 
Shelly Trusty is a senior jour- 
nalism major from Reno, Ne- 
vada. 
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Reagan's slice of American pie 
by Ed Leedom  
As an American who happens 
to like apple pie, I must take 
issue with the people on this 
campus who attack it. Is nothing 
sacred? I didn't know that if I 
liked apple pie that automat- 
ically branded me a conserva- 
tive. I also like hot dogs, but 
does that influence my political 
beliefs? I had no idea that hot 
dogs had such a mind-control- 
ling effect on people. In the 
future I suppose I will have to 
watch my intake of hot dogs so 
that I don't become too conser- 
vative. I didn't know that driv- 
ing a Chevrolet automatically 
branded me a conservative. 
According to Walter Mondale, if 
one chooses to believe every- 
thing he says, I should be driv- 
ing a Cadillac since I'm a 
conservative. After all, anyone 
who is a conservative knows 
that money doesn't grow on 
trees. Money is something that 
you have to work for; nobody is 
going to give it to you just for 
being a nice person. So does the 
fact that I drive a Chevrolet 
automatically brand me as a 
conservative? No, it does not. It just means that I didn't have the 
money to buy a Cadillac. I re- 
sent such generalizations about 
large segments of the American 
public. I know that the Demo- 
crats are getting desperate, but 
do they have to attack Apple pie. 
hot dogs, Chevrolet ana Ronald 
Reagan? Oops! I mentioned the 
name that strikes fear into the 
hearts of Democrats every- 
where, RONALD REAGAN! 
Many people like to accuse 
President Reagan of not caring 
about the truly needy. This is 
nothing but a bold-faced lie! The 
Carter-Mondale Administration 
projected that they would spend 
$17.6 billion on Medicaid. Rea- 
gan-Bush spent $19 billion! Car- 
ter-Mondale projected food 
stamp funding to be $11.9 billion. 
Reagan-Bush spent $12.6 billion! 
Given the facts, I don't see how 
any reasoning person can say 
that President Reagan doesn't 
care about the less fortunate 
people of this country. 
Federal funding to the states 
is nothing new. As people who 
had a U.S. Government class in 
high school know, the withhold- 
ing of federal funds to insure 
that a federal law is upneld by 
the states is nothing new. That is 
one of the unofficial powers of 
the federal government. It is 
known as "the power of the 
purse." Many federal laws have 
been instituted in this manner, 
including the 55 miles per hour 
speed limit. This is not black- 
mail and should not be consid- 
ered as such. It is the way the 
federal government has insured 
compliance with its laws for 
many years. It Is not something 
that President Reagan invented just to show his power. 
With regard to the 25 percent 
income tax reduction that Presi- 
dent Reagan gave the American 
people, that is exactly what it 
was, an income tax reduction. It 
does exist and that is what hap- 
pened - income taxes were cut 
25 percent across the board. 
Some people imply that the re- 
duction never took place. This is 
blatantly false ana misleading 
and I think it is time that certain 
writers for this newspaper 
learned some responsibility and 
reported the whole truth tor a 
change. Some people have found 
it to their advantage to criticize 
President Reagan for his reluc- 
tance to bargain with the Sovi- 
ets. This is simply not true. 
President Reagan has invited 
the Soviets to bargain numerous 
times but they have turned him 
down every time. In addition to 
this, the Soviet Union has had 
three different leaders during 
President Reagan's administra- 
tion thus far, adding to the diffi- 
culty of bringing the Soviets to 
the bargaining table. President 
Reagan proposed the disman- 
tling of an entire class of nuclear 
weapons in Europe but he was 
turned down by the Soviet 
Union. The president has done 
Elenty of talking to the Soviets 
ut talk is cheap when the peo- 
ple you're talking to won't listen. 
Education is another area 
where certain misinformed 
souls like to spear the Reagan 
record. To quote a recent article 
in the BG News, "Reagan has 
cut nearly all of the funds.'' The 
author was refering to student 
loans and Pell grants. It is a fact 
that one out or every two stu- 
dents has some kind of financial 
aid. If President Reagan has cut 
"nearly all" of the funds for 
higher education in this country 
how can 50 percent of all college 
students in this country receive 
financial aid? It is an interesting 
question, isn't it? I wonder how 
many of the author's other facts 
were misstated!   I personally 
know the author of the article in 
question and he is really an O.K. 
person but I have to doubt his 
tacts in the article. A reporter 
has an obligation to present the 
facts in their entirety even in an 
editorial. One cannot abuse a 
position such as this by misre- 
presenting the facts. Facts don't 
lie, but they can be misleading if 
used in the improper context. 
I would encourage everyone to 
vote on Nov. 6. Regardless of 
whom you vote for, it is a priv- 
ilege to vote and it should not be 
taken lightly. I will not influence 
your vote by saying that I will 
laugh at you if you don't vote for 
my candidate. This is a free 
country and you are free to vote 
for whomever you choose, re- 
faidless of what anyone says, 
lease vote. It is not only a 
right, it's a privilege! 
Ed Leedom, a columnist for 
the News, is a freshman busi- 
ness major from  Zanesville, 
Ohio. 
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Working over the deficit 
by Mary Beth Vesely 
T7ie following is the last in a 
four part series on the candi- 
dates positions toward the ma- jor issues in the '84 campaign. 
Since Reagan has taken office 
as the President of the United 
States, the U.S. economy has 
registed a healthy recovery with 
inflation declining and unem- 
ployment down. Yet Reagan has 
not only failed to bring the bud- 
get to balance, he has created 
ike largest deficit in history. 
(The deficit should not be con- 
fused with the national debt. The 
deficit is the annual sum of the 
federal government's spending 
minus its revenue. The national 
debt is the sum of all past defi- 
cits.) 
If re-elected, Reagan will 
have to confront the problem of 
lowering the deficit from the 
$200 billion area because rising 
interest rates may possibly trig- 
ger a recession In 1966. The U.S. 
must lower its Interest rates 
soon to protect the world's eco- 
nomic recovery and ease pres- 
sures on heavily indebted poorer 
nations. For the U.S. itself, high 
interest rates undermine the 
economy's long term recovery 
sustainability, even though they 
have not appeared to impede our 
recovery so far. 
A recession in 1966 could eas- 
ily coat the GOP the White 
House in 1968 and to prevent this 
possibility expect from the Rea- 
gan administration a redoubled 
effort to cut federal spending. 
The majority of these cuts will 
come from domestic and social 
programs, all of which have had 
their federal funding drastically 
reduced already. 
These past budget cuts have 
been accused of widening the 
gap between the rich and the 
poor. The accusation is both 
plausible and legitimate due to 
recent reports stating that the 
poverty level has grown to 35 
million people under the Reagan 
administration, the highest level 
in 18 years. This significant In- 
crease directly results from 
large cuts from Medicare, So- 
cial Security, veteran's benefits, 
education, various health care 
programs and other federal aid 
programs on which many low 
income people rely. 
Farmers, whose mean net In- 
come Is at $8,184 ($1714 less than 
the national proverty level), did 
receive from Reagan a 4-point 
program this past month to help 
them in their need for aid. 
Mainly consisting of a deferral 
repayment plan of government 
loans up to 25% the program 
also includes plans to provide 
federal government loan guan- 
rantees up to $630 million to 
restructure the farmer's exist- 
ing debts, the hiring of private 
lenders to speed-up processing 
of Farmer's Home Administra- 
tion loan applications and the 
use of FHA committees to ad- 
vise fanners about how to re- 
structure or manage their debts. 
With the exception of the advi- 
sory committee, however; crit- 
ics and farmers alike believe 
that the plan will not help those 
farmers already heavily bur- 
dened with debt. 
The growth of the government 
has slowed through these sharp 
cuts in social spending and mod- 
est regulatory reform. Yet, 
largely because of a sharp rise 
in military spending, the gov- 
ernment sector Is now larger 
than when Reagan took office in 
1981. As the only major expendi- 
ture that benefited under Rea- 
gan in the past, defense 
spending will remain a top prior- 
ity. Like his first term, if re- 
elected Reagan will use funds 
collected from domestic cuts to 
finance an Increased defense 
budget. Although these proposed 
increases would be less than the 
previous 12.5% rise, they would 
still offset the stctal program 
cuts and as a result, the deficit 
would not be greatly affected. 
In a recent report titled "The 
Reagan Record" written by the 
highly respected bipartisan Ur- 
ban Institute, the president Is 
accused of showing favoritism 
to the rich and achieving recov- 
ery at the expense of the poor. 
The report also stated that the 
costs of the recession were 
higher than they needed to be 
and that the costs were un- 
equally shared. But even though 
Reagan failed to realize the bud- 
get as he promised, the report 
credits him with achieving most 
of his program: reducing tax 
burdens, decreasing the depen- 
dence of the states on national 
Srjvernment and reducing infla- 
on to its lowest level in more 
than a decade. 
*$£" 
Unlike Reagan, defense 
spending is not one of Mondale's 
top priorities; restoring some of 
the cuts made in social pro- 
grams and tackling the current 
$170 billion federal deficit are. 
The defense program itself will 
be kept strong but the spending 
within the program itself wifl 
shift Militant programs such as 
the B-l bomber, MX missile and 
"star wars" programs will all 
be cut while conventional forces 
and sustainability (bullets, rock- 
ets, grenades, etc.) will be ex- 
panded. Inefficient cost control 
(i.e. paying $700 for basic tools) 
which started under Reagan, 
will be improved upon. 
Mondale's tax plan, which 
consists of personal and cor- 
poration taxes totaling $85 bil- 
lion, will have Its revenues offset 
by $30 billion in spending for 
social programs. Programs 
such as food stamps, student 
loans, Medicare and Health 
Care will be revived and will 
experience increases in their 
federal funding. 
The basics of other points 
outlined by Mondale in regard to 
the federal budget: 
•health care outlays would be 
reduced $12 billion/year by cap- 
ping this area's federal budget 
•press a health-cost con- 
tainment plan designed to save 
$15 billion/year by the end of 
1988. Aim is to end the rise in 
hospital care costs which have 
more than doubled in the past 
few years 
•restore Reagan's cuts in fed- 
eral aid to school; develop a 5- 
Klint program involving federal 
vestments totaling 5.5 billion 
plus an additional 5.5 billion per 
year 
•imposing a deferment on 
family-farm foreclosures and 
ease then- interest rate burdens; 
revive set-aside programs to 
reduce output and bring greater 
stability to farm prices 
•creation of jobs through pub- 
lic-works projects to rebuild 
roads, bridges, etc. (critics rea- 
sonably claim high costs negate 
the projects positive effects) 
•largest cut in cost - $51 bil- 
lion - in interest expenses: 
saved by reducing federal defi- 
cit and thus reducing the strain 
on credit markets 
•adopt steady increases for a 
strong defense but reject Rea- 
gan's 13% increase in defense 
spending 
Mary Beth Vesely Is an Inter- 
national Business major from 
Avon, Ohio. < 
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Olscamp tells council his goals 
by Dina Hunvcdel 
staff reporter 
Members erf the Administra- 
tive Staff Council had the oppor- 
tunity yesterday to ask 
President Paul Olscamp ques- 
tions on the University s goals 
and future under his administra- 
tion. 
Olscamp, who returned from 
China Wednesday, talked about 
his commitment to improving 
computer resources at the Uni- 
versity in academic and nonaca- 
demic areas. He said last year's 
approved program for the next 
five years has already made 
dramatic changes in availability 
of computers to students, fac- 
ulty and staff. 
He said research capacity has 
increased and students ana fac- 
ulty seem pleased with the in- 
creased amount of 
microprocessors and computer 
labs available. 
He said he also would like to 
continue funding for im- 
provements In the library and 
computer resources. 
Olscamp said other long-term 
foals for the University include 
icreasine enrollment. He said 
he would like to see undergrad- 
uate enrollment double in the 
next 10 years, and steps are 
being made to attract a larger 
number of graduate students to 
the University. 
He said he would like to offer 
graduate student scholarships 
based on academic merit to at- 
tract more graduate students; 
there are presently no Univer- 
sity scholarships offered to 
graduate students. 
IN ADDITION to graduate 
students, Olcamp said he also 
would like to see nontraditional 
students better served. He be- 
lieves it should be possible for 
these students to get a degree by 
attending classes at night. Right 
now, this is not possible. 
He said he also would like to 
see a permanent dean of Contin- 
uing Education named to serve 
nontraditional students. 
Olscamp said he Is interested 
in Betting private developers to 
buud graduate and married stu- 
dent housing on University prop- 
He said he would like to at- 
tract more international stu- 
dents to the University as a 
learning resource for American 
students. 
The problem of available 
space also was addressed by 
Olscamp. He said funds now are 
the largest they've been in years 
and are being put into various 
renovations on campus. These 
will yield more space, but in the 
future new space will be needed, 
he said. 
OLSCAMP SAID one possibil- 
ity for space could be for the 
University to rent the AMCO 
building on Poe Road. He said 
this is still theoretical, but if 
AMCO is willing to lease the 
building, it could be used for 
storage, computing and labo- 
ratory purposes. 
"We have enough money to do 
our job and do it well (at pre- 
sent)," he said. "Our faculty is 
committed to doing its work, our 
housing system is in good shape 
and our enrollment is OK." • 
USG to sponsor 
an election rally 
In an effort to inform stu- 
dents about local candidates 
and give them a chance to 
support their presidential 
candidate, Undergraduate 
Student Government is spon- 
soring an election rally Mon- 
day at 7 p.m. in the Union 
Oval. 
Bob Stovash, USG national, 
state and community affairs 
coordinator, said confirma- 
tion has been made by seve- 
ral local candidates and he 
was expecting confirmation 
from others last night. 
"We're hoping that by 
springing it on them at the 
last minute, they'd have to 
come because the races are 
close," Stovash said. "By not 
showing up, they can tip the 
scales in the opponent's direc- 
tion." 
Stovash said the election 
rally could be one of the big- 
gest events on campus and 
hopes the support will be sim- 
ilar to that of Reagan's visit 
here. He added he is working 
on confirmation from Rep. 
Delbert Latta and said Lat- 
ta's opponent James Sherck 
has already confirmed. 
"If Sherck and Latta show 
up - man, that's going to be a 
volatile scene," Stovash said. 
U.S.Newi« World Report preterits 
News.Waves 
News waves? They re the trends o< today-Mn politics, business, youth, the 
economy—that attect what s to come next month, next year, in the next decade 
News waves in U S News We analyze them every week {beforethey 
make the headlines elsewherel to keep you on top ol—and prepared for— 
what the future holds in store 
Subscribe to U S News at hall-pnce Just fill out and send in the coupon 
betow 
Money-saving 
Student Coupon 
Y ES. send me 25 weeks ot U S News a World Report for only 
$9 88 HI save 50°. ofl the regular subscription rale and 77». ofl the 
cover price     Payment enclosed    Bill me 
Name   - ___^__  
School Nam* , :  
Address -     ■ 
City State  
-Apt 
u.s.News I Mail coupon to U S News S World Report 
2400NSI . N W Room416 
1
 Washington. D C 20037 
listen lof trie Nawl Blimp oo WFAL   Brought lo you by U S Mewl A World Report 
Hair, Skin,and Nail Designers 
10% OFF 
Perms, Cuts, Manicures & 
Sculptured Nails with Annette 
181 (B)S. Main 352-4101 
or 352-4143 
Thru Nov. 9 with this coupon 
SPECIAL Rny Large 16" One Item Pizza For 
*750 
BORES 
.for the Future of the people 
of the 2nd Senatorial District. 
Pin] pohlunl nu*cni«fmrnl m   lltwr* li>r Slate Viun ( umpniiri ( . 
lopfcy. I retire    477> McOUckconfJl Kd . tiWori.. tlH 
"inn       l.rm'. 
Ex. Hem* II ea. 
Chicago Style Extra 
r-PhcyWi 
plus a FREE 2 Liter ML 
of PEPSI wRh this 
coupon. P. |K).20 
value, flsk for when 
ordering. 
U •ntigl/inOM 
Open 4 p.m 
FREE DELIVERY 
One Coupon Per Pitta 
Expire* 11 /30/84 
352-5166 Voted Beet Pizza In B.C. 
r 
1 FREE WASH ■ 
STADIUM ■ 
LAUNDRY■ 
LIOIO c. wooster-Stadium Plaza 
This coupon good for 1 h— wash with every four loodt of wash. S 
I 
5    LOWEST PRICES 
IN TOWNII 
I 
kinko's 
A NATIONWIDE NETWORK OF ELECTRONIC PRINTSHOPS 
SPECIAL RESUME OFFER 
COMPLETE RESUME PACKAGE 
•25 Copies of one original 
•25 Blank sheets 
•25 Envelopes 
•Includes specialty paper 
valid only with coupon at 
325 Wooster St. __. _  
(across from raco Bei)    354-3977   Typing Also Available 
1 
ALLEN R.BALDWIN 
BACKS B.G.S.U. 
The Quit Proven Record of Service 
Allen R. Baldwin 
Candidate for 
Wood County Commissioner 
(Jan. 3rd Tprm) 
"A Hard-working, 
Common Sense, 
Professional 
Leader... 
...to Meet 
the Challenge 
of Wood County's 
Future." 
As a B.G.S.U. Student ■ 
• Helped found the Commuter Organization and Center. 
(One of first Commuter SGA Representatives) 
• Pi Sigma Alpha Political Science Honorary 
(Past Presidents) 
• Phi Alpha Theta History Honorary   • 
• Phi Mu Charity Volunteer 
• B.G.S.U. Campus Democrats (Past President) 
• B.G.S.U. BA in History/Political Science 
Graduate work in Sociology. 
As a B.G.S.U. Alumnus - 
ALLEN R. BALDWIN FOUGHT 
AGAINST POSSIBLE TUITION IN- 
CREASES AND UNIVERSITY CUTS. 
Last year Allen R. Baldwin successfully coordinated 
the campaign against State Issues 1-2-3 which -if 
passed- could have dramatically increased fees and 
tuition, and/or resulted in cuts at B.G.S.U., as well as 
raised the beer drinking age to 21. 
• Alumni Faculty Instructor 
• Past Part-time Instructor 
• B.G.S.U. Alumni Association 
•B.S.S.U. Falcon Club 
• Active for over 10 years - working on or 
organizing campus voter registration 
• Alumni Advisory Committee - Political Science 
• Placed or accepted numerous Student Interns 
PMd tor By Wood CouMUn. *Hh MMn. I Oner. TrMaurar, 420 E Fio* ST.. Pwryatug. ( 
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BGHS stages mock election 
by Carolyn Moody 
reporter 
Bowling Green Senior High 
School students had the opportu- 
nity to see how political parties 
work during presidential cam- 
paigns as they took part in the 
National Student/Parent Mock 
Election this week. 
For the third year, the high 
school  is conducting   an   all- 
school mock election. 
According to John Quinn, high 
school social studies teacher, 
the election is totally student- 
run. Students are organized into 
political parties and each party 
promotes its presidential candi- 
date. 
"Each political party has cho- 
sen a student to portray the 
national candidates," Quinn 
said." 
Four national parties - Repub- 
licans, Democrats, Libertarians 
and Communists - will be rep- 
resented by candidates in the 
election. 
SENIOR PAUL Carek, rep- 
resenting Walter Mondale, his 
been active in student govern- 
ment and said he will use that 
opportunity to inform the public 
of alternatives available on elec- 
tion day. 
REPUBLICANS 
FOR 
BALDWIN 
Dear Fellow Republican: 
Though Allen R. Baldwin is a Democrat, and we are 
registered Republicans, we are supporting Al for Wood 
County Commissioner (January 3rd term). 
We know Al. We know that he is hardworking, .experi- 
enced and dedicated to the well-being of Wood County and 
her citizens. He takes a positive, not partisan, approach to 
problem solving and public service. 
We urge you to join with us in supporting and voting for 
Allen R. Baldwin for Wood County Commissioner. 
Respectfully yours, 
Republicans for Baldwin 
Co-Chairs: 
F.GusSkibbie 
DonNorris 
Robert Alexander 
Virginia Stranahan 
Laura Ketzenbarger 
Baldwin 
- Commissioner - 
Paid lor by Wood Counbans with Baldwvt. Pvggy Orss*. TrMiurat. 420 £  Front ST . PerrysDurg. One 
I 
00<X>00000000<XXX>00<>000000000000000000000000000000000000 
MONDALE-FERRARO 
FOR YOUR FUTURE 
Walter Mondale and Geraldine 
Ferraro Want Your Life To Be 
Better and They Want To Help. 
* By insuring the survival of humankind by ending 
an insane arms race.   . 
* By making sure that no American young men die 
in Central America. 
* By insuring that every American gets a better 
public education, and the chance to attend 
college. 
* By supporting the Equal Rights Amendment 
* By supporting and enforcing the Civil Rights 
Act, and fighting discrimination. 
* By appointing Supreme Court Justices who 
believe in the Constitution and separation of 
church and state. 
MONDALE-FERRARO 
FOR AMERICA! 
!i Paid for by Campus Democrats 
>oooooooooooooooooooooooooo 
"People really aren't in- 
formed of Reagan's policies and 
are being taken in by his person- 
ality," Carek said. "This is my 
chance to inform the voters that 
they don't have to vote for Rea- 
gan - there is an alternative." 
He said he has learned a lot 
about the election process since 
he became involved in the mock 
election. 
"The most important thing 
I've learned is how hard it is to 
communicate with the voters, 
especially in this election since 
Reagan is the incumbent," he 
said." 
Samer Shehata, supporting 
the Reagan campaign, also be- 
lieves the experience is educa- 
tional. 
"I have learned so much about 
how the government works," 
Shehata said. "All of the mem- 
bers of our student Republican 
party are volunteers with Young 
Republicans. We support Rea- 
gan and want to convey his 
message to the American peo- 
ple." 
Yesterday, high school stu- 
dents participated in an election 
rally in the school gym. The 
rally provided the political par- 
ties one last chance to present 
opinions and gather support. 
Results of the mock election 
will be announced tonight at the 
BGHS football game. Mocking security Protecting the candidates at the & 
Secret Service agent Pat Powers 
Photo/ Joe Phelan 
GHS political rally yesterday is mock- 
Marilyn R. 
BAKER 
for County Commissioner 
Life-long resident of Wood County 
Personally involved in agri-business 
Elected member of Wood County 
Board of Educaiion 
Holds Bachelor's and Master's degrees 
Baker is a BGSU Graduate 
Wood County voters need to take a long, hard look at the quality of the 
leadership they are getting from the County Commissioner's office. 
Remember, quantity of service does not necessarily equal quality of 
service. 
This November 6, elect a County Commissioner committed to strong, 
common-sense leadership for Wood County. . .a commissioner who will be 
interested in your concerns and priorities. 
Replace a politician 
with a problem solver. 
Elect BAKER Wood County Commissioner 
Paid for by the Committee to elect Manlyn R. Baker 
J.H.Bo^enandJohnf Sehulle.MMSi Rt 105. Pemberville O   PoWcal Advertisement 
fi= 
N- r 
$30 Off 14K $15 Off 10K 
any Josten's gold rings 
kfa 
See your Josten's representative 
PLACE     UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
I^TE 
TUES-WED 
NOV. 6 & 7 
10 a.m. 
TIME to 3 p.m. 
BB 
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Student groups to protest 
Nuclear freeze rally scheduled AMERKftN   CANCER    SOCIETY* 
by Brian Ball 
reporter 
Bowling Green joins at least 18 
other campuses nationwide to- 
day in staging a nuclear freeze 
rally in response to an appeal 
from Brown University's Stu- 
dents Against Nuclear Suicide. 
The demonstration begins at 
noon behind the Union and will 
feature music, theater and a 
variety of speakers, according 
to Tim Belden, coordinator for 
the University demonstration. 
The speakers include Jim 
Sherck, Democratic contender 
for the 5th Congressional Dis- 
trict seat; Father Mike Trem- 
mel of St. Thomas More, and 
Baldemar Valesquez, president 
of Farm Labor Organization 
Committee and representatives 
from Physicians for Social Re- 
sponsibility and the Northwest 
Ohio Freeze Campaign. 
Some University professors 
also will be speaking. Among 
these are Phil Terrie, assistant 
professor of English;   Joseph 
Perry, sociology professor; Bill 
Forisha, associate professor of 
home economics, and Larry 
Smith, associate professor of 
humanities at the Flrelands 
campus. 
Music will be provided by Tom 
Gorman, Craig Hergert and the 
Little Otis and the Upsetters 
band. 
MEREDITH FLYNN, recent 
theater doctoral graduate and 
member of Women for Women, 
will present three excerpts from 
"Ashes Ashes, We All Fall 
Down, a play by Martha Boes- 
ing on the threat of nuclear war. 
Campus Democrats and the 
Coalition for Truth are sponsor- 
ing the event, which is expected 
to last three hours. 
Belden, a 1984 University cre- 
ative writing graduate, said he 
thinks at least 500 to 700 persons 
will attend the rally. He said he 
hopes students from the Fire- 
lands campus, Defiance College, 
University of Toledo and other 
northwest Ohio colleges will at- 
tend the demonstration. 
"The presidential election is 
in six days and we hope people 
make the nuclear arms race the 
issue," David Mermin, sopho- 
more from Brown University, 
said in a telephone interview 
yesterday. 
Mermin added he believes co- 
operation among universities 
has "fostered a sense of unity" 
and hopes it continues. 
Brown University students 
voted Oct. 10 and 11 to approve a 
referendum calling on the uni- 
versity to stockpile "suicide 
pills" to be used in the event of 
nuclear war. 
RACHAEL BALLARD, Brown 
University junior, said yester- 
day the request to stockpile pills 
"is a reminder that our govern- 
ment's stockpiling of nuclear 
weapons as suicide." 
Some students, she said, prob- 
ably wanted the literal gesture, 
"but everyone agreed on the 
symbolic gesture. 
The vote was 1,096 to 887. 
Belden said the Brown Univer- 
sity group would like courses on 
international relations set up 
with an exchange of Soviet stu- 
dents and faculty. 
"I think one of the most impor- 
tant things that can come of this 
is the fact that hopefully all of 
these schools will petition to set 
up these courses,'' Beldon said. 
He said today's rally allows 
students to become educated to 
some extent. He said "students 
can do something" by "taking a 
positive point of action." 
Mermin said colleges partici- 
pating include Ohio State Uni- 
versity, Northwestern 
University and University of 
North Carolina. 
Little Otis and the Upsetters 
will begin playing at 11:45 a.m. 
In case of rain, the rally will be 
moved to the Student Services 
Building. 
rlSIWPiJfl 
(Mammoth 
itov. 16, 17, and 
«20.00 
?J%r. 
RE-ELECT 
STEVENS 
COMMISSIONER 
Committee to Re-Elect Stevens Commissioner 
Robert Van Horn, Chairman & Ruth Wright, Treasurer; 13625 Deshler Rd., North Baltimore, Ohio 45872 
♦The Brothers of the Sigma Chi ♦Fraternity Are Proud to ♦Announce their 1984 Fall 
i Pledge Class and Pledge Class ♦ Officers. ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
^ Quinton Flynn-President ♦ Kevin Ellis-Treasurer 
$TomRauch-I.F.M.B.C. ♦ Rich Sprung-Social 
f Ron Manious-Social 
♦ Butch Baird 
J Nick Borton ♦ Daryl Brothers 
♦ fhric flholntritr 
r Chris Chelovitz ♦ Scott Collins 
I Brandon Cook ♦ Mickey Coon 
John Heicher 
GregHutchinson 
Dwayne Jarrell 
Mark Lubusky 
Mike Meadows 
Doug Radeff 
Todd Raymond 
Scott Reinhart 
Steve Schardt 
Brent Spelder 
David Stevens 
Mike Zickert 
x ♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
x ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦ 
♦ ♦ ♦ 
In Hoc, The Brothers oi 
Sigma Chi 
ELECTION RALLY 
Monday, November 5,7 p.m. 
Union Oval 
* Come hear the candidates' 
views on current issues. 
* Listen to Campus Democrats 
and College Republicans. 
* Support your views and 
opinions! 
Community Welcome! 
21IS SERVING YOU! 
l*V»mHOw*l« SlwWM G.,.«'ni-*-' 
In the event of rain,  rally will be 
held in the Student Services Forurrv 
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Healthy icers face battered Buckeyes 
by Steve Quinn 
assistant sports editor 
The top two hockey teams 
from last year's Central Colle- 
giate Hockey Association regu- 
lar season finish will clash this 
weekend in a home-and-home 
series. 
Today Bowling Green travels 
to Columbus to lace Ohio State 
and will host the series' second 
game tomorrow at BG's Ice 
Arena. Both games begin at 7:30 
p.m. 
When the two teams met last 
Sear, they were among the na- 
ons's top 10 teams, but this 
year both teams own 2-4 records 
and share fifth place in the 
CCHA. Both teams are also 
missing the key players that 
made them number one and two 
in the CCHA. 
BG bead coach Jerry York 
said that just because each team 
is missing so many veterans, it 
will not take away from the 
rivalry. 
"It is a natural rivalry," York 
said. "Both are Ohio state insti- 
tutions with a close proximity. 
The tradition has been there for 
over a decade or so. You just 
wont be seeing the same indi- 
vidual match-ups like a Pooley 
(Perry or Paul) against an El- 
lett (Dave)." 
THE BUCKEYES have been 
plagued with injuries and will 
miss the services of freshman 
Bill Brown, who suffered a bro- 
ken collarbone. Questionable 
are Kevin Burden (knee) and 
Rick Brebant (thigh). All three 
players are centers. 
BG had its share of injuries 
for the past two weeks with Don 
Barber and Iain Duncan sitting 
out with shoulder and knee inju- 
ries respectively. Barber did 
skate one shift in last Friday's 
game against the University of 
Michigan, but did not dress in 
Remember. . . 
for Wood County Treasurer 
Reject 
IXIEDWARD N. NIETZ 
WITH THE TRAINING 
WITH THE EXPERIENCE 
WITH THE DEDICATION 
WITH AN ACTIVE INVESTMENT PROGRAM 
PMtoBy*o»»i™«reCcw GtfWidM.cr>i2iiFirmtt! NortwM Ono 
the second game. 
Both Barber and Duncan will 
return for this series. 
In three games, Barber has 
recorded one goal and three 
assists, all points coming in the 
second game of the opening se- 
ries against Ferris State. It was 
in that game that he suffered his 
injury. 
"I separated both shoulders 
in Juniors, but this was a dislo- 
cation," Barber said. "I went 
down on the ice and felt it (shoul- 
der) pop out. I got back up and it 
went back in. It was different 
from the separation because the 
shoulder was out of the socket." 
Barber has only missed a 
week of skating time and doesn't 
believe he is that far behind his 
teammates. 
HOWEVER, BEFORE this 
week's practice, Duncan had not 
seen ice time for two weeks. 
"It's like I've been off the ice 
a month," Duncan said "They 
(teammates) have been on the 
ice for two weeks and I've been 
off for two weeks." 
He received permission to re- 
turn to action after taking the 
cybex test, a test that compares 
the strength of his injured knee 
to his healthy knee. 
With Barber and Duncan 
back in the lineup, it will be the 
first time since the opening se- 
ries that the Falcons have their 
regulars skating. 
Despite the Falcons' 2-4 re- 
cord and some injuries during 
the first six games they can brag 
about the play of the special 
teams. 
The penalty killing team has 
only allowed three power play 
goals in 30 attempts, and shutout 
UM last week in all 11 tries. On 
the power play the Falcons have 
converted 10 goals of 40 tries. 
George Roll leads the team in 
this category with five. 
York & still looking for the 
right line combination and as 
expected he continues to juggle 
bis players until he finds suita- 
ble combinations. 
"We are still looking for a 
balance in all the lines," York 
said. "We aren't going to put our 
top three scorers on the same 
line." 
The evaluation of the lines 
continues tonight and the ver- 
dict for further changes proba- 
bly won't be out until the series 
ends. 
FALCON NOTES: Jamie 
Wansbrough needs one point to 
reach the 100 career point mile- 
stone. The junior already has 61 
goals and 38 assists and will 
become the 35th player in BG 
history to reach that plateau. 
■Sports Cap. 
SOCCER - The Falcons 
conclude their home schedule 
tomorrow when they host 
Evansville at Mickey Coch- 
rane Field at 2 p.m. 
VOLLEYBALL - BG trav- 
els to Oxford tonight to face 
Miami at 7 p.m. and then to 
Muncie,   ind.   tomorrow  to 
take on Ball State at 4 p.m. 
SWIMMING - Both the 
men's and women's teams 
open their season this week- 
end when they host the Tom 
Stubbs Relays. Today's ac- 
tion starts at 3 p.m. while 
tomorrow's starting time is 
slated for 10 a.m. The relays 
will be held at Cooper Pool. 
CROSS COUNTRY - Both 
the men's and women's 
teams will travel to Toledo 
tomorrow to compete in the 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. The men's 
race starts at 11 a.m. The 
women's race is slated for 12 
pjn. 
Registration forms being taken 
for Peer Advising 
week of Nov. 26-30 
405 Student Services 
Deadline Thurs. Nov. 8 
Serving You 
BASKETBALL IS BACK! 
FALCONS 
WINDSOR 
Nov.   7 
8 p.m. 
* Foto Night: receive a free team photo 
(compliments of Marathon Oil). Players 
and coaches will be available after the 
game for autographs. 
TICKETS 
1. Adults - $4.00 Students $2.00 
2. All seats general admission 
3. All-sports pass not applicable 
WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE * WEAR ORANGE 
m 
*. 
L i**^ *» .Ait 
■ 
ii 
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Re-Elect 
John G. 
Ault 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
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¥ 
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¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
¥ 
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Elect 
Allen R. 
Baldwin 
Commissioner (Jan. 3rd bni 
Re-Elect 
Sue 
Kinder 
Recorder 
Wood 
County 
Commissioner uan. 2nd T.™) 
Elect 
Robert E. 
Barber 
Sheriff 
Elect 
George Washington 
Pate 
Treasurer 
"Dedicated to Integrity, Service 
and the Public Trust" 
Elect 
Judson P. 
Spore 
Probate Juvenile Judge 
(Non rorllton Judicial Sallot) 
Elect 
RonJ. 
Bores 
Ohio Senate 
Elect 
Robert 
Watrol 
Ohio House 
Elect 
Walter F. 
MONDALE 
President 
liecl 
Geraldine 
FERRARO 
Vice President 
Elect 
James R. 
Sherck 
U.S. Congress, 5th District 
FOR OHIO SUPREME COURT 
ffe-f/ec/ El»ct 
John E. Corrigan 
Re-Elect 
Marcy 
Kaptur 
U.S. Congress, 9th District 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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¥   Political Advertftement. Paid for by the Wood County Democratic Executive Committee; Lee Knorek, chair.. P.O. Box 707, Bowling Green, OH 43402. )f 
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Air show expected in 
Ball State-BG game 
by Marc Delph 
sports editor 
In a league dominated by the 
running game. Bowling Green 
stands out with its passing at- 
tack. Ball State lives by the pass 
also. And when the two teams 
hook up, as they will do tomor- 
row in Muncie, Ind., the skies 
will open up. 
Last year when these two 
aerial shows met a total of 75 
Cts was put on the board. 
n McClure passed for 338 
yards and three touchdowns as 
the Falcons won, 45-30. 
This year's matchup should 
be similar. 
BG and the Cardinals are one 
and two, respectively, in the 
MAC in passing offense. 
McClure has thrown for 2,189 
yards this season, compared to 
BSU's two-man tossing tandom 
of Robert Adams and Neil Britt, 
who have thrown for over 900 
yards apiece. 
"Ball State is one of the few 
teams who switch quarterbacks 
back and forth and have suc- 
cess," BG coach Denny Stolz 
said. "I'm quite convinced 
they'll throw the ball 40 or 50 
times, depending on the 
weather." 
THE MAN the Cardinals go to 
most often is tight end Mike 
Leuck. Leuck is leading the con- 
ference in receptions per game 
with seven. 
"They're a team that will do a 
lot of things with their offense," 
Stolz said of BSU. "Like put four. 
receivers on one side of the field. 
They'll play with your mind. We 
call it finesse. 
"We definitely have to defend 
the pass game. This team won't 
run as much; they'll move it 
upstairs." 
Mike Leuck 
Defensively, the Cardinals 
like to gamble as much as they 
do on offense. 
"They block punts," Stolz 
said. "They make a lot a sacks 
against you. They're a team 
that's not afraid to blitz the 
secondary. When you blitz the 
secondary you're gambling. I 
will suspect this ball club will 
bring some heat against us." 
The Falcons enter tomor- 
row's contest with a 5-3 record 
overall and 4-2 mark in the MAC 
after losing to Central Michigan 
last week, 42-21, in what was 
tabbed as the championship 
game. The winner took sole pos- 
session of first. 
Ball State is 34 overall and 3-3 
in league play with Just two 
conference games remaining. 
Next week the Cardinals face 
Central Michigan on the road. 
Stolz said he believes if BSU 
realistically wants to win an- 
other MAC game, they will to do 
it tomorrow. 
FALCON NOTES: McClure is 
281 passing yards away from 
being ranked 20th on the all-time 
NCAA Division I-A list of pass- 
ers. The junior has 6,844 yards. 
McClure owns every Bli 
game, season and career pass- 
ing record possible, totaling 18. 
Tailback Bernard White is 
close to a record that only two 
backs in NCAA Division I-A his- 
tory have ever done. He needs 
Just three receptions and 262 
yards rushing to have 50 recep- 
tions and 1,000 yards rushing. If 
he continues at his 92-yard-per- 
game average, he will reach the 
1,000-yard plateau. 
WE'RE LOOKING FOR TROUBLE asr 
RE-ELECT 
SUE 
KINDER 
County Recorder 
,, .i—..-..>..— 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
1980 to present - serving as your elected Wood 
County Recorder 
20 years (1961 - 1980) as a real estate title examiner 
with the Spitler law firm. My long association with title 
research has provided me an in-depth knowledge of all 
aspects of the requirements needed to maintain accu- 
rate documents pertinent to the office of Wood County 
Recorder. 
PtH lor by the Committee lo Re-elect Kinder lor Recorder 
Herb Kinder. Treeeurer. 31 Ranch Court. BowUng Green. OH 43402 
B0AD BALLY 
Registration: 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 
Pre-Rally Meeting: 11:30 a.m. 
The Rally Begins at Noon! 
SAT. NOV. 3,1984 
Prizes & Trophies will be awarded at 
Mark's Pizza Pub from 5 p.m.-8 p.m. 
Drink & Pizza Specials too! 
donated to the Gamma Phi Beta camp for 
Underprlviledged Girls & the United Way. 
Ohio Law Schools 
A representative from each of the following law schools will be on 
campus to distribute information and talk with any interested student 
concerning law school. 
The University of Akron        The University of Dayton 
Capital University Ohio Northern University 
Cleveland State University     Ohio State University 
The University of Cincinnati    The University of Toledo 
Case Western Reserve University 
Bowling Green State University 
Monday, November 5, 1985 
Grand Ballroom, Student Union 
10 a.m.-3 p.m.-Informal meeting with representatives 
1 p.m. - Panel 
Sponsored by Phi Alpha Delta, A Law Fraternity 
TO B.G.S.U. VOTERS: 
**& 
<£&££$&* (No**1* *&£ 
&8&S& 
£L««LI 
%** 
**«* 
<**{#& 
&£&&>* 
% 3*> 
Pea lor By Wood Counter* •**■ MrMn. Peggy Oner, treeeurer. 420 E From St.. Perryeburg. OH 43881 
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CLASSIFIEDS: * nut KM MM OHM *a an. M mca ret in » am FO> KU 
rot aumg BSMIY us u.u tn in t n Mail OUT. I m ma m a. 
mm man no MIS a unmet n 4 u umKJri mm u nt FIST o» FIB OF 
awa; ucoon IK awcr> r mui uu suit nmrr IUCSBI socm imus is 
w wi im Bar one noon. 
Nov. 2. 1*84 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
AMA Career Eiperlence Day 
Champion Spark Plug- November 14. 
Follow a prolaaalonal horn your Held through 
Ma day In business Four openlnga: 2 open- 
Inga for Markallng Raaaarch and 2 opanlnga 
II Interested In Markallng SorvtcafCommunl- 
callon Laava Wadnaaday EARLY contacl Joo 
Frfcko 354-1280 or Joe Ootlron 154-8280. 
AMA Corporate Tour 
QoHOMi 
Nov. 8-loevo approx. 12noon 
Contacl Jon 354-8200 or 
Jon Harding 3522268 
Rotai motors a any AMA member invited 
AHA REGIONAL CONFERENCE 
All Ihoaa attending lha Amarlcan Markallng 
Asaoclallon Raglonal Conlaranca plaaaa reg- 
ister al 10:30 AM on lha third floor of lha 
Union. Tha apaakara bagln at 11:00 AM Ba 
praparad for THE Bualnasa organliallonfpro- • 
laaakmal avarrt ol tha yarn 
BACK BY POPULAH DEMAND 
BGSU MOM > DAD SWEATSHIRT SALEI 
BOSU BLOOOMOaiLE 
Union-Grand Boaroom. November 5.8.7.8. 
1000 am -3 45 pi cal 372-2775 lor 
appointmant from 9:00 am - 4 00 p.m.. 
Wadnaaday, Pel  31 through Friday Nov 2 
CAMPAIGN FOB FASHION' 
Monday. Novambai 5. 1984 
8:00 pm Northeast Commons 
Adrrasaion Froa 
Open lo the pubsc 
Coma 10 BOSU's Largast alacllon rally. Mon- 
day Not. 8 al 7.-00 P.M. In tha Union Oval. 
Supporl Your canrHdataa 
Criminal lutllca organlutlon maallng. Mon- 
day, Hovsmost I, 1(84 al 8:00p.m. In tha 
campus room, 3rd floor ol tha Studant Union. 
Rapa Wcilm sanaHMty tapa arill ba shown. 
Quasi apaakara will ba campus police chlaf 
Bill Bass. Campus Pollcs officer Pam Scott 
and FBI Agani Clint Babar. Fraa and opan 
ttaft,  
DONT MBS JAZZ RYTHM AND BLUES. POP 
VOCALIST LINDA TILLERY IN CONCERT 
NOV 8. 8pm. GRAND BALLROOM TICKETS 
ON SLIDING FEE SCALE AVAILABLE AT 
DOOR 
Uka Sevang? Coma watch tha 1084 BOSU 
SaHtng Regatta on tha Maumaa Rivar al lha 
Parryaburg Yacht Club 
Chaar on tha Homa Taaml  
Maka aura you stland BGSU a Largast Elec- 
tion Ratty Mon. Nov. 5 at 7:00 p.m. Coma haar 
Wood County Candidates.  
Raady for Eicflamaml 
It's Via 1884 BOSU Sailing Ragatta 
Tomorrow at 10 am 
on tha Maumaa Rivar 
at the rHrtYtbunj Yacht Club 
Studants against Nuclaar Suktda - National 
Studant Rally Day. Nov. 2nd-Frldey, noon to 
thraa at union ampilhealre Music by Mills 
Otla and lha Upaattars. Spaakara and 
Itiaalia. 
The Studant Wetness Cantar is now taking 
applications tor pear advisors tor the 1985- 
1988 academic year Applications are available 
at The Wei. 220 Studant Health Center, and 
muel be returned by 4:00 pm. Nov 8.  
The Jewish Students Group conducts Shabbat 
Services every Friday evening at 6:30 pm In 
the Faculty Lounge ol the Student Union. Al 
sitereated students A faculty are invited to 
attend For further intormatlon on Jewish activ- 
ities on campus, contacl Prof. David Wemberg. 
211 Wsaama, 372-2940  
LOST & FOUND 
Lost: One brown leather water m Ed Bfdg or 
Henna, Cal 354-8011 
SERVICES OFFERED 
GUARANTEED STUDENT FNANOAL AID - 
FOR DETAILS WRITE ACADEMIC RE- 
SEARCH. BOX 9128C. TOLEDO. OH 43697 
MCAT CLASSES NOW FORMINO 
STANLEY H. KAPLAN Educational Canter 
518-3701 
TUCKER TYPING > WORD PROCESSING 
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes 
Nancy 3520809 
Abortion, pregnancy teats, student rates. Cen- 
ter for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-255 
7789  
RIDES 
ROE NEEDED to PITTSBURGH- leave Fn 
11/2 or Set 11/3- back by Sun pm 11/4.. Cal 
Sandy 354-8995  
PERSONALS 
41 Alan R Baldwin a Real Friend ol BOSU 
Last year Al Baldwin helped lead the successful 
fight el Wood County against State Issues 1-2- 
3. which has helped head down our tuition and 
preserved our right to drink beer. Al Baldwin 
fought lor us -let a back him lor Ccrnmlsloner 
Alpha Delta. 
Were psyched tor the sisterhood on Saturday1 
See ya mere' Love the KD's  
ALPHA PHIS 1 DU'S 
THE SrO—EPS ARE READY TO PARTY TO- 
NIGHT-SEE YOU AT THE THAI  
Amy, Debbie. Tad. Marybeth. Michete. and 
Karen Welcome to the beat DZ farrary I am eo 
happy you are part of It Get psyched to our first 
lamay get-together 
 DZ Love. Pam 
Amy McLean. 
A special congratutthons tor being selected 
Sigma Chi pledge sweetheart' We're eo proud 
ol you!I' Lots of love. Your Dee Gee Slaters 
Annette Ages. 
Good kick tomorrow at your swim relays' Make 
al your hard work pay off' Lovo.Your Chi O 
Sisters  
Annette's marrying the boy next door 
As s gal. hie leasing she (ad ignore 
As chedren may met In a snowball tight. 
Now engaged, they plan the wedding night 
Although aha can't cook or even make jeeo 
They'l eat Una. he works al Taco Beeto) 
I wish you luck In your married avoe. 
See ya al SI Man's on Nov. 23rd. '85 
KD Love ammo. Jameen 
Are you a Greek Leader? H to, apoHcatrone 
lor Order of Omega, the Greek honorary, arlll 
be avertable soon.  
Becky 
Thanks for the pin I It ia so pretty. I'm looking 
forward to getting to know you better' 
Your grsryjatae. Laurie 
BEER BLAST 
Featuring The Son' Rhythm 1 Btues 
60s amsl Saturday Nile 8pm-1am 
Grand Bsaroom 
 FREE ADMISSION  
Beta Little Sisses 
Get ready lor the Hayrida 
On Saturday night Be 
Psyched tor a "Rol In Tha Hay" 
Love. The Beta's 
BGSU CLUB HOCKEY TEAM: 
Hood LucHIHH  
Chuck out S5.0O-a9.es Rack 
JeansNThlngs 
631 RUge  
Oialias KD's of the Week Wanda Beck in 
BRATHAUSli KD Love and Anne's, tel your 
tunny story' How can we be boring??'  
Come to BOSU's Largest Election Rally. 
Monday Nov. 5 al 7:00 P.M. In the Union Oval. 
aVappart your caaselealase.  
COfKMATULATIONS 
CHfeS YEAZELL 
LAMBDA CM ALPHA 
 BROTHER OF THE WEEK  
David Sungazor. you may think you're mediocre 
but I know you're one fantastic lover' Al my 
love always. Meande  
Graekbuatars 
Road Raty- Saturday, 11 30 - Be There 
ITS TIME 
Jlal 8HEBCK FOB CONGRESS 
Dear Yoyo 
Be prepared tor a wild and crazy time at the 
Stardustar luau. Get ready to party Hawaiian 
atyle and gat arid. 
Love. Strawberry 
Dana Zeta's Debbie. Dianne. 8 Karen 
Tha Beta voeeybel team would Ike to thank you 
lor your coaching. You gals were great. We'l 
get 'em next year Thenx again. 
Tha Beta's 
Delia. 
What are you doing Sat. rate? You 1 be partying 
with the Kappas, alright" We can't wall' 
DONT MISS JAZZ. RYTHM AND BLUES, POP 
VOCALIST UNDA TILLERY IN CONCERT NOV 
8. 8pm. GRAND BALLROOM TICKETS ON 
SUONQ FEE SCALE AVAILABLE AT DOOR 
02. Alan R Baldwin was one of the founders of 
the BGSU Commuter Center Organization and 
Center He backs us Let's back him for Wood 
County Comrnvtaioner  
Ginger Hetterman, 
Welcome to the Ismllyl I'm really aiclted to 
have you as my grand little! By the way you 
got tha beat bag ever! CtU-0 Love and Mine. 
Use  
Grand LI Kathy K. and Grand Niece Holy G 
Happy Birthday and three cheers lor friends. 
Lots ol Love and Sunshine- Me  
GREEKS- THE OREEKBUSTERS ARE 
GONNA FIND OUT WHAT ITS ALL ABOUT 
TOMORROW AT  THE ROAD RALLY.  GET 
■ PSYCHED TO WINI  
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AMYI 
DON'T FORGET THE HOWARD JONES PRE- 
PARTY BASH, FLYING WITH ALBUM COV- 
ERS, VIBRATINO TELEPHONES, THE 
DOUGHBOY, AND APT.I, AND ALL OUR 
OTHER WILD TIMES THIS YEAR. LOVE YA, 
BUT I THINK WE'RE DOOMEDI! 
       MARY 
HAPPYBIRTHDAY 
JAMES A. STEVENSON 
 KH STAFF  
Happy 21at Birthday. Boot' 
Gat ready lot a wed night! 
Love, Ann* Jane  
Hay Alpha XI Sarenadara. 
You ladies can reefy harmonize' 
Thanka lor everything' 
You are 'XT greatest' 
Love. John, the Sereneoee. and al tha 
Brothers ol Bate Theta PI  
Hey AX'S 
Have you hugged s sister today and low her 
aha Is great? You better because I think you 
ate Lotaa Love and Sunshlno-Me  
•rim 
We're looking forward to a wad ama tonight at 
tha Owl Howl. 
Love. The Chi Oa 
Hey m-Houae AX s 
Don't mats Sunday dinner 
and don! weersweets 
Love. Rm 304 
Hey KD's: 
••COUNTDOWN" 
38 days n the beat date party yet!  Start 
T-SWRTS •" T—SHIRTS • • T-0HWT8 
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC. 
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354 3098 
Hot lube. Indoor swimming, lota 
ol bars piie $100 spending money 
can be yours tor a free 
weekend for two 
MAIN STREET FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE 
Saturday Night 
IF YOU LIKE RONALD REAGAN... 
YOU'LL LOVE LEONARD STEVENS 
TWO IMPORTANT VOTES 
 K,eTlB^le)•"••■ 
Jim Sherck for Congress 
JEROME ROSE 
Ptsnktt 
November 2 at 8pm 
KobackerHe* 
A Romantic Evening 
Free BGSU Studenta w/vaad I D 
Jm And Bred- 
We're getting psyched lor a 'wad turkey' night 
hope you guys are reedy to psry In the hay 
Leaner, and Math 
JOIN THE FUN AT MARK'S PIZZA PUB FROM 
84 PM THIS SATURDAY AFTER THE ROA- 
ORALLY! PRIZES AND TROPHIES WILL BE 
AWARDCDI  
JukeSMder- 
Ws'll ba hearing wedding bells for you end 
Mitch- Congratulatlona on your Engagement! 
Love- Your Alpha PN Sisters 
Kappa Siga. 
Get ready to party wtth the wild 8 crazy 
Alpha Xl'sll (Friday night)  
Keith, Matt, 8 Bill: 
The ItewoHan Luau Is drawing near, 
There's plenty of liquor, so never few. 
Bring your boxers elong with your Ms, 
So get exctted cause tomorrow's the big day. 
Love, Michelle. Rachel, * Sue 
43 Al Baldwin has helped place undergraduate 
interne.   He's  corrarelted   and   cares   about 
BGSU Baldwin lor Wood County Commlaioner 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: 
"DRaNKI" 
FOR YOU KNOW NOT WHENCE YOU CAME, 
NOR WHY: 
DRINK I 
FOR YOU KNOW NOT WHY YOU GO, 
NOR WHERE."  
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA CONGRATULATIONS 
TO: 
VOLLEYBALL TEAM- 2ND PLACE IN DELTA 
ZETA TOURNAMENT 
KEN FAYE— 1ST PLACE BANTAM WEIGHT 
PI KAPPA PHI ARM WRESTLING TOURNEY 
HOCKEY   TEAM—   1tor2   IN   YOUR   FIRST 
SEASON 
WE DON'T OET RESPECT, BUT WE SURE DO 
EVLBNITI  
'Later Aria la coming' 
'Laser An. la I 
 'laaar Arts is c 
Laser Arts Is Coming 
Laser Arts Is Coming 
Sponsored by Silver Wings snd Arnold Air 
liplsti  
Laaar Arts Is coming 
Laser Aria la coming 
Sponsors    Amok)   Air  Society  and   Silver 
wateja  
UT Amber 
I'm so glad to have you as my II'. I couldn't have 
wished lor anyone more special. Looking lot- 
ward to many great times ahead! 
Love Ye. Koeey 
LI Ginger. Were you surprised? I'm so gtad 
you're my Me. But you stil have e lot more 
aurprieea si store' Love Ya. Big Sheri  
UT Kathy Welcome to the best lamey n Alpha 
CNI fm exctted to buM a now friendahlp that 
wi laat lor years to cornel Remember- always 
reach for the stars 
AX Love. Big Wendy 
UT KeeeeRoby, 
You are such a special person and wo are ao 
lucky to have you In our family! 
Delta Zeta love. Big Jane, and Grandbig Denleo 
UT Laura Yeten. 
I'm ao glad to have you aa my Intel' Get raady 
to party because your big thinks you're spe 
OMII 
XO love t mine, Your big. Cherie 
UT Linda 1 UT Tamers 
HI Dudoeoee! You two are tha beat itaea 
anybody could ask for. Thanks lor making our 
tamey so special. DZ love and megas of mine. 
Big Use  
U Matte- 
re) glad you know who I am nowl I'm ao happy 
k> have you as my sne' (Did I have you looted?) 
Love yal Judi, P S Sony about the toast' 
IX WENOY HAMUN! 
. thus keeping true lo the meaning, spirit, and 
realty of PIS Mu. Welcome lo the fenny Love 
those tonrvesl Bkj Barb  
Wall. CM I have you Fooled? I'm ao excited to 
hare you aa my little and I hope you know 
how special you are to me. 
CM 0 love and lots more of mine. Use 
Hat a 
Hope to aae ya on the slopes at s s  Beet 
•■has on your 21st B-day. you mean a lot to 
ma. 
Love. Bl 
Lon Smith 
I think you're pretty terrific! 
Thanka to you and Pattl for a fun 
Reunion- Love. Tha square root ol L squared 
A.**-************** * * * * »•***••* ************ *** ****** * * A », >>•» 
SHOW THEM YOU CARE! 
. FALCONS vs. OHIO UNIVERSITY 
November 10*1 p.m. * Perry Field 
. Tickets on Sale Every Day * Wear Oranj 
it**************** ********* ****************i 
Make sure you attend BGSU a Largest Election 
Raty. Mon. Nov. & al 700 p.m. Come hear 
Wood County candkxrtoe  
MARGARET CM 0 
ROSES ARE RED 
VIOLETS ARE BLUE 
m YOU WERE'NT BY INI 
WHAT THE HELL WOULD I DO? 
 I LOVE YOU, WENDY  
MELOOYE MUELLER 
All Ulat work and It will be over In 2 days. 
Beat Wishes for s successful raglonal coMer- 
eivpalLoea. Dessi  
Greekbuaters 
Road Raty- Saturday. 11 30 - Be There... 
ON ELECTION DAY, VOTE 
REAGAN FOR PRESIDENT 
STEVENS FOR CQeSatiSSfONER 
irSTtwE 
 JIM SHERCK lor CONGRESS  
PMIHs Ware 
Smaal Friday is fkiaty here. 
Have a great weekend 
 Affectionately, Oovo  
Pit Pars: 
Get ready lor a fantastic tea KxUghtl We cant 
watt! Love the KD's  
PN Teus 8 Deles: 
Get psyched tor the "Creel WhMe North" 
Data Party, and a weemend In Toronto 
POOTHI 
OET FIRED UP ANOI 
LAST WEEKEND YOU CAN DO IT 
BE YOUR MIND...SEE YOUR FUTURE 
I*.  Atan R.  Baldwin,  candidate  tor Wood 
County Commfeloner. organized and worked 
for atudent voter registration lor 10 years. 
PriacOa 
I love my big! I'm so glad you're my big. Sorry I 
screwed up the big hunt. Thanks lor letting me 
tag along at OU I had a great time. I hope you 
get better soon Stop talking Thanka again for 
everything 
Love ys. Laurie  
PUSH UNIT DEDICATION HAPPY HOURS 
FRIDAY AT MAIN ST 
  5-8PM   
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
KEVIN MARUSKIN 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
JIMI MAURI 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
StGMA PHI EPSILON 
DAVE McADAMS 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
CHRIS MERCER 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SK3MA PHI EPSHON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
TED MOVER 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
STEVE ADOLPH 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
TIM PETERSON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
LARRY BARNES 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
DOUGRUCH 
SlOtU PHI EPSaLON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
KEITH SHAWVER 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
DOUaBERGER 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
StOMA PM EPSILON 
SCOTT SINGER 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
BRIAN CLAPP 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
BOBCP.AIG 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
ADAM STERLE 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
TIM CRAIG 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSHON 
GARY STRAIN 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON 
SCOTT DEAKIN 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
StGMA PM EPSILON 
PAUL FIEL 
HOMA PM EPSsLON 
SIGMA PM EPSHON 
DAMN HARRIS 
SIGMA PM EPSHON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
CHMt KLEIN 
StGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
JOHN VIAROPULOS 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
ERICH KUEHNLE 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
DENNIS VICCMARELLI 
SIGMA PM EPSHON 
SIGMA PM EPSILON 
GREGG LWOEMULOER 
SIGMA PHI EPSHON 
SIGMA PM EPSHON 
KEN WEISS 
HOMA PHI EPSHON 
Sisters ol Kappa Delta There w» be lun to be 
had by at on Saturday, wtth softbal and Happy 
Hours Oat psyched tor s greet sisterhood! The 
Alpha Dent  
#5 Aa a student, Aeon R Baldwin waa one ol 
our first BOSU Commuter ReprsssnaMtves and 
a Phi Mu Chanty Volunteer As an skannus. he's 
taught Government and supports the Alumni 
AssoOMbon snd Falcon Club  
STEVENS FOB COMMIIIIOMER 
STEVENS - REAGAN - STEVENS 
REAGAN — STEVENS — flEAG AN 
STEVENS - REAGAN - STEVENS 
STUDENT REC CENTER 
FIT-FOR-ALL 
SCREENING ACTtVfTlES 
Tuse -Thurs . Nov.6-8 
5:00-7:00 PM UFE RM 
Susl- this time It's really   me. Heppy 20th 
Birthday. Your roomie  
THE ORIENTATION BOARD WOULD LUCE TO 
THANK JEFF LONQWELL AND SELECTION 
FOR ALL THEIR HARD WORK AND TIME. 
THANKBI         
There wB ba more than "Tiny Bubbles'' In the 
wine at the STAROUSTER LUAU. Come and 
shako your grate etdrtsl  
THEY DON'T PLAY FOOTBALL 
THEY DON'T WEAR SWEATERS 
THEY'RE NOT GOOD LOOKING 
THEY DON'T PLAY DRUMS 
SONG OF THE DAY 
FISHHEADS, VERSE 3 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA 
TUTS IS IT! 
Your laat chance to vrtn 
MAIN ST FRENCH QUARTER BAFFLE 
Be there Saturday nkjht 
and $100 and a super weekend may 
be yours' 
TODAY'S PI KAPP PUSH  E' ENT 
P.U.S.H unit dedication al I 
SUNSHINE CHILDREN'S HO IE 
2:00 pm 
TOMORROW NIGHT! 
PI Kapp BEER BLAST 
9:00 pm to 1.00 am Grand Ba 
featuring "The Sons" 
Brothers from Different Mothlrs 
Raffle drawing at 12 midnigh lor 
A Night On The Town' 
To my me Cindy Tartz. 
I am ao happy you're 
My MM Were you surprised? 
Love, your Big. Debra 
TO: THE ORIGINAL BO (BOB): 
HAPPY 21ST BBTHDAYii THANKS FOB BE- 
ING SUCH A SPECIAL FBIEND (THE BEST)! 
GET  PSYCHED  FOB   OUB   STBAWBEBRY 
PABTY SLOBBY AND WATCH OUT FOB ALL 
THOSE DUDES'"" 
LOVE YA CHARLES "THE YOUNG N" 
TROY DAWSON 888 
GOOD   LUCK    THIS    SATURDAY   AGAINST 
 BALL 8TATEII  
Wendy-Hatooo and Heppy 20! You're my pall 
Knock yourself out thai weekend   Love your 
Sle-Holy  
ALLEN R BALDWIN IS THE ONLY CANDIDATE 
FOR WOOO COUNTY COMMISSIONER WTTH 
A PBOVEN RECORD OF SERVICE ANO COM- 
MITMENT TO BGSU HE IS COMMITTED AND 
WU. SEBVE ALL WOOD COUNTY JUST AS 
WELL  
Hey ya a! Rev up your engines for the Road 
Baty - tomorrow' Prizes! Fun! Excitement' 
Handsome men! Gorgeous woman! Experience 
adventure axe you've never betore experi- 
enced II on tha Bowling Green campus' Late 
eranea ttta being accepted-cat 372-2387. 
ATTENTION OtWEKBUSTERS: 
This a your sat chance-one more day WI 
want to at* YOU at the Road Raty Take tha 
chaaanga! Wet see you Saturday. Cat 372- 
2387 For deists  
T-SMBTS • • T-SMBTS ■ ■ T-SHIBTS 
FOB DORM. PARTIES. ETC 
FAST SEBVICE, QUALITY. GUABANTEED 
WIZARD GRAPHICS. 354-3098 
$100 cash plus s FREE 
weekend lor two can be yours 
MAM STREET FRENCH QUARTER BAFFLE 
BE THEBEI!!!! 
WANTED 
Smal Bock Band Wanted Apply m Person - 
Broken Boot After 3pm 163 E Wooater 
WANTED: SOFABED- GOOD CONDITION - 
WU- PAY UP TO $80 CALL ANNE 372-4178 
Nonsmoking female roommate needed Spring 
Semester University Cta Apt* Cal 354- 
7404.  
It**** 
1 bedroom turn efficiency. Avetsbie Decem- 
ber or January $226'month, utetles paid 
l enybme 3528298 
Female roommate needed to eubtaata apart- 
ment tor second aerriaater Own room wtth 
double bed, doss to campus. Cat 352-7961 
Wanted: 1 F roommate to share t barm Apt 
dose to campus 1110.00 mo. Spring Semes- 
ter. Cell J52-7871 
Wanted: mate to sublet house for spring '86. 
own room, 135'mo Inc utl. 2 roommates. 
serious studenta please 352-41 78 
WANTED FEMALE TO SHARE UPPER PABT 
OF HOUSE WITH 3 OTHEBS CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS HAVE OWN ROOM $120 Dais 1/4 
GAS. AVAILABLE NOW OR SPRING SEMES- 
TEH CALL GaNA AFTEB 4 00 p.m. AT 352- 
2830 
HELP WANTED 
EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR 
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM 
HOME. NO EXPERENCE NECESSAEBY? NO 
OBLIGATION? FBEE DETAILS SEND 
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO: LACUNA'S P.O 
BOX 25791, CHICAGO, IL 60826-0791. 
COMPUTER SCIENCE SOPHOttONU or first 
aemealer (uniors Dayton area firm seeking 
students for systems enatyais. technical 1 
buslneaa programming Pays about 1360/mo 
lo start Cal Co-op office 372 2451. or slop by 
222 Admin BUg.  
FOR SALE 
Mkon 35 mm Camera Exceaant condition 
$140 OB.O Trek Touring 12 spd $175 
0BO Musi sal quickly Cal 354-8977 
Stereo lor sale with cabinet Make an offer Cal 
Tracy 354-8126  
Used washer and dryer. 
Pair $76 
Cal 689-4335 aflat 7pm 
10-speed Red Unlvega Custom Maxima 
5 months ok). $130 
Cat 372-3670 ask for Bl 
Devon DR-M2 tape deck for sale 
$450 new Set lor $276 
Cat 364-8702 
For Sets: 
'80 Datsun 200 SX.S4300 exceeent condition, 
akcondrttonlng. AM/FM.4 speakers, and many 
other options Contact KR 354-8258, Mom- 
Ing or after midnlghl 
l978Pontian Astra AM'FM STERO New Tre. 
New Exhausting. New Carburetor. New Brake. 
Sun Root $1200 Cal 354-8018 
1982 Dodge Charger In Good condition   For 
more info cat 354-7882 or 354-7OT3. 
Brand New Akai QX-R6 cassette deck, best 
offer Evaninga 352-1220 
1968 Poneec Catatns. Good Condition Best 
oner. Cat 352-0705 or 372-2638. ask lor 
BaySteaior         
FOR RENT 
2 Efficiency Apia to sublease   $225fmo. lor 
tumfehed  and   $200  tor   unfurnished    All 
I Included. Ill own separate living 
I and bedroom Call 354-8018 
Eftency to sublet. $225/mo Al UtaWee paid 
tor 214 Napoleon Road Cat 354-7804 or 
nquire al office  
ANNOYED WTTH ONCAMPUS UVtNG? 
MOVE OFF NEXT SEMESTEB 
WE HAVE AN APT   FOB TWO 
CALL JANICE OB JEBI AT 354-7361. 
One vacancy, mate, senior/grad. double room, 
private entrance, kitchen - dose to unrv 
352-7238 
Apt  lor rent this Spring   Two bedroom, turn, 
apt Heel, water, and cable TV paid lor   Laundry 
tactWee. perking lot t bate storage provided 
$540Vsemester with four persons 
Cat 352-7182 aak tor Ftch 
2 F. Roommatee NEEDED for Spring Semester 
Close lo Campus 621 E Merry Cat Kathy or 
Donna at 352-7041 
2 bedroom apartment avaaable on 3rd Street 
Cal 352-4380  
American Heart 
'Association 
WET* FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE 
United Way 
IV 
: HV» 
#&*•' 
Every Saturday 
12-ounce N.Y. Strip 
STEAK DINNER 
6.95 
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Parents Day features 
Doc Severinsen and. 
Less than 250 tickets remain tor the 
Saturday (Nov. 10) Parents Day Show 
— featuring musical director and 
trumpeter Doc Severinsen. 
The 8 p.m. concert in Anderson 
Arena will also feature singer Ruth 
Olscamp, clinical coordinator in the 
School ot Speech and wife of University 
President Paul J. Olscamp. and The 
Steamboat Stowaways, a student 
barbershop quartet. 
Reserved seat tickets, priced at $8 
and $5, are on sale from 8 a.m. to 5 
p.m. weekdays at the Mlleti Alumni 
Center. 
Best known as the muscial conductor 
of the "Tonight Show." Severinsen is 
rated as one of the country's finest 
trumpet players and has been voted 
"Top Brass" for 10 years In the 
prestigious "Playboy" magazine music 
poll. 
football vs. Ohio U. 
The football Falcons will close the curtain on their 1984 home schedule Saturday 
(Nov. 10) when they host the Ohio University Bobcats at 1 p.m. at Doyt Perry Field. 
Tickets for the game are now on sale at Memorial Hall ticket office Hours for the 
office are 9 a.m to 5 p.m. weekdays and 9-11 a.m. Saturday In addition, tickets can 
also be purchased at the Ice Arena from noon to 4 p.m. daily and at the Stadium 
beginning at 11:30 a.m. Saturday. 
Ticket prices are $7 for chair reserved seats, $6 for bench reserved seats. $3.50 
for adult general admission, $2.50 for youth general admission, $2 for University 
student general admission, and $2.50 for end zone seats. 
.. - parent—faculty receptions 
Six receptions, designed to provide parents with the opportunity to meet with the 
dean and faculty members of their children's college, will be held from 9-11 30 a.m. 
Saturday (Nov. 10). 
The College of Arts and Sciences will hold its reception In the Ice Arena Lounge, the 
College of Education in the Educational Memorabilia Center (Little Red Schoolhouse), 
the College of Health and Community Services in 100 Health Center, the College of 
Musical Arts in the Green Room of the Moore Musical Arts Center, the College of 
Business Administration in the second floor lounge of the Business Administration 
Building, and the School of Technology In the lower level lounge of the Technology 
Building 
The event is being sponsored by the Alumni Association in cooperation with the five 
undergraduate colleges and the School of Technology. 
... Rec Center programs 
Not sure what to do with your parents during Parents Day weekend? Why not "rec" 
them at the Student Recreation Center. The center will be sponsoring special "Rec 
Your Parent" programs throughout the weekend. 
Beginning at 4 p.m. on Friday (Nov. 9) and continuing through Sunday (Nov. 11), 
parents and siblings of students will be able to use the center for the reduced price of 
$1 per person per visit. 
Abo, special programs will be held from 7-9 p.m. Saturday (volleyball and Club Pool 
activities) and from 1:30-3 p.m. Sunday (racquetbaH, basketball, aerobics and 
watybal). 
Tours wi also be provided throughout the weekend. The tours will be free. 
... planetarium shows 
The newly opened Physical Sciences Building planetarium wi have special 
showings of its fall program. "All Systems Go!." during Parents Day weekend (Nov. 9- 
11). 
The programs will begin at 6 and 8 p.m. Friday. 10 a.m. Saturday, and 1, 3, and 
7:30 p.m. Sunday The programs are free (donations will be accepted) and open to the 
public. 
"AD Systems Go!" is a retrospective of NASA's first 25 years of space exploration. 
 ' ' ' ■ ■ • ■ ■ '- ■ - 
'Summer and Smoke' opens 
"Summer and Smoke," Tennessee 
Williams' bitter-sweet masterpiece of love, 
will be presented at 8 p.m. Friday through 
Saturday (Nov. 8-10) and Wednesday 
through Saturday (Nov. 14-17) in the Main 
Auditorium of University HaB 
Tickets for the production are priced at 
$4 for adults and $2 for students and 
senior citizens, and may be purchased at 
the box office on the second floor of 
University Hall or reserved by calling (419) 
372-2719 weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
"Summer and Smoke" is set at the tum 
of the century in the sleepy southern town 
of Glorious Falls, Mississippi. It follows a 
story of love between Alma Winemiller, 
portrayed by Eileen T. Nowacki, a graduate 
student in theater, and John Buchanan, 
played by Tim Murnen. a sophomore 
theater major 
Alma is an idealistic and somewhat 
puritanical southern daughter of a minister 
whle John is a very unpuritantical young 
doctor She seeks to reform him by 
invoking the cliches of morality. He. in turn, 
speaks of the body and Its cravings for life 
In the end. the prim Alma succeeds in 
saving him only to lose herself in the bitter 
closing sequence. 
Theater faculty member, Dr Charles 
Boughton, is directing the production, 
considered to be one of Tennessee 
Williams' best works. The scenery is 
designed by Dr. Robert Hansen and 
lighting for the performances is designed 
by Edward Zuckerman. also theater faculty 
members. 
Opera to open in Kobacker 
"L'Ormindo," a 17th century opera, will 
be presented by the University Opera 
Theatre at 8 p.m. Friday (Nov. 9) and at 3 
p.m. Sunday (Nov. 11) in Kobacker Hall of 
the Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Tickets for the opera, which will be sung 
in English, are priced at $2, $3 and $5 
depending on seat location They may be 
purchased in advance at the music center 
box office or reserved by calling (419) 
372-0171. The box office is open from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. weekdays. 
"L'Ormindo" is the story of a young 
queen married to an old king who rules the 
kingdom of Fez in north Africa. The 
unhappy queen takes two lovers, both 
warriors of the king. Neither warrior wants 
to duel for the queen's favors so they ask 
her to choose one. The queen chooses 
Ormlndo and runs off with him. They are 
eventually caught and are to be punished 
with death by poisoning. 
Roy Lazarus, an associate professor of 
music at the University and director of the 
opera theater, describes the Baroque 
opera by Italian composer Francesco 
CavaH as being contemporary in theme, 
urbane and funny "In fact, it's hilarious, 
and It has some of the most beautiful music 
written for opera," says Lazarus, who Is 
directing production. "It Is a joy to listen 
to," he adds. 
Appearmo in the leading roles of 
"L'Ormindo" will be University master's 
degree student Catherine Card, 
sophomore Erik Perkins, freshman Micah 
Graber, junior Lisa Miragliotta and alumnus 
Lance Ashmore. 
Black Walter, a University doctoral 
student, will conduct the opera orchestra. 
Vote Nov. 6! 
Voting booths for on-campus students 
who have registered will be open from       . 
8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. on Tuesday (Nov. 
8) in the Commons, Northeast 
More than 5,000 on-campus students 
are expected to vote. 
Off-campus students can learn where 
their election center is located by calling 
the Wood County Board of Elections at 
352-6531 
Directory available 
The 1984-85 Student Organizations 
Directory is now available in 450 Student 
Services. 
The directory, which lists over 130 
University affiliated clubs, groups and 
organizations, is available to all free of 
charge and may be obtained in the Student 
Activities office from 8 «.m. to 5 p.m. 
weekdays. 
Friday 
( s.m.4 p.m. - Registration tor leadership 
Regletration lor this Dec 8 seminar from 9 am.- 
4 p.m. wll continue through Nov. 30. Free and 
open to two representatives per registered 
student organization 405 Student Services. 
7:M p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Rear Window" wi be shown. $1.50 with 
BGSU ID 210 Math Science. 
• p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Al Systems Go," commemorating 26 years of 
America in space, wM be shown. Free (dona- 
kona accepted) and open to al. Planetarium. 
Physical Sciences Laboratory 
I p.m. - Benefit Concert 
Pianist Jerome Rose, artist-in residence st Bowl- 
ing Green State University, wi perform. Pro- 
ceeds wi benefit the Colege of Musical Arts 
Scholarship fund Tickets are $3 lor students 
and senior citizens. $6 tor al othe.s. Kobacker 
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. - Film 
"A Father. .. A Son ... and a Three Mse Run" 
wi be shown. Free and open to al. Grace 
Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise. 
HO p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1.25 with vaM ID. Skate rental 50 
cents. Ice Arena 
9:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Fit, Nov. 2. listing. 
Saturday 
9:30 ajn. - Registration for Theater Seminar 
Jules Fisher, Broadway producer and theatrical 
lighting designer, wi speak on stage lighting 
design. Free to students, faculty and staff. $10 
for members of the United States Institute of 
Theatre Technology-Ohio, and $30 tor general 
public. 
10 a.m.-Noon - Theater Seminar 
Jules Fisher. Broadway producer and theatrical 
lighting designer, will speak on stage lighting 
design  Open to those who registered Joe E. 
Brown Theater. University Hal. 
10 a.m.-Noon - Theater Seminar 
See 10 a.m. Sat.. Nov. 3, Hating. 
2 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs. Evansvile University. Mickey Coch- 
rane Field. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ohio State University. Ice Arena 
7:30, 9:45 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m Fri., Nov. 2, listing 
Sunday 
3 p.m. - Faculty Recital 
Tubist Ivan Hammond, professor of musical arts, 
wi perform assisted by fetow faculty members. 
Free and open to all Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
3:304:30 p.m. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fit., Nov. 2, listing 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Nov. 2. Ming. 
9 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov 2. listing 
9 p.m. - Concert 
The Bowling Green String Trio wi perform. Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Monday 
9 a.m.4 pjn.'- Senior Pictures 
Wi be taken daily through Tuesday, Nov 20 By 
appointment only. For appointments can 372- 
0086 or stop m al the Key Office, 310 Student 
Services Pictures w* be taken at 310 Student 
Services 
10 a.m.-4 pan. - Bloodmoblle 
Cat 372-2776 to make appointment to give 
Hood this week. Open to al. Grand Bafcoom. 
Unfa*. ■0as^».   --    . 
10 SJB.4 p.m. - Laser Art Sale 
Thai sale wi continue through Frl., Nov. 9 
Sponsored by the Amok) Air Society and Saver 
Wings Forum, University Bookstore. 
4-9 p.m. - Teacher Certification Discussion 
Open to al facuty and staff to discuss and make 
recommendations on Ohio's teacher certification 
standards Recruitment, admissions, general 
education and working together wi be dis- 
cussed Sponsored by the Colege of Education. 
363 Education. 
7 p.m. - Hispanic Folk Dancing 
Free and open to all  Sponsored by Spanish 
Club. 302 Eppier North. 
7:30 p.m. - Foreign Film Series 
The Japanese fern "Rashomon." about a murder 
and rape told from four points of view, wi be 
shown. Free and open to al. Sponsored by the 
department of German and Russian Qlah F9m 
Theater. Harma. 
9 p.m. - Campaign for Fashion 
Fashion show. Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by  the  Fashion  Merchandising   Association 
Northeast Commons. 
I p.m. - Criminal Justice Organization 
Meeting Open to al. Campus Room, Union 
11:30 teVMM P-«>- - Na»Tr*0r*onel Stu- 
Tuesday 
Noon-2  p.m.  -  Pear  Nutrition  Counseling 
Consuftanta wi meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-in basis. Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are avaaebie. Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
4-9 p.m. - Teacher Certification Discussion 
See 4 p.m. Mon., Nov. 5, listing Topics wi be 
assessment of teachers for certification, begin- 
ning teechers, teaching experience as a criterion 
for special certification and lifelong learning. 
Sponsored by the Colege of Education. 201 
Education. 
$ p.m. - Intramural Entry Due Date 
Due date for wreaking entries. Free and open to 
al. Applications avaaebie In the Intramural Office, 
201 Memorial Hal and through fraternity and 
Realdence Hal athletic chairmen 10 days prior 
to deadline. 201 Memorial Hal. 
3 p.m. - Spanish Conversation Hour 
Open to al. Sponsored by Spanish Club. Fal- 
cons Neat, Union. 
9:30 tun. - University 4-H Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Northeast Com- 
7 pjn. - Volleyball 
BGSU va University of Toledo. Anderson Vena 
7 p.m. - Squash Club 
Instruction and practice. Open to al. Squash 
Court A, Student Rec Center. 
7 pjn. - Active Christian Today 
Meeting Open to al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Lecture on Metalsmlthlng 
Bob Coogan. the Head of Metakmfthlng at the 
Appalechien  Center  for  Crafts  In  Smithvie, 
Tern., wi give an illustrated lecture. Free and 
open to al. 204 Fine Arts. 
9 p.m. - International AssocatJon of Business 
Communication 
Meeting. Open to al. 114 Education. 
9 pjn. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Frl., Nov. 2, sating. 
9 pjn. - Students for Animals 
Meeting Free and open to al. 208 Henna. 
9 pjn. - Christian Science Organization 
Meeting. Open to al. Fort Room, Union. 
Wednesday 
9 «.m.-« p.m. - JapwMM M«tal Ttchrrtqu* 
pjmuy t MI -■tpjoi 
Bob Coogan, Head of Mitalinvthtng at the 
Appalachian Center for Crafts m SmUhvie. 
Term . wi datum tale fat craft. Free and open 
to al Sponsored by the School of Art 204 Fine 
Arts. 
Dt. Rex Fear of the Counseling and Career 
Center wi apeak on decision making. Free and 
open to el. Faculty Lounge, Union 
44 p.m. - Teacher Certification Meeuaeton 
See 4 p.m. Mon., Nov. 6, listing, Topics wi be 
teacher certification optkma, course work In 
chosen teaching fields, waiver cteueea, leeching 
the rratfct* grades and the gifted Sponsored by 
the Colege of Education. 210 Education. 
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha PsIMccountIng Club 
Joint Meeting of this accounting honor society 
and club. A presentation on computer fraud wi 
be given. Open to al. Campus Room. Union. 
I p.m. - Pink Collar Worker Project 
The BeeuOclens." a one-act play, wi be 
preeented as a conclusion to. this program 
concerning working women and their problems. 
Free and open to al. Monty's Hair Faahions. 
124 W. Wo peter. 
9 pjn. - Lecture Recital 
'Australian Art Song" wi be preeented, featur- 
ing music by Australian composers and tenor 
Rex FJkum, professor In the Colege of Musical 
Aria. Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Basketball Exhibition 
Men's team va. University of Windsor Anderson 
Arena. 
9 p.m. - OpportuniHea In Math 
Panel dknusson. Free and open to al. 459 Math 
Science. 
9-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fit.. Nov. 2, listing 
9 pjn. - Alpha Phi Omega 
Co-educational  service  organization  meeting. 
Free and open to al. Assembly Room, McFal 
Center. 
9:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
930 pjn. - Student Organization for Social 
Work 
Meeting. Open to al. 203 Hayes. 
Thursday 
"War 8 
10 i.m.-4 pjn. - Last Day for Bloodmoblle 
See 10 a.m. Mon., Nov. 5, Hating. 
11 a.m.-4 p.m. - Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Conaultanta wi meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-in basis Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are available Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
34 pjn. - SRC "Think Tank" 
Sessions are designed to obtain ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al. Conference Room, Student Rec Center. 
3:30 pjn. - Colloqul Series 
Research on eating disorders wi be presented 
by Katharine Dtxon, Department of Psychology, 
Ohio State University Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by department of psychology. 112 
Life Science. 
3:304:30 pjn. - French Conversation Hour 
Free and open to al. La Mateon Frsncais 
44 pjn. - Teacher Certification Discussion 
See 4 p.m. Mon., Nov. 5, sating. Topics w* be 
research on teaching, cMcal experience, field 
experiences and cultural diversity   Sponsored 
by the Colege of Education. 301 Education. 
9:30 pjn. - BO Chess Club 
Free and open to al interested in chess Bring 
set. board, and clock If you have one. Commuter 
Center, basement of Moeeley. 
7:30 pjn. - Environmental Interest Group 
Meeting. Open to al. 106 Business Administra- 
tion 
7:30 pjn. - Campus Crusade for Christ 
Meeting. Open to al. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
B pjn. — Coneixl 
unds Tawry. a Jazz/goapet vocalist, wi perform. 
TWam are priced on a etdtng scale according to 
income. Data* available through the Women's 
Center. 3160 Student Service. Sponsored by 
Women tor-Women Grand Belroom. Union 
I pjn. - Trombone Recital 
Cures Otaon, a facuHy member at Michigan State 
University, wi perform. Free and open to al 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
"Summer and Smoke" wi be performed. Tteketa 
are $2 for students and senior cNzenz, $4 tor el 
others. Main Auditorium. University Hal. 
I p.m. - Lenhert Claseic Film Series 
"The Hobbr wi be shown. Free wtth BGSU 
ID. Gteh Theater, Henna. 
1:30 p.m. - Summer Study as Nemos, France 
Infonnationel  meeting.   Open  to  al.   French 
Friday 
44 p.m. - Teaching Certification Discussion 
See 4 p.m. Mon., Nov. S.JaMfng. Topics wi be 
planning and management, today's basics, prob- 
lem-solving snd thinking skis and Individual 
differences Sponsored by the Colege of Edu- 
cation. 215 Education. 
5 p.m. - DeadHnai lor Applications for Tru- 
man Scholarship Program 
Deedbne for thle scholarship for students prepar- 
ing for careers In pubec service. Award up to 
$5,000 annualy. Applicants must be colege 
juniors during the 1984-85 academic year, U.S. 
citizens wtth a potensel for leadership In govern 
ment wan a minimum 3.0 grade point average. 
232 1 
I pjn. - Fantasy and IWepiaying Society 
Games of al types are played Free and open to 
al. Honors Canter. Kreiecher 
I pjn. - Parents Weekend Event 
Planetarium show   Free (donations accepted) 
and open to al. Planetarium. Phyeical Science 
Laboratory. 
9-9 p.m. - Parents Weekend Concert 
Michael Spiro, a gultartat, anger and aongwrtter. 
wi be featured. Free and open to al. Sponsored 
by UAO  Spotlight  Entertainment  Committee 
Towers Restaurant, McDonald Quad. 
9:30 p.m. - Shabbat Service 
Open to al.  Sponsored by Jewish Students 
Group. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7-9 p.m. - Dunemis Outreach 
Meeting. Capital Room. Union 
7-10 p.m. - International Buddies Rec Night 
Free and open to al students In the International 
Buddies Program. Sponsored by the Graduate 
Student Senate and the World Student Associa- 
tion. Student Rec Center. 
7 JO pjn. - Art Exhibit Opens 
"Chinese Peasant Painting Recent Works from 
HuXlen" wi be displayed. Free and open to al 
The exhibit wi continue through Sun.. Dae. 9 
Gaaery hours are 9 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays and 
2-5 p.m. Sundays McFal Center Gaaery 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thure.. Nov. 8, Hating. 
I p.m. - Parents Weekend Event 
Planetarium show. See 9 p.m. Fri., Nov.  9, 
leang. 
8-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m Fri, Nov. 2, listing. 
8 p.m.-1 a.m. - OSS Jazz Can 
The Paul Kanyon Quartet wi perform. $2 
donation. Open to al graduate students. Ice 
Arena Lounge. 
9:30, 10:15 pjn.. Midnight - UAO Campus 
Feat 
"Fast Tbnea at Fedgernont rlgh" wi be shown 
$1.80 wHh BGSU ID.. 210 Math Science 
Saturday 
10 
9-11:30 a.m - Parents Day Event 
The five undergraduate coieges and the School 
of Technology wi hold receptions for parents 
and their children In the Mowing pieces Aria 
and Sciences, the ice Arena Lounge; Education, 
the Utse Red Schcolhouse; Health and Commu 
nay Servicee. 100 HeeMh Center: Music, Green 
Room, Moore Musical Arts Center; Business 
AdmHetraaon, 2nd floor lounge. Butheas Ad- 
mWetrafJon; Technology, tower level lounge, 
Technology Butting      
10 MI. - Parents Weekend Event 
PtaMun ehow. SM e p.m.  Fri.  Nov. 9. 
Ming. 
BQSU vt. Otto Unrversity. Doyl Perry FWd. 
2-e pjn. ■ Educational Memorabilia Center 
Vartoue artclea wa bs on dMpisy Free and open 
to at UN* Red SchoolhouM, «Mt of Com- 
mom 
7-9 p.m. - Parents Weekend Event 
"Rec Your Parent" Student Rec Cenlar rale lor 
Paranta Weekend tl par parent for the week- 
end. VoeeyM and Club Pool featured. Tours 
avseeblo. Student Rec Canter. 
I p.m. - UntearaHy Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thura., Nov. 8. Wong. 
I p.m. - Paranta Weekend Event 
Doc Oovortnoon In concert Open to those who 
have tcketa. Anderson Arena. 
•8-10 pjn. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2, listing. 
1:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FUm 
See 8:30 p.m. Fri., Nov. 9, Sating. 
10:1S p.m„ aifcMgM - UAO Campus Film 
See 8:30 p.m. Frl„ Nov. 9. eating. 
Sunday 
n 
1 p.m. - Parents Weekend Event 
Plsnetertum Show. See 6 p.m.  Fri., Nov. 9, 
Mang 
l:30-J p.m. -Parents Weekend Event 
"Bee Your Parent." Student Rec Center rate for 
Parents weekend $1 per parent for the week- 
end. Racquefbal. watybal. basketbal and aero- 
bics w« be featured. Tours available. Student 
Rec Center. 
2-6 p.m. - Educations! Memorabilia Canter 
Various historical articles wsTbe on display. Free 
and open to si. Utee Red Schoofhouee. 
2-6 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
The annual BQSU School of Art Faculty Show 
opens. The exhibit wa" continue through Dec. 2. 
Qelery hours are 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. weekdays 
and 2-6 p.m. Sundays Free and open to at 
Fine Arts Qelery. Fine Arts. 
3 pjn.-Opera 
"L'Ormlndo," a comic opera, wa be performed. 
Tickets are $2, S3 and $5. Kobecker Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
3 p.m. - Parents Weekend Event 
Planetarium show   See 8 p.m.  Fri., Nov. 9, 
listing. 
3:30-5:30 p.m. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2, siting. 
7-0 pjn. - P ubNc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2, sstlng. 
7:30 p.m. - Paranta Weekend Event 
Planetarium show. See 8 p.m.  Fri.,  Nov.  9 ■sting. 
( pjn. - Piano Rachel 
TDor Szaaz, a visaing faculty member, wU 
perform Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
I p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Fireside Lounge, 
St. Thomas More Pariah, 426 Thurson. 
Monday 
12 
7 p.m. - Hispanic Folk Dancing 
Free and open to at   Sponsored by Spanish 
Club 302 Eppler North. 
7:30 pjn. - Foreign Film Series 
The Gormen Flm "FKzcerraldo," about a mad 
dreemer who plena to butd an opera house in the 
jungles of Peru, wB be shown. Free and open to 
al. Sponsored by the department of German and 
Russian. Oath FUm Theater. Henna. 
7 JO pjn. - Monday Night Reading Series 
PhJp St. CWr and Dale Ritterbusch, graduate 
students in the Creative Writing Program, wi 
read their works of poetry. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program and 
the Commutsr OfliCampus Organization. Com- 
muter Off-Campus Center 
• p-m. - Midi Gal Technology Olympics 
Free and open to al medical technology majors 
Sponsored by the Medical Technology dub. 
northeast Commons. 
• p.m. - Campaign for Fashion 
See 8 p.m. Men.. Nov 5. sstlng. 
I p.m.- Concert 
The BQSU Trumpet Ensemble wa perform. Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
Tuesday 
» 
1:30 a.m.-Noon - Master Class 
Pleniat Barbara Wasaon. an adjunct professor at 
the University of Cincinnati Coeege-Conaerva- 
tory, wl leech   Free and open to al. Bryan 
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
10:30 a.m. - Dancer, of the Third Age 
Demonetration on adoptive dence techniques lor 
the elderly. Presented by "Dancers of He Third 
Age" from Washington D.C. Free and open to 
al. Sponeored by the School of Health. Physical 
Education and Recreation. 118 Eppler Center. 
Noon-2  pjn,  -  Pee,  Nutrition  Counseling 
Consultants wa meet with students on an 
appointment or walk-beais Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are avassbta Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center. 220 Hearth Center. 
1:30 p.m. - Dancers of the Third Age 
See 10:30 a.m. Tuea., Nov. 13. Hating 
3 pjn. - National Student Exchange 
Wormationsl meeting. Open to al. Campus 
Room, Union. 
8 pjn. - Spanish Conversation Hour 
Open to al. Sponsored by Spanish Club  Fsl- 
con's Neat, Union. 
8:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Associa- 
tion 
Meeting Open to al. Mean Alumni Center. 
s: 30 pjn. - Latin Student Union 
Meeting. Open to al. Amani Room, Northeast 
Commons. 
7 pjn. - Squash Club 
Instruction and practice open to al.' Squash 
Court A, Student Rec Center. 
7-0 p.m. - Job Skill Assessment Seminar 
"Proving Your Way to a Job Offer" w* be 
presented by John LaFevre, human resource 
analyst with Bethlehem Steel. Free and open to 
al. Sponeored by Placement Services as part of 
the Advanced Job Hunter's Club. Grand Bel- 
room, Uraon. 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2, Mono. 
0 pjn. - Concert 
The BQSU Jazz Lab Bands wa perform. Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musics! Arts Center 
8-10 pjn. - Skating Club 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Mam Ice, Ice 
Arena. 
Wednesday 
8:30 a.m-t:30 p.m. - Student Teaching Sign- 
up 
Students interested in student teaching should 
attend one of the hour long meetings. Meetings 
are hskl every hour on the naif hour, except for 
12:30-1:30 p.m. Sponeored by the College of 
Education. Community Suite. Union. 
940 a jn.-Noon - Ma stsr C Is ss 
Sse 9:30 a.m. Tuas.. Nov. 13. listing 
11:30 s.m.-12:S0 tun. - (eon-Traditional Stu- 
Dr. Ronald Paran. associate professor In the 
Cosege of Education, wl speak on stress 
management Free and open to el. Capital 
Room, Union. 
340 pjn, - Biology Seminar 
Dr. Jan McClenahen from the Ohio Agricultural 
Research and Development Center wa present 
"Air Poauton. Acid Ram. and Ohio's Foreete." 
Free and open to si. Sponeored by the depart- 
ment of Ncaogical sciences  112 Ufe Science 
S p.m. - Intramural Entry Due Date 
Due date for watybal entries See 5 p.m Tuee , 
Nov. 6, Mang. 
«».»- Sign-Up DoedHne tor UAO Mammoth 
Cave Camping Trip 
Tree trip to Kentucky Nov. 18-18 is sponsored 
by UAO. Students are reeponalble for their own 
camping gear and food. $20. Open to el. UAO 
Office, Uraon. 
I pj«-Concert 
Brass chamber mueic wa be presented Free 
and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, Moore 
Musics! Arts Center 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thura.. Nov. 8, listing 
I p.m. - Fashion Merchandising Association 
Meeting. Open to el. Assembly Room, McFsl 
Cenlar. 
I p.m. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2. isttng. 
• p.m. - Alphl Phi Omega 
Co-educational  service  organization  meeting. 
Free and open to el. Assembly Room. McFsl 
Center. 
Thursday 
15 
9 a.m.-2 pjn. - Great American Smoke-Out 
Frew buttons and literature on the dangers of 
smoking wa be svsaable Open to all Sponsored 
by the Student Wetness Center and the Ameri- 
can Cancer Society, Union Foyer 
11  s.m.-4 p.m. - Peer Nutrition Counseling 
Service 
Consultants  wl  meet  with  students  on  an 
appointment or walk-in basis.  Information on 
weight management, menu planning and health 
food are avasabte. Free and open to al. The 
Student Wetness Center, 220 Health Center. 
3-4 p.m. - SRC "Think Tank" 
Sessions are designed to obtain ideas from 
students about Rec Center programs. Open to 
al. Conference Room, Student Rec Center 
3:30-4:30 - French Con atlon Hour 
Free and open to al. La Matson Francaia 
9:10 pjn. - Cheas Club 
Free and open to al. Bring set, board, and dock 
II you have one. Commuter Center, besement of 
Moseiey. 
7:80 pjn. - Environment Interest Group 
Meeting Open to el. 108 Business Administra- 
tion. 
740 pjn. -  Resume/Letter  of  Application 
How to write a successful resume wa be 
discussed Free and open to al. Sponsored by 
PI Omega PI, a business education honor so- 
ciety. 210 Hayea. 
8 pjn. - Concert 
Mess Anderson, renowned trombonist, wa per- 
form. Free and open to al Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
9 pjn. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thura., Nov. 8, Wong. 
I p.m. - Lenhert Classic Film Series 
"Charlotte's Web" wa be shown.  Free with 
BQSU ID Qlah Theater, Henna. 
8:30 pjn. - American Field Service 
Meeeong Open to el. Prout Lounge, Prout Hal. 
9 p.m. - 999 iiseetrch Paper Workshop 
Panel of recent MBA graduates vot discuss how 
to approach the reseerch protect. Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by the MBA Association 101 
I Admirustrstton 
Friday 
3 p.m. - Departure tor UAO Mammoth Cave 
r—nniHj Trip 
See 6 p.m. Wed.. Nov. 14, listing. Departure 
from k-odkig dock area behind the Union 
8 p.m. - Fantasy and Rolapleying 
Games of al types sre played. Free and open to 
al. Honors Cantor, Kretaher. 
7 p.m. - VoMevban 
BQSU va Weetem Michigan University. Ander- 
eon Arena 
I pjn. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thura.. Nov. 8. Mang 
•   pJH.   *■ FfaWOWsWUp Of   CfeflMsjM   eMtMsMtS 
Mailing Open to al. 128 S Cosege 
I pjn. - Planetarium Show 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2. Wmg. 
9-19 pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Fit., Nov. 2. Mang. 
840. 10:15 pjn., Midnight - UAO Campua 
FMm 
"Risky Buameea" wl be shown   $1 50 with 
BGSU ID   210 Math Science. 
Saturday 
17 
1 pjn. - Footbel 
BQSU at Kent Slate University (Kent. Ohio). 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Vsrtous articles wl be on display. Free and open 
to al. Little Red Schootnouse. weat of Com- 
mons. 
240-4:10 pjn. - uhtvererty Bible Fellowship 
Meeting Open to al. Canal Room, Uraon. 
4 ML-1 
St.   Thomaa   More   University   Parish.   425 
Thurekn. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU vs Northern Mnoia University. Anderson 
Arena. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BQSU at Western Michigan University (Kalama- 
zoo). 
I p.m. - University Theater Production 
See 8 p.m. Thura.. Nov. 8. Hating. 
I pjn. - Fall Concert Band/Wind Ensemble 
Concert 
This concert is free and open to at. Kobecker 
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
9-19 pjn. - Public Stating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Nov. 2. siting. 
1:30.  10:15 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus 
FUm 
See 8:30 p.m. Fri., Nov. 18, esang 
Sunday 
IS 
10 a.m. - Volunteer Services 
Departure time for visiting the Meumee Youth 
Center, a correctional boys ladrty. Sponeored 
by St. Thomaa More Parish. Open to al. St. 
Thomaa More Pariah, 425 Thurstin. 
10, 11:15 a.m., 1:16 pjn.-I 
St.   Thomas   Mora   University   Psrish,   425 
Thuraan. 
10:30 a.m. - Bible Study 
Singing wa be featured  Sponsored by BGSU 
Bible Studies 1M0 Moore Musical Arts Center 
1040 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooater. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
Active Christians Today. 210 Math Science 
I 
1 pjn. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Agepe Christen Feeowshlp. Prout 
Chapel. 
2-5 pjn. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Vsrtous historical articles wl be on display Free 
and open to el. Little Red SchooSTOuse, weat of 
Commons. 
3:30-8:30 p.m. - PubHc Skating   - 
See 8 p.m. Fri., Nov. 2, sstlng 
9.-00 pjn. - Veeper • 
United    Christen    Fetowerap    Center.    313 
Thuratn. 
7-9 pjn. - PubHc Stating 
See 8 p.m. Fri.. Nov. 2. Mang 
■riwmShovr Spjn.-P1e 
See 8 p.m. Fri. Nov. 2, ssang 
I p.m. - Soeiel Justice Committee 
Meeting. Free and open to al. Fireside Lounge. 
St Thomaa Mora Pariah, 425 Thuraan. 
7oe Falcon Marching Band, one of the finest college bands in the Memorial Hall ticket office and will be sold the day of the 
country, will present its annual end-ol-thefootbaUseason concert performance, 
at 3 p.m. Sunday (Nov. IB) in Anderson Arena. The concert will feature highlights from this years halftime 
Tickets tor the concert are priced at $1 tor students and $2 for all shows, including the selections 'All Night Long," "Ghost Busters,' 
others. They wit be available beginning Monday (Nov. 12) at the "Thriller," "Tribute to Count Basie" and "My Favorite Things." 
Female recording artist to perform 
She has a voice "as rich and sweet as 
hot fudge," she has recorded albums for 
CBS and RCA and she has performed with 
legendary talents Chuck Barry, B.B. King 
and Janis JopBn. Her name is Linda Tillery 
and she will appear in concert at the 
University. 
The performance, scheduled for 8 p.m. 
Thursday (Nov. 8) in the Grand Ballroom of 
the Union, is being sponsored by Women 
for Women In conjunction with the 
Graduate Student Senate, the Ethnic 
Cultural Arts Program and the Women's 
Studies Program. Tickets are priced on a 
sliding scale according to income. Details 
may be obtained by contacting the 
Women's Center, 3150 Student Services. 
She began her singing career at the 
height of the San Francisco rock music 
explosion by performing lead vocals with 
Master piano classes offered 
A five-part Piano Master Class/Recital 
Series will be presented this month by the 
College of Musical Arts. 
Barbara Wasson, an adjunct professor 
at the University of Cincinnati College- 
FMA presents full 
fashion extravaganza 
"Campaign for Fashion," is the theme of 
the Fashion merchandising Association's 
annual fan fashion show to be held at 8 
p.m. Monday (Nov. 5) in the Northeast 
Commons. The event is free and open to 
aH. 
Clothing will be modeled in three 
categories based on the themes: 
"Campaign for Casual Wear," "Vote for 
Classics," and "Forum on Formals." 
Twenty-two University students will 
model both male and female fashions 
against backdrops with a political flavor. 
Clothing for all aspects of life will be 
modeled and demonstrated. 
Fashions for the show are being 
furnished by Bowling Green merchants: Et 
Cetera, Fashion Bug, J.C. Penney, 
Pfisterer's-Gladieux, His Lady's Tweeds, 
Uhlman's, and Wearable Art by Yvonne 
Cassidy, and Toledo merchants: Formal 
Man, House of Chapeaux and Valentines, 
i 
Seminars focus 
Conservatory, will make a guest 
appearance at the opening of the series 
(Nov. 13-14) A popular recitallst and past 
president of the Ohio Music Teachers 
Association, she is co-director of the 
Wasson Piano Studios, which she founded 
in Dayton in 1946. 
During her visit, Wasson will give two 
master classes. The first will be presented 
from 9:30 a.m. to noon on Tuesday (Nov. 
13) and the second from 9:30 a.m. to 
noon on Wednesday (Nov. 14). 
Other pianists featured In the new series 
will include Edward KHenhi, a faculty 
member at Florida State University and a 
recording artist with Columbia Records 
Masterworks, and Ralph Botapeck, artist- 
in-resklence at Michigan State University 
and gold medal winner in the First 
International Van Cllburn Competition. 
In addition, appearances will be made by 
Nelita True, a recording artist and professor 
at the University of Maryland, and Maryan 
Filar, a faculty member at Temple 
University and a juror for the second Arthur 
Rubensteki International Piano Competition 
in Israel. 
Al events in the series wi be held in 
Bryan Recital Hal of the Moore Musical 
Arts Center and are open to the public free 
of charge. 
on leadership      u9htin9 seminar set 
Topics, such as, new membership 
recruitment, motivation, goal setting, time 
management, how to run an effective 
meeting, leadership styles, fund raising, 
and public relations wW be discussed at a 
leadership conference. 
The conference is for members of 
currently registered student clubs, groups 
and organizations and w* be held on Dec. 
8 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. In the Alumni Room 
of the University Union. 
Reservations for the conference are 
necessary and may be made through Nov. 
30 In the Office of Student Actitrvies, 405 
Student Services. 
The.c<jnference is free and limited to 
two repreeeotaDvee per group. 
the Loading Zone, a nine-piece rhythm and 
blues group. In 1968 her band shared the 
bill with such well known singers as Arlo 
Guthrie, Chuck Barry, Buddy Miles, Iron 
Butterfly, B.B. King and Janis Joplin at the 
famed Fillmore Auditorium in the Bay Area. 
After gaining personal recognition as a 
solo artist, Tillery was introduced to Olivia 
Records, an independent record company, 
whose underlying philosophy is to 
produce, promote and record music using 
women artists, engineers and producers. 
Tillery's involvement with Olivia opened up 
a new phase in her career as she produced 
her very first solo album simply entitled 
"Linda Tillery." 
In reaction to that album. Phillip Elwood 
of the San Francisco Examiner said "Tillery 
is one of the strongest singers around . . . 
powerful voice, firm pitch, rich tone and 
with a bluesy, jazzy, gospel-tinged 
inflection that really moves lyrics along," 
and the Palms Playhouse stated that "it's 
everything a jazz gospel voice should be . . 
. as rich and sweet as hot fudge and as 
powerful as a blast furnace." 
Applications available 
Students considering a public service 
career may wish to apply for a Harry S. 
Truman Scholarship. 
A maximum of two scholarships will be 
awarded in each of the 50 states. Each 
scholarship covers tuition and living 
expenses to a maximum of $5,000 
annually for up to four years. 
Applicants for the awards must be 
college juniors during the 1984-85 
academic year and have potential for 
leadership in government. 
The deadline to apply for this year's 
Truman awards Is 5 p.m. Friday, (Nov. 9). 
For further details, contact Dr. OS. 
Chauhan, 232 Williams Hall. 
Broadway producer and theatrical 
lighting designer, Jules Fisher, wM share 
his expertise at a day-long seminar 
beginning at 10 a.m. Saturday (Nov. 3) in 
the Joe E. Brown Theater of University 
ML 
Aside from designing lighting for 
entertainment ranging from Shakespearean 
plays to rock concerts, Fisher has also 
technically consulted numerous theater 
productions. 
The seminar is open to University 
students, faculty and staff free of charge. 
There is a $10 registration fee for 
members of USITT-Ohio and a $30 
registration fee for the general public. 
Persons may register at 9:30 a.m. the day 
of the seminar. 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced In 
cooperation wrth the BQ News. 
The next Issue of Green Sheet will 
be published Nov. 16 and will cover 
events occuring between Nov. 19 and 
Dec 2. The deadline to submit 
Information for that Issue Is noon 
Wednesday, Nov. 14. 
All events mutt be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. There it no 
charge to have an Item listed. 
Senior Steve Cotton It serving it 
editor this semester; Junior Dint 
Horwedel it calendar editor. 
*   '*   «' 
■ 
Sneak preview of 
b-ball team Nov. 7 
The high-flying 1984-85 version of the 
basketball Falcons will take flight at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday (Nov. 7) when they meet the 
University of Windsor in an exhibition game 
in Anderson Arena. 
Tickets, priced at $2 for students and 
$4 for all others, are now on sale at the 
Memorial Hal ticket office. Ticket office 
hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays. 
The Falcons begin the regular season 
on Nov. 24 when they meet Flndlay 
College at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena. 
Ticket orders, for either individual game or 
season tickets, are now being taken at the 
ticket office.,;, A *    «. 
In Palalanles Flicks Tpic^oadtniffln^ral 
aDIes Flicks N Pics Roaiilnn On Stage Tuning inf 
TMPics Roadtno On Stage Tuning in Palalaiiles 
oaM ttWSiage Tuning in Pai?^^_^ ,   " p;cJ 
azlM in Palalaiiles riii.Ki,""*ar «•. II"? 
600 million pounds! 
fhe B6 lews Migizlne 
That's how much popcorn Americans consume annually, but It's all 
for the good (of their health). 
.3 
The Wonders of Wool 
Winter wraps are warmer and more beautiful this year as designers 
take advantage of a natural and versatile fabric. 
Cover Story-Seasonal wardrobes for women 
Today's fashions are bulky and bustling on top, but taper tightly 
down to the toes. 
.8 
Cover Photo: Junior Lisa Patel wears a wool douche with satin ribbon trim. It lends a 
masterful touch to her mischievous expression...See story, page 8. 
Friday photo by PhD Masturzo 
FMiy/me N lews Magizlni  
MarcelkJ Grande 
EMIT 
Chris Foran 
Fll« Wrlilr 
Jim Youll 
anillci Editor 
Friday magazine is a weekly publication ol The BO Newt, 106 University Hall. Bowling 
Green State University, Bowling Green, Ohio 43403. 
B.G. It's Chili & Hot Dog Weather. For the 
BEST Chili & Chili Dogs in Town Come to 
BJ.'s Food Emporium 
143 £ booster 
352-7603 
B.G.S.CI. Students! 
Look good for Mom and Dad during the Thanksgiving 
and Christmas Holidays with a "HOLIDAY SPECIAL WET 
DOWN CUT' for only '5.00 at 
Hotel Hairstyling 
(across from Milton's) 
Walk In or call 352-4810 for appt. 
Offer good thru Dec. 31" 
r< €WAVIPID3f! CLLiC H ': 
MsittifERS 
NOV. 2.3 
mm     Saturday 
10 COVER 210 N. MAIN 
U.S.News & World Report present! 
The Inside Scoop 
On the/ob manYer:Careers that are hot, skills that sen. What to expect 
when you enter the work force 
On todays news- and policy-makers Who to watch  . .who stands where 
. . .whohokJsthereinsonred-letterlssues 
On the economy: Where is it headed? What does it mean to your buying 
power? 
U S. News* World Report takes you behind the scene Straight to the 
source with on-target analyses ol what ilmeans to you. 
Subscribe to U.S.News at halt-price. Just Nil out and send in the coupon 
below. 
Money-saving 
Student Coupon 
D YES, Mnd me 25 weeks of U.S.News & World Report for only 
$8 88 11 sen 50% off the regular subscription rale and 77% off the 
cover price. [J Payment enclosed [J BW me 
40e 
Name  
School Name. 
Adda 
Clty/Stafe- Xi 
u.s.News 
MiH coupon to \ 
US. News a Worid Report 
2400NSt..N.W Room418 
Washington, DC. 20037 
uum for tra Nm Blimp on WFAL Brought to you by U.S.Nwwt a Wood Rapon. 
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Roasted 
PEANUTS 
£NT Buttered 
POPCORN 
Wyandot factory pops with productivity 
by Tracey Batdorf 
When snacks are mentioned, junk 
food always comes to mind. But there 
is one snack food that defies that 
fallacy. This snack food is even in- 
cluded in the Weight Watcher Diet 
Plan and is recommended by the 
American Dental Association as a 
good teeth cleaning agent. 
At 135 Wyandot Ave., in Marion, 
Ohio, Popcorn USA is the largest 
exporting popcorn facility in the coun- 
try as it exports to 74 countries. In 
fact. Popcorn USA received an award 
for excellence in exporting by the 
Presidential Department of Com- 
merce. The company was the first 
and only popcorn factory to receive 
that award. 
In this country alone, Americans 
consume 600 million pounds of pop- 
corn a year, according to Phyllis 
Tomlin, public relations manager for 
Popcorn USA. Tomlin said business is 
doing well and growing rapidly - just 
like American apetites for popcorn. 
Soon to celebrate its golden anni- 
versary .Popcorn USA was founded in 
1935 by W. Hoover Brown whose first 
processing plant was a modest one- 
room schoolbouse. Brown started 
with only 27 acres of popcorn crops 
which has stretched to 22,000 acres 
today. To meet the needs of the pop- 
corn public, Popcorn USA pops 2,000 
pounds of popped corn in an hour, that 
is 32,000 servings. 
"That is enough to feed every man, 
woman and child, (one serving each) 
in Marion," Mount said. 
Popcorn USA remains a f amily-op- 
The side of this old-fashioned popcorn cart shows how inexpensive popcorn was in ihe early part of the century. The 
museum is full of antique popcorn paraphernalia collected by George Brown, co-owner of Popcorn USA. 
erated business through the team of 
George and Warner Brown, W. Hoo- 
ver's sons. A museum is also apart of 
the Browns' operation. It displays 
everything from an 1899 Cretors pop- 
corn wagon, one of three in existence, 
to a 1948 auto-pop machine which was 
introduced to drive-in movies and 
lasted a period of two weeks. George 
Brown, collector of most of the an- 
tiques, has been working on a history 
of the factory for the past four years. 
The book will be published sometime 
in the next five years. 
"Popcorn is a fun food," said Don 
Mount, research and development 
manager. 
Surely, movie-goers couldn't agree 
more. However, the Indians didn't 
seem to think so thousands of years 
ago. They believed demons lived in- 
side the kernels and made them ex- 
plode when heated over an open fire. 
Half the fun of eating popcorn is 
making it, according to college stu- 
dents, most of whom wake up to oily 
pans and poppers. With college stu- 
dents, popcorn makes the grade, and 
so does the corn produced by Popcorn 
USA. The operation makes five main 
grades or types: white hulless, high 
expansion or 'X' corn, Gourmet open 
heart, manufacturing or 'M' corn, and 
ball shaped or carmel corn. 
A special hybrid, said Tomlin, was 
developed for actor Paul Newman, 
who produces his own brand of pop- 
corn called "Oldstyle Picture Show" 
popcorn. Fifty different varieties 
were submitted to Newman and out of 
the 50, Popcorn USA's quality kernels 
were chosen. Popcorn USA boasts 
that it is the major processor and 
packager of Newman's popcorn. 
The public can sample Newman's 
Oldstyle Picture Show popcorn during 
tours held Tuesday through Saturday, 
11 a.m. to 5 p.m. There is no admis- 
sion charge. 
The weekend after Labor Day, Mar- 
ion holds its Annual Pop .-orn Festival 
attended by 400 000 people, the second 
largest festival in the state. At the 
festival this year, the world's largest 
popcorn ball was concocted as two 
parachutes were sewn together and 
filled with popcorn. Thin sheets of 
glue were wrapped around the ball 
and a 3,020-pound tasty monstrosity 
was built. Chances were sold to guess 
the weight of the popcorn ball. 
What's the best way to pop pop- 
corn? "In coconut oil, said Mount, 
"because it has the best flavor, isnt 
as high in cholesterol as butter and 
will not scorch." 
Since the moisture in a kernel turns 
to steam when it is heated, Mount said 
it is best to keep the popcorn refriger- 
ated. The steam then is exploded in 
the kernel and it pops 35 times its 
original size! 
Tracey Batdorf is a freshman Jour- 
nalism major from Brunswick, Ohio. 
FRESH 
POPCORN 
4 MtM 
by Shelly Trusty  
TRIVIA QUESTION: What's the 
perfect contest for a graduate stu- 
"Trivia," said Crate Vickio, trea- 
surer of the eraduate Student Senate 
and organizer of the GSS Trivia Con- 
test. 
"This will be a good way for many 
I'll**-.>;11!>;: a 
n&ah/L' 
natm got to m#*« 
- Chrl» Chrlftophw 
graduate students to demonstrate all; 
of the trival knowledge they've accu-j 
mutated over the years," vicio said. 
The Contest will pit 14 grappling 
graduates in a bitter battle for food 
prizes donated by local merchants. 
"Grad students can always use 
food," Vickio said. "We decided to 
capitalize on the trivia rage." 
He said he suggested the idea of a 
trivia contest and found himself in 
charge. 
"They (GSS) all liked the idea and 
said, 'go ahead and do it,' " be said. 
Graduate students have signed up 
for teams of two to four members. 
These teams will be set up in the 
Grand Ballroom at tables set equal 
Everyday 
Low Prices! 
01 QUALITY 
FILM 
* DEVELOPINB 
12 EH.  191      24 EH   Ml 
15
 
E
»    S.1I      MEM.   |J| 
325 Wooster St. 
(across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
STUDENT   ORGANIZATIONS 
eadersh ip 
onference 
'84 
A Leadership Conference for mem- 
bers of currently registered student 
clubs/groups/organizations will be held 
on Saturday, December 8 from 9 a.m.-4 
p.m. in the Alumni Room of the Univer- 
sity Union. Reservations are necessary 
and may be made through November 
30th in the Office of Student Activities, 
405 Student Services. (Limited to two 
representatives per group.) 
 : uu _ 
distances from the judge's table. The 
teams have two minutes after they- 
bear a question to write the answer 
down on a card and get that card to 
the judges. Points will be awarded to 
all teams that answer the question 
correctly. 
"Many of the teams represent de- 
partments on campus, bat a few 
teams are just made up of people who 
want to play," Vickio said.''I liked the 
idea of teams because it promotes 
team spirit and a sense of camarade- 
rie." 
"I've heard that one team has been 
getting together to practice," he said. 
"They are very serious." 
Christina Mancuso and Chris 
Christopher are members of one of 
two teams from the Geology Depart- 
ment. "It's interesting to see what 
people know and how broad your 
education is." Christopher said. 
Mancuso agreed, saying, "You can be 
smart and not know any trivia." 
In all the seriousness, however, 
there was a bit of tongue-in-cheek 
humor. "We'll probably never get a job when we get out of here," Christo- 
pher said. "IPs good practice for that 
game show trivia trash on television- 
you've got to make money somehow." 
Competition is stiff. Mancuso said. 
"Someone on the biology team told 
me that he just read a book on intim- 
idation tactics." 
Christopher added, "They don't 
know how intimidating a rock-ham- 
mer can be." 
Tim Jurkovac, a GSS senator and a 
member of a team called "The Young 
Socialists" said, "I think we're on top 
of everything - the Sociology depart- 
ment is out for blood." 
"Don't tell the Biology Department, 
but we have a Marine Biologist on our 
team - our ace in the hole,  be said. 
The team name helps to intimidate 
the competition, he said. "There's 
nothing wrong with putting a little 
political ideology into everything," 
said Jurkovac. 
Admission to the Graduate Student 
Trivia Contest is free and open to the 
public. The contest will be held 
Wedne*H«v, Nov. 7, from 9 to 11 pjn. 
•"■■■• L! 
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Men from Mentor will bring back 
60s 
in Union's Grand Ballroom 
by Benlamin Morrison 
Tunes of the '60s will fill the air in 
the University's Grand Ballroom Sat- 
urday when rhythm and blues special- 
ists "The Sons'' come to BG. 
The Mentor-based, four-man band 
is a tight, cohesive musical machine. 
They formed the band two years ago 
and have grown closer together uv 
strumentally ever since. 
It consists of four graduates of 
Mentor High School in Mentor, Ohio: 
Billy Coiuuin on lead vocals, Dave 
Nida on drums, Dave Shiprak on lead 
guitar and Jack Freeman on the base. 
The foursome, currently in studios 
working on an album and video, has 
more than 60 years experience among 
them. Shiprak has played with South- 
side Johnny, Freeman backed up the 
"Byrda" and the "OJays," and Nida 
was in a band that opened for Jeff 
Beck in 1972. 
One of their biggest assets is the 
way they get the crowd involved. 
ConkBn said, "We're a people's 
band and play to our audiences. 
Although their specialty is "R k 
B," they also play dance music that 
"has a positive edge to it," Conklin 
said. 
The Sons perform with a set pro- 
gram of music that can relate to 
audience reaction and interaction. 
They play four sets and each pro 
toward the climax - their best 
In the fourth set, the band plays 
songs like "Louie Louie," "Mora," 
"Tumblin' Dice" and "Walking the 
Dog." The involvement of the audi- 
ence is important to them; the more 
active the crowd, the better they 
perform. 
The instruments the band has mas- 
tered are numerous. Besides the 
usual drums, guitars and strong vo- 
cals, this band combines the harmon- 
ica, coronet and saxophone 
masterfully into their program. 
If students do not get a chance to 
hear this band tomorrow night in the 
Grand Ballroom, it is scheduled to 
perform at Main Street and has tenta- 
tively scheduled performances at Mil- 
ton's and Howard's Club H. 
Ben Morrison is a senior news/edi- 
torial journalism major from Long- 
wood, Florida. 
Robert E. (Ted) 
for 
Paid By: Barber for Sheriff Committee, Richard L. Joseph, 
Treasurer, 10830 Kramer Rd., Bowling Green, Ohio 43402. 
OF WOOD COUNTY 
• The only BGSU graduate to have sought the position-1978 B.S. in 
Criminal Justice. 
• Bowling Green Police Division -14 years 
• Law Enforcement Training Officer - 2 years 
•Independent - Bipartisan Candidate 
ALLEN R. BALDWIN 
STANDS FOR 
FISCAL INTEGRITY AND EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT 
• Balanced Budget 
• Professional Cooperation 
•NOT Partjsanship- 
• Expanding Tax Base 
• Fair Treatment for 
All of Wood County 
• No Sales Tax Increase 
• For Workfare 
• Successful Business 
Experience 
• Protection of Our 
Agricultural Base 
OPPOSES 
Construction of RAW waterline from Lake Erie pro- 
posed by opponent that could cost every man, woman 
and child in Wood County *2,000-3, OOO each. 
PaH lor by Wood CounHana with Baldwin. Paggy Ore*. 
Treasurer. 420E Fronts , Panyabury. OH 43551 Common Sense* Hard Work* Experience 
Ml 
Turkeys lose November 
by Leone Costello 
November is considered a month 
for Thanksgiving and Christmas pre- 
parations, out November has also 
been designated as Ohio Lamb and 
Wool Month, by Governor Richard 
Celeste. 
The governor based his decision on 
the efforts of the Ohio Sheep Im- 
provement Association, which works 
to promote "the new look of American 
lamb," according to OSIA coordina- 
tor Jodie Duffy. 
One family. Catherine and Walter 
Davidson and their children, is ex- 
tremely pleased with the proclama- 
tion. Just a few miles east of Bowling 
Green off Route 6, the Davidson's own 
and operate Silverwood Farms, which 
supports one of the largest flocks of 
sheep in Wood County. The Davidson 
children also are active in promoting 
wool as a fabric and lamb as a source 
of protein. 
''Wool is so important," said Cathe- 
rine, a sheep-breeder. "It has amaz- 
ing qualities. It's even fire-resistant, 
which is why airlines put wool in the 
carpets of planes. Wool will just 
smolder and burn itself out. Wrinkles 
in wool clothes will come out if you 
hang them overnight. The fibers' resi- 
liancy makes the clothes go back to 
their natural state. This is why sheep 
farmers say 'wool has life to it.' " 
Sheep are as beneficial as a food 
source as they are to the garment 
industry. According to Davidson, 
many have a false impression of lamb 
being very strong-tasting. This stems 
partly from the fact that during World 
War II, soldiers were fed mutton- 
meat from older sheep which smelled 
and tasted very gamey, she said. 
Today lamb is only sold in grocery 
stores if the meat is under one year 
old, said Davidson. 
"It tastes totally different (from 
mutton) and is very tender. People 
are surprised at how good lamb tastes 
when they finally get around to hav- 
ing some. We believe people are eat- 
ing lamb more," said Davidson. 
"When we can get people to try it, 
they like it" 
Lamb is the best source of red 
meat, being high in nutrient density, 
especially iron and the B-complez 
vitamins, and the lowest in fat con- 
tent, Duffy said. In addition, lamb 
meat is especially good for heart 
Kitients because of its extremely low 
t content. 
The Davidsons believe so strongly 
Et Cetera Offers: 
20% 
113 Railroad St. 
Bowling   Green 
Between Dorsey's & Sterlings 
352-8130 
O  OFF ENTIRE NON-SALE STOCK 
clothing and jewelry 
THROUGH MOV.   15.   1984 
»— 
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popularity to sheep 
in sheep as a commercial resource 
that their children are highly active in 
promoting lamb and wool as well. 
Their 30-year-old daughter Cheryl 
Miller serves on the Ohio Sheep and 
Wool Council, another organization 
working to promote lamb and wool 
throughout the state. Kent Davidson. 
26, travels to different farms around 
Ohio, helping in shearing operations 
and transporting the raw wool to 
Columbus tor storage until it's sold to 
factories. 
"We would like to see more people 
wear wool and eat lamb," said Cathe- 
rine Davidson who spoke for the 
whole family. 
Leane Costello is a senior magazine 
journalism major from Los Angeles. 
FnOAV/Jm You«|2> 
Sheep raom their pasture on Silverwood Farms, operated by Catherine and Walter Davidson and their children. The farm, 
located a few miles east of Bowling Green off Route 6. supports one of the largest flocks of sheep In Wood County. 
Beauty and Durability: 
The warmth and softness of wool sweaters lasts a lifetime 
by Leane Costello 
Cardigans, crewnecks, cableknits 
and vests - what is more synonymous 
with cold piercing winter than the 
thought of warm, woolly sweaters? 
During icy winter months, fleecy 
wool sweaters are as essential as food 
and drink. Their insulative properties 
make them an indispensable part of a 
winter wardrobe. 
Sandy Emsthauaen, manager of the 
women's apparel store called Et Ce- 
tera on 113 Railroad St. (between 
Dorsey's and Sterling's), says she's 
selling more wool and wool-blended 
sweaters than any other type of gar- 
ment. 
"Our lines of sweaters are either all 
wool or combinations of 
wool with silk or an- 
gora," said Ernsthau- 
sen. "Our big seller is 
the Esprit line, which is 
exclusively natural fib- 
ers. We do have wool 
and nylon blends, 
though, for sweaters 
with more durability." 
"Wool is a heavy natu- 
ral fiber that doesn't 
allow body heat to es- 
cape. The fibers don't 
conduct heat, so the 
warmth is trapped," 
said Emsthauaen. She 
said that synthetic fab- 
rics are't very warm 
because their tight 
weave holds in the 
body's perspiration, 
causing a clammy feel- 
ing. Wool retains beat, 
yet exhales the body's 
moisture. 
What's more, wool sweaters are 
excellent economic investments. Al- 
though style variations and colors 
may fluctuate with passing trends, 
the basic V-necks, crew necks and 
button-up cardigans remain classic. 
With good care, wool sweaters can 
last a lifetime, fabric experts claim. 
"This year, cardigans have made a 
comeback," said Ernsthausen. 
fests are semi-popular, as well as- 
turtlenecks. I've noticed a return to 
the bulky cableknit, as opposed to the 
straight, flat knit. More of the greys 
big 
"V  
and winter whites - natural colors - 
are popular now." 
Whether for nigged outdoor garb or 
fashionable indoor wear, a wool 
sweater's dual qualities of protection 
and timeless beauty make it a trea- 
sured possession. 
Go Greek, go nutritious 
For a tasty addition to your menu, go Greek with a traditional dish made 
with tender, savory lamb. This recipe was contributed by Dimititri Lourbas, 
senior international business major. 
SOUVLAKI with TxatzfU sauce 
i 1/2 lb boneless lamb, trimmed of 
hit and cut into 1-inch cubes 
2 bell peppers 
1/2 lb. mushrooms, whole 
2 medium tomatoes 
1 onion 
6 slices pita bread 
Tzatziki sauce 
1 cup olive oil 
3 cloves garlic, pressed juice of one lemon 
pepper 
16 or plain yogurt 
1/2 cucumber, grated 
1 tablespoon chopped parsley 
salt 
Put the cubes of meat on a skewer, intermingled with chunks of onion. 
tomato, bell pepper and mushrooms. Charbroil over an open flame until 
meat is slightly pinkish-brown in the middle. While meat is cooking, melt 
butter and brush over slices of pita bread, then add them to the flame to grill 
until slightly crunchy. For the sauce, mix all the ingredients thoroughly. 
When the meat is cooked, place skewer between the folds of pita bread and 
slide it through. Put sauce on to taste. Serves six. 
Ml 
Fashion 
by Beth Macy 
For women who like to be "in 
style," the clothes to wear are over- 
sized and brightly colored, according 
to Lori Re], junior fashion merchan- 
dising major and treasurer of Fashion 
Merchandising Association. 
"The 'androgenous look' is really 
popular right now," she said, refer- 
ring to oversized, masculine clothing 
style. 
"If you like the style and want to 
dress inexpensively, then the best 
place to look is in your father's 
closet" , 
Large blazers and oversized belts 
(worn as hip belts) are among the 
items mentioned that could be trans- 
formed into the latest in vogue, 
according to Rei. 
Another trend she said is coming 
back is the late '50s early '60s look - 
mini-dresses, tie-dyed clothing and 
clingy pants worn with sloppy shirts. 
Re] attributed the '60s influence to 
high fashion designer Stephen 
Sprouse, who reintroduced the style. 
"It used to be that you only saw the 
trend in New York and Paris, but now 
it's everywhere." she said. "Bright 
colored items like socks, gloves and 
scarves are directly influenced by 
Sprouse." 
For the bold, rebellious type who 
prefer the punk style, gloves with cut- 
out fingers are available in depart- 
ment stores along with punk chain 
bracelets, low-hanging hip belts and 
dangling earrings, she said. 
For the bottom half, Rej suggested 
calf-length pants with flat shoes or 
laced-up ankle boots to contrast the 
torso bagginess. 
To "top'' these chic fashions of fall 
'84 is the "bob," a blunt shoulder- 
length haircut. Another recent hair 
phenomena is the Madonna look with 
rag-like hair bands that often accom- 
pany bulky blouses. 
"A goodplace to check out what's in 
style is The Limited clothing store. 
It s always a pretty good representa- 
tion of the latest trends," she said. "In 
other words, it's somewhere your 
parents wouldn't shop." 
As far as what's out of style - really 
not too much; anything goes. "Styles 
are definitely less conservative these 
days," Rei said. She added that the 
preppy style of yesterday seems to be 
fading, although it will always be in 
style for more conservative people, 
she said. 
"What people thought was weird a 
couple of years ago is now in style," 
Rej said. 
But isn't that always the case? 
All fashions are courtesy of Uhl- 
man s Clothing Store 126 N. Main 
St. The store's clothing was cho- 
sen at random, and not for adver- 
tising purposes. 
Lorl Rej (above) looks comfortably clad In a grey mohair sweater (»55) with 
Gitano cropped cords (»25) and sleek leather boots 
On the breezey Maumee River shoreline, Rej is ready for 
the wind with her acrylic plaid cape ($28) as Paparizos shows 
the versatility of the cape coordinated with her mohair 
blend sweater ($55), and sharp leather hip belt. 
Classic suede boots, tightly lacing up to the ankles, allow 
comfort in footwear along with chic style. 
Daphne Paparizos (far left) keeps the 
cold out and the softness in with a cotton 
leather jacket lined with fleece ($110). 
Her Gitano corduroy trousers zip snugly to 
the ankles. ($25) Suede boots accentuate 
the rugged look. 
Lorl Rej (left) wraps a plaid acrylic scarf 
($6) snugly around her wool-blend reversa- 
ble coat ($140) 
Photos by 
Phil Masturzo 
 FUCK 
DePalma injects violence, vagueness in 
BogLDOtitfc 
by Chris Foron 
Things are never what they appear 
to be in "Body Double," Brian De 
Palma's latest film. 
Sometimes confusing but almost 
always provocative, the film expertly 
explores the links between life's real- 
ity and the media. If you can stay on 
the twisting and confusing course, 
"Body Double" can be worth your 
while. 
Jake Scully (Craig Wasson) is hav- jng a bad week. He finds his true love 
in bed with another man, he's tempo- 
rarily without a place to live and he's 
on the verge of losing his job as a 
vampire in a low-budget soft-porn 
Out of the blue, a new acting buddy 
(Gregg Henry) offers him a deal he 
cant refuse: to house-sit in an exclu- 
sive location where there is a tele- 
scopic view of a beautiful 
exhibitionist neighbor. 
This voyeuristic idyll is shattered 
quickly when, while watching through 
a telescope, Scully sees the woman 
(Deborah Shelton) being brutally 
beaten by a monstrous burglar 
dressed as an American Indian. 
Though Scully tries to save her, he is 
too late. 
The guilt-stricken Scully searches 
wildly for an explanation. After being 
confronted with a course of circles, 
knots and dead ends, he learns what 
he thinks is the truth. But even after 
witnessing Scully's detective work 
which leads him into the heart of the 
world of hard-core pornography and 
his own excruciating self-exploration, 
&^raufa,toof 
THE BEST IN 
COMEDY AND SONG 
NOVEMBER 2& 3 
9:30 FRI. & SAT. 
CALL 352-9837 
FOR 
RESERVATIONS 
the audience isn't really sure about 
the truth, either. 
Like De Palma's other works, 
ticularly "Dressed to Kill," 
Double" delves deeply into the 
• 'p 
of questions about the violence in the 
media and its exploitation of women. 
Like "Dressed to Kill," "Carrie" and 
"Sisters," this latest work is also 
graphically violent 
Here, De Palma uses violence to 
make a point, not just to get interest- 
ing color contrasts. Moreover, "Body 
Double" does present some challeng- 
ing questions. 
Since terror is De Palma's middle 
name, it's rather nice to report 
there's much of it here. 
Of course, it wouldn't be a De 
Palma film without a lot of flagrant 
borrowing from the master of terror, 
Alfred Hitchcock. In that department, 
there's something for everyone: 
shower scenes (asIn "Psycho"), bat- 
tles with personal phobias (as in 
"Vertigo'') and voyeurism (as in 
"Rear Window"). But, as De Palma 
himself said in a recent interview, 
such "borrowing" is lust interplay 
with rapidly standardized conven- 
tions of the horror genre. 
Though parts may be difficult to 
watch, 'Body Double" is a challeng- 
ing movie, a re-affirmation of De 
Palma's talents and an intelligent 
display of filmmaking - a rare combi- 
nation these days. 
pizza 
BROTHERS, inc. 
352-8408 
FAST-FREE-DELIVERY 
■WHAT GOOD PIZZA EATIN'S ALL ABOUT" 
836 S. WAIN 
HOURS: 
MON.-THRUS. 
llam-12 midnight 
FR1.SSAT.   • 
11am- lam 
SON. ■ 
4pm-12 midnight 
I 
Foldover Mania 
$1 OFF 
AMY SIZE 
Foldover Pizza 
$2 OFF 
Any Size Deep 
Dish Pizza 
LG Chef Salad 
& 1 garlic bread 
& 1 16 oz btle Pepsi 
Ail For Only $3.25 
Reg $4.30 
Congratulations Sigma Chi Soccer Team 
ON 
Winning Third Straight 
All-Campus Soccer Championship 
Jeff Wells 
Dave Weaver 
Willy Aroca 
Todd Havvley 
Brent Spelder 
Chris Chelovitz 
Rich Helmreich 
Steve Rhodes 
In Hoc, 
Brothers of Sigma Chi 
'Thief of Hearts' leaves audience broken-hearte d 
by Chris Foran 
Seeing "Thief of Hearts" is a little 
like listening to a few uninteresting 
people tell you their life stories. After 
you hear a little, you begin to wonder 
why you're paying any attention. 
Written and directed by Douglas 
Day Stewart, the film focuses its 
glitzy lens on Scott Muller (Steven 
Bauer), a studdish cat burglar trying 
to heist a little self-respect. While 
cleaning out the house of an upwardly 
mobile couple, Muller finds himself 
obsessed with the diaries of Mickey 
Davis (Barbara Williams). 
Her husband, a children's book 
writer played by John Getz, is so 
immersed in his work lately that she 
could use a little excitement. Using 
the diaries as fuel. Muller tries to turn 
himself into her dream man, and the 
two begin a hot, obsession-riddled 
romance that can only lead to trouble. 
"Thief of Hearts" leads nowhere, 
and the trip along the way is almost 
without interest. Here, people operate 
ATTENTION 
SENIORS 
NOV. 5 - NOV. 20 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Senior Portraits 
310 Student Services 
372-0086 
as void-fillers, taking up time that 
would otherwise be spent yawning. 
It's hard to set really interested in a 
group of self-absorbed people bounc- 
ing off each other. 
The acting doesn't help much. 
Bauer's efforts at a sentimental ma- 
cho type-turned-cat-burglar just don't 
cut it, and bis remarkable moral 
ambivalence sets the film's listless 
tone. The acting of Williams and Getz, 
as the yuppie couple whose life is 
transformed by the intrustion of this 
oh-so-charming crook, couldn't be 
blander. 
FRAMING SERVICE 
with the 
LOWEST PRICES 
for Aluminum 
Frames a 
• Matting • Glass5 
• Mounting • ActyBc 
• Matboard 
20% discount 
for mounting 
posters and prints 
until Nov. 10 
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A rather— 
II Son— 
and a 
Three-Mile 
Run 
"A fantastic spiritual tonic" 
— PatBoone 
"A motion picture that will teach par- 
ents how to be parents and how to 
love with an uncond«ional love " 
SEE IT AT... 
GRACE BRETHREN CHURCH 
121S. Enterprise 
TODAY 8 p.m. 
FREE ADMSSICW 
FREE POPCORN 
WMWHIMW I. 1M4 
The Charts: 
Billboard Magazine's Top Tens 
by The Associated Press  
The following are Billboard's hot 
record bits as they appear in next 
week's issue of Billboard magazine. 
Copyright 1984, Billboard Publica- 
tions, Inc. Reprinted with permission. 
HOT SINGLES 
1."Caribbean  Queen"  Billy  Ocean 
(Jive-Arista) 
2-"I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
S."Purple   Rain"   Prince   (Warner 
Bros.) 
4."Wake Me Up Before You Go«o" 
Wham (Columbia) 
5."I Feel For You" Chaka  Khan 
(Warner Bros.) 
6."Out of Touch" Hall & Oates (RCA) 
7."Better  Be  Good to Me"   Tina 
Turner (Capitol) 
8."Blue Jean" David Bowie (EMI- 
America) 
9. "Hard Habit to Break" Chicago 
(Warner Bros.) 
10."Desert Moon" Dennis DeYoung 
(AftM) 
TOP IP'S 
1."Purple Rain" Prince & The Revo- 
lution   (Warner   Bros.)-Platinum 
(More than 1 million units sold.) 
2."Born   in   the   U.S.A."   Brace 
Springsteen (Columbia)-Platinum 
3."Private Dancer" Tina Turner (Ca- 
fitol)-P/atuiiun 
.'"The Woman in Red' Soundtrack" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
S."Sports" Hney Lewis 4 The News 
(Chrysahs)-Platinum 
6."1100 Bel Air Place" Julio Iglesias 
(Columbia )-PIatinum 
7."Heartbeat City" The Cars (Elek- 
lra)-Platinum 
8."Can't Slow Down" Lionel Richie 
(Motown )-Platinum 
9.'"Eddie and the Cruisers' Sound- 
track" John Cafferty ft The Beaver 
Brown Band (Scotti uros.)-Platinum 
10."She's So Unusual" Cyndi Lauper 
(Portrait) -Platinum 
BLACK SINGLES 
l."I Feel For You" Chaka Khan 
(Warner Bros.) 
2."Cool It Now" New Edition (MCA) 
3."I Just Called to Say I Love You" 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) 
4."Centipede" Rebbie Jackson (Co- 
lumbia) 
5."Purple Rain" Prince ft The Revo- 
lution (Warner Bros.) 
6."Solid" Askford ft Simpson (Capi- 
tol) 
7. "Better Be Good  to  Me"   Tina 
Toner (Capitol) 
8."Swept Away" Diana Ross (RCA) 
9."Jungle Love" The Time (Warner 
Bros.) 
10."Off and On Love" Champaign 
(Columbia) 
BORES 
.for the Future of the people 
of the 2nd Senatorial District. 
Paid political advertisement by Bora for Stale Senate Campaign Committee. James 
Copley. Trtawra - 4773 McCutcheonvilk Rd., ronona. OH. 
ooooooooooooooooooo 
BASEBALL 
CARD SHOW 
Sun. November 4 
Holiday Inn, B.G. 
10 a.m.-4 p.m. 
'Buying Cards* 'Also Selling & Trading* 
MOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOQ 
t   
BGSU Planetarium 
presents * 
ALL SYSTEMS GO! 
a multi-media show of 
25 years of America in Space 
Friday. Nov. 2. 8:00 p.m. 
Sunday, Nov. 4, 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, Nov. 6, 8:00 p.m. 
Donations accepted 
SPORE FOR JUDGE! 
juosmt. snm 
Experience IS The Difference 
ELECT 
Judson P. Spore 
for r 
WOOD COUNTY 
Juvenile-Probate Judge 
Voted Most Qualified by the Wood 
County Bar Association 
• Judicial Experience — Eleven years at Judge ol Par- 
rytburg Municipal Court 
• Awarded lha "Superior Judicial Service Award" ol 
lh* Ohio Supreme Court ANNUALLY the past SEVEN 
YEARS 
• Attorney TWENTY-TWO YEARS (tine* 1962) 
• Respected member. American Judge* Association, 
American Judicature Society, Ohio, Wood County 
and Toledo Sar Associations 
• Married to Barbara, they ar« parants ol two 
children 
• Perrysburg homeowner 
Political Advertisement. Susan Vetter. treaaurer; 433 I. Jth 
St.. rerrv.burg. OH 43551 
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■ MMLVPIUO 
■ NOVA into 
• NATIONAL OtOORArHl- 
ICIMOHI 
tt   AUSTIN   CITY   LIMIT* 
OWI ■ iviNmo   AT   POPS 
Ban ■ ■KNITS or A ossurr 
wimt 
(THE BAAOY BUNCH 
LATINBOHT AM€"ICA 
aanscoLurai raorsAu 
<sM 
HI     CFL     FOOTBALL 
IMON.VWDI 
■SnS COLLE Of FOOTBALL 
fTUIl ■smi   HORSE   (IACINO 
VVCEILLY (B|> (THUI 
(IMS   MOVK   (MON.   TUC. 
Mi 
12:10 
KTfMNIS IPFII) 
I TM   YOUNO   AND 
TM MSTUMS IMON-THUI 
IMOVaSMNI 
StANCH   FOR   TOMCW- 
ROW 
(RYABTSMOPl 
lUOVf LUCY 
■SMI AUSTRALIAN P.ULEB 
FOOTBALL IB I CPU11 
CSPR) AUTO PACING ITHUI 
HMO HOVt ITMUI 
llOO 
SOAVS OF OUR uvts 
ALL MY CHILDREN 
CALLIGRAPHY     WITH 
KIN BROWN (FBI) 
• VICTOBV     GARDEN 
MM 
I FALL PRCVSFW (TUtl 
SOUAM    FOOT   QAB- 
WlBBNG IVVtDI 
• MAOJC OF WATHKOL- 
■ (THU) 
TNI ORANDSTANO 
FRAUCI— ffrVSO) 
• TW ARRAIIOBR SEB- 
SKWS WITH BILLY TAY- 
LOR CTMU) 
BJBRB)   POCKET   Bl IIAR0S ■*• 
(TUC) MOV* IFBII 
■BM 
fBl CAPITOL IMON-THUI 
CORONATION   SIR8BT 
•BON. TUC, THU. FRII 
• SNEAK PREVIEWS 
{TUB) 
■SFM SOWUNO IMONI 
(EBPNI     AUTO     BACINO MH 
■SFM TRACK AND FULD 
ITMUI 
2:BO 
SB MOVBt MUSSUM (FRII 
Mo 
• ■ OUKMNO LKtHT 
(MON-TNUI 
• CANADIAN BEFLEC- 
TIONS   (MON.   TUI.   THU. Ml 
J SANTA BARBARA 
GENERAL HOSPITAL 
SBBHC10R    OAOOrr 
CTUi-FRII 
• TM CUT ALONO QANO 
IMONI 
«C0LORSOUNOB (FRII 
DINNER    AT    JULIAS 
IMONI 
• SOUAM FOOT GAR 
DSNaNOlTUI) 
SJ KATHY'S KITCHEN 
IWtDI 
• COMPUTER CHRONI- 
CLES m«J) 
■BM TOP RANK BOXINO 
THUI 
! 
I 
I MOVBJ mm. FRII 
MASTERPIECE     TM- 
ATMBBON) 
« NOVA (WED) 
EVENING     AT     FOP* 
(THUI 
ITMO MOV* IWEDI 
itsg 
■   ■   AS   TM    WORLD 
TURNS IMON-THUI 
"| OIOX VAN DYKE (TU€) 
I ANTIOUERY IFRII 
I OREAT CHEFS OF BAN 
FRANCISCO (MON) 
BJ MICROWAVE COOKERY 
(TUtl 
IOLHLT1NG (WIDI 
JUSTIN WLSON'S LOU- 
ISIANA COOKIN' (THU) 
TOO MOVB! (TUI) 
MO 
■ WOK WITH YAN (THU, 
FRB 
■ MARY   TYLER   MOORC 
(TUtl 
f ANOTHER WORLD 
ONE LIFE TO LIVE 
MATINEE     AT     TM 
BUOUIFRU 
J MOVB IMON-THUI 
MYSTERY! IMONI 
ORE EN BAY PACKERS: 
1MBU i 
tRimjEi 
Ufa MOV* IMON. THU) 
saW 
• TO   M    ANNOUNCED 
IBM 
(BUGS BUNNY 
READING     RAINBOW 
MM 
• VOYAOS OF TM M1MI 
IMON-THUI 
■MM COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
IMON.TUEI 
(THQ MOVB! (TUC) 
■BM 
I RITUALS IMON-THUI 
DO IT FOR   YOURSELF 
(MON. TUI. THU. FRII 
JLOVE BOAT (MON-THU) 
THE WALTONS 
FANTASTIC FUN FESTI- 
VAL (PRO 
I G.I   JOE (MON-THU) 
■ SEIAME STREET IRI 
• TM FLINTSTONSS 
■SFM    TRAP     SHOOTING 
(WIDI 
(IMC) MOVIE (FRI) 
■BM 
• DIVORCE COURT (MON- 
THU) 
SJ    KIDS    OF    DEORASSI 
STRICT (FRI) 
■ SPREAD   YOUR WINGS 
IMON) 
«TM PAPAL VISIT (TUtl 
CAROL   BURNETT AND 
FRMNOSIWEO) 
• COMIIIO     UP     ROB* 
(THU) 
OJ FANTASTIC FUN FCSTI- 
VAL (MON. TM) 
■ TRAMSFORMtRS (WED. 
BSFM   HYDROPLANE   RAC- 
ING (WEDI 
ima MOVB   IMON.   WID. 
THUI 
IBM 
I WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
COURTSHIP OF lOOBE'S 
FATHER IMON. WID-PRII 
»n TAKES TWO (FRII 
WKRP   IN   CINCINNATI 
IMON-THUI 
« HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
HE-MAN    AND    MAS- 
TERS OF TW UNIVERSE 
If) MMTSR ROOSRS IRI 
SOLIO GOLD HITS 
■SFM PKA KARATE (THU) 
• :*0 
STM JIPPIRSONS 
■ NEWS 
PfOPLi'S COURT (FRI) 
THREES    COMPANY 
(MON-THU) 
0JM*A*S*H 
■ MADWO RAINBOW 
imurt KAPPENINOII 
•   THE    NPPA   AWARDS: 
TV   NEWS PHOTOGRAPHY 
OF TM VCAR (FRII 
■ OHIO     BUSINISSIS 
I ONI 
I ON TM LINE (TUtl 
I ART SCAT (WED) 
UNIVERSITY     VIEW 
(THU) 
■SFM COLLEGE FOOTSALL 
PRCVBTWIFRI) 
■SFM   POCKET   BILLIARDS 
(WID) 
PWAT 
I. IS 
EVE WHO 
S:00 
IBMMNEWS 
SIOO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
• MACNEl    /    LEHRER 
MWSHOUR 
fDIFF RENT 8TROKIS 
EDUCATIONAL    COM- 
PUT1NO PROFUI 
IfSFNI     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Bl 
(TMCI MOVIE »•• TnrBaV 
oU" HMD Donald Sutharland 
Jarl GcMbtum A hMrl MrgMn 
tmamt ■ coMrovaraa by atrtJlBmirto 
an akparanarftal mtctmtcM hMrt 
mlmWRiMm PG 
OEM 
• •CSS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
■ ABC NEWSCJ 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• IUSINESS BEPOBT 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
■ ■    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT IBM:   Join «„ 
• »   actraak TTMTMt SaBDBna 
I CARRY ON LAUGHING 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARO 
BUSINESS REPORT 
M»A»S*H 
MACNES.    /    LEHRER 
MWSHOUR 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTIR 
7:30 
• P.M. MAGAZINE Lor.tta 
Sam va.lt ItM LM Artgakt. too 
hf • toe* R tfw panda*: MMng 
Nut ■ Mrs: ttta paaitinQ or on. 
Bf SsM 
■ HOUSf CALLS 
• FAMILY FEUD 
• PEOPLE I COURT 
• WILD AMERICA "Will 
flar-aa Marty SioofNr losfca tl 
how baby ananala MrJudBBj 
•tat**, ttoaount. oarla MCI 
oaara. lMm npamM Ma llvnc 
•UN and hM Km M BM im 
SmM 
• THREE 5 COMPANY 
■SFM)   POCKET   BU-IARDB 
MWnbbBM Fats VB. Cowrboy Jm- 
m* Moora 
S:00 
■ • DUKES OF HAZZAAD 
Bo and Luka bsoomB HoBywOOO 
Btiatt drrrara Bftsr ttvjy Bay* tha 
MB of a mow BUT vaaimg MM 
aard County 
• TOMMY HUNTIF 
SHOW Guasta Soacar Wa> 
Lana Irody. tha VVhrtaa. Dabbai 
ChambarB 
• V Diana pkMa axth Nathan 
Bawa todaakoy Loa Anaalil anth 
a facial aiaapon. a Barajrorrnad 
Euabath    amargaa    fiom    har 
■ BENSON Banaon BM Oov- 
arnor and Kraua bacoma nvcavad 
at auarnatunal aacaanaga aAan a 
luthajaa tycoon and har hanch- 
man kalnap Clayton   (Fan 1 or 21 
• • WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
• NBA BASKETBALL 
Datrcrt Fiatona at Boaton Caroca 
(TMCI MOVIE at* "Tha 
Wa>ad Lady 119B3I Faya Ounav 
aray. Alan Baiaa A raacavMBKj 
lytaVBcoaty -anai angagaa at 
raotnwav robbary. aaduclion and 
murdar at tha couraa o* o day i 
wort.   R 
MO 
• WEBSTER Gaorga and 
KaBlianna ara aacnad about pw- 
Chaaaig thaa nay. homo unt.l 
Wabatar dano.aia a aacrat room 
bahmd a tnek «al Q 
■ • WALL STREET WEEK 
Guaat Baryl W SprsauN. undar* 
sacratary o» tha Traaaury for 
irainatarv BrfaBB 
CSPNI NFL GAME OF TM 
WEEK 
S:00 
■ ■ DALLAS Sua Eaan 
prnttaaaa to proaact Jarraa Irom 
J.R . Lucy and Batty tight ovar 
loaa Bobby and Janna poatpona 
thaa wackkng. g 
(MINDER 
HUNTER A fdkacala gang 
arar th.aatana to arupt aa Hunaat 
and McCaa ayyaottgata tha murdar 
of a ptorranant mobalar. 
■ HAWAIIAN MAT Mac 
and Andy ara icanad by a par of 
Naw York poecawoman for an 
undaitwai ataaaboabcai aa Tha 
Lagoon of Loua. 
• A WOMAN OF SUB- 
STANCE A araaflfiy and poyrar- 
hj Cmma Harta (Oaoorah Karr). 
naarty SO. racaMa har aacapa from 
hat ntmraaatya fas aa a young 
Barvant on tha Faatay Batata at 
YorkaNra. Laft pragnam and 
abandonad. Emma vcnaad to 
akact taaanga on har format 
WIBJBJ»*B    Janny Saagrova and 
Barbara Taylor Bradford a naual 
IFart lol2l 
• GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES "Arl engkahman Abroad' 
That aai»d armrang drama Btara 
arbaaa Coral BVourna oomaymg 
haraad a> tfaa alory ot har ancourv 
tar with Brroah apv Guy Surgaaa 
lAlanBatMl g 
CSPNI HARNESS RACING 
BlBBdPB Crown ChamptonaTap 
Raoa Sawan Lrya bom Fhaadal- 
pfaa. Fa I 
IOK» 
■ • FALCON CRIST Flab 
marat a avd plana to tafea oaar 
Tuacany VaBav coma to aiauon. 
and RKhard sautaa control ot tha 
tataoatabon. 
■ NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
•V MIAMI VICE Whan Crock- 
art Ban to raap an ok) fnand fraa 
haraaH bom a dabt to a gangsiar 
ha m arraatad by IntarraH Arlart 
of) MATT HOUSTON Houaton 
Mlampla a daratg raacua to fraa 
hat couatn Wat. who a) Damp haW 
LBPIHB at s BBBBBMBB prawn 
IFart I 012)0 
OJ MEDIA PROBES Hoat Ruth 
Wamoi lakra a balanovtha- 
acanaa look at tha production of a 
dady aoap opara Ihig 
CSPNI SUPERBOUTS OF 
THE 'BOS Sugar Ray Laonard 
va Robarto Duran IJuna I9B0 at 
Monacal) IPI 
(TMCI MOVB! **H 'Loaaty 
But OaaSi" (IMS) Luanda 
Ooohng John Randolph A youth- 
tut karab) cftayrtraon paarta to 
auang* har broahar'a daath by 
ratrkng har Ca-fornuj fagh achool 
ofl   iti   drug   dBabtra   and   thaa 
IOX 
«ODO COUPLE 
MEDIA PROMS Hoat 
John Camaion Swayra looka at 
hour tha drrva tor fagh rabnga 
attluancaa laaniaiuii naara pro 
gtama IRig 
IllOO 
JO) ■■NEWS 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS AND ALLEN &a 
oa aayas Harry Morton bom a 
ccumaaa who arants to hnd a 
naw huaband 
■SFN) NFL GAME OF TM 
WEEK (R) 
ItsM 
■M1W1 MM 
O OOOO rWCKIN' TONtTl 
Torry OMMI MiAgin t\unmtm* 
"^•iTiLMri of O-fW Cf-OM *wth 
Tfktw vnckKM VtWM Ir-rturvg 
■nd fnm*Smi:a*m<*6*M 
by Kckm lm JOOM I Tm toM 
End'r. Van Hits ("Hoi For 
TaMCh* ). Crv-to Khttfi ("I foot 
ForVou"). 
11:30 
(TAXI 
MOVW    fUdFitg   ThaUMV 
moio      Gomo H9I1I     tarry 
rkMtwK*. .toatt Van Art Tho IVM 
of oirooaj isiMMtJ pttoia and tha 
•voman ihay lova ara nnuanc>td 
by compM. and danqaroua >■-* 
oamaa bang cMtductad « th* 
Navada daaart by Via U.S. AJT 
Foroa. U») 
■ TONrOHT Guaai Kooi .Joan 
fliwi SOmama Km KnMofNr- 
aon. Don Jmmon. Fatnar G«-do 
Sarttucc.   W>iMpMH>on 
• AK NfWS NrOMTLINE 
ftlANFOflDANDKm 
• LATTNrOMT *f»WH.CA 
Scm*Um&    Gar    AJparovtu.    co 
iBa* It'  ^ tha ftatajnal Lanaar tea 
Econorrac   AMrrvBbvaa   and   co- 
author  Cd     nabuatkng Amarita 
not-aa   baloon   aduanBwrar   Joo 
Kitbngar. 
CSPNI BPORTBCENTER 
11:4* 
(TMCI MOV* ••* Monty 
Python a Tha MaBnaig Ot Lda" 
IIBB3J) JahnOaaaa. Mohaaf Fat- 
al Tha Savan Agas ot Man pro 
vaja tha kaoaa haniaarcak far a 
aanaa of coma: apBooaa apoohng 
avaaYthrng bom aaaual raproduc- 
hon to gkittorty. R 
ItMO 
• MOVIE •• H Horror At 
37.000 laat IIS72I Buddy 
Ebsan. Chuck ConnarB. 
(SJ/LOSO 
THREE STOOOIS 
CSPNI SPORTSLOOK IR) 
12:30 
■ FRIDAY NIGHT VIDEOS 
Faaturatf a baMaa to lAcftaal 
JBCkaon. vdaoa by rk* B Oaaaa 
(Out 01 Touch I CtdBara Oub 
i Tha War Song I Staua Parry 
CSbung Ow "I, llurahaJiBjpaiB 
l"*M at LM I OABR FhM ('Par- 
ty AS Najht"). Mora Day CJan- 
gkaLoaa I 
CSPNI PKA KARATE Jarry 
Clark va. Eyajron Barry tor rha 
World rirWBBjrtl boa. schaAaad 
for 12 rounda Ibom Orlando 
"la I IRI 
1:00 
■ MOV* * * V, 5na.ii 01 
Hera] kong 119791 Gary Cohna 
Nancy k wan 
f JIMMY SWAOGART 
MOV* ***   Tha Foaaa 
O) Harrow" 11947) Rak Harrawn 
MauraanO'Hara. 
SATUROAy 
SS. 1M4 
■ SCARY SCOOSY   FUN- 
N*S 
faAOTORWEEK 
SOUAM    FOOT   GAR- 
DENING 
■SFM BUPERBOUT* OF 
TM 'SOS Ray Boom Boom 
M*k.aa va Artiao Fnaa B-aa 
Vagaa 1M2I. Ray Boom Boom" 
Manon, « Cklando "rmra INaw 
York City 18*31 IR) 
(TMCI MOVIE • Vaua" 
(11*21 Garni ford Chuck Con- 
nora. 
l1:SO 
■ ■ PRYOR'S PLACE 
B CORONATION STREET 
I MR   T 
■ LtTTLISC] 
■ MATINEE     AT    THE 
BIJOU 
■ FAINTING CERAMICS 
1O:O0 
iMAJA. THE BEE 
ORAQON'SLAm 
VOYAGE OF THE   MIMI 
Uung   rha computar    Ova   oraw 
:onoucti a ahaBa canaua   a vabt 
'o tha Srrathaonaan awtttubon g 
■ MOVIE **H "Town 
Tamar" (1SBSI Dana Artohwaa. 
Tarry Moora 
■ MW TECH TaME* 
CSPNI   POCKET   BU.IARD8 
Matnaaou Fata ua. Cowboy Jm- 
my Moora IB) 
MlOO 
{POLE POSITION 
GOING GREAT 
GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
■ ALVIN ANO TM CHIP- 
MUNKS 
■ SCOOSY-OOO MYSTER- 
CB 
f AGELESS AUTO 
PIT ACTION LINE 
I IBM 
■ ■ DUNGEONS ANO 
DRAGONS 
« CORONATION STREET 
KIDO VIDEO 
12:00 
O ■ COLLEOE FOOTSALL 
WTacortaat at khva 
I WRESTLING 
GOING BANANAS 
ABC WEEKENO Tha 
Sacral World 01 Og" Ananetad 
Panny and Poaywog ara Raad by 
Og • kttla groan town aharrrf and 
Faaar. Fanvaai and Pert, plan a 
daratg raacua. (Fan 2 ot 31 IRI Q 
■ MOVII * VI Sala. 
Oriana" I1M3I Johnny Shofhaad. 
Douglaa kannady 
■ QUILTING 
ISFNI COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Noba Dams at Navy 
12:S0 
■ SPIOER-MAN ANO HIS 
AMAPNJO FRBINOS 
■ AMERICAN BAND- 
STAND Guam- MalBBJai Wad- 
■■*.   WaJytTIOgfl  laBJBia 
• OfKAT CHEFS OF NEW 
OftLEANS 
1:00 
iPAA27 
KOCWOflLD 
• FRUOAL   OOOFIMET 
Jarl   Smith   »««lcraa   tha   Hunan 
CIMBTM of Osni. BK*MOsrlQ he* aat- 
•d. and baan cwd Ostftaa. and 
vMtti a Hainan raatmrartf. 
ITMO    MOVB    **H    "Tha 
Daad  Zona'    (19831  OvBattiphar 
WriUn. trooU Adama. 
1:M 
IDATILINC ONTARIO 
HIGH    SCMOOt    QUIZ 
E>«oraan va Sy>-ana SouthvMjw 
• MOV* ** H "Undar Tho 
Yum Yum Troa" (IMS) Jack 
-Jsmmon. Carol Lynloy. 
• • THIS OLD HOUSf 
irMtatanon of •.aboard wmm- 
oon and >i^<cM-)yn-»ni for tha 
now [*<» uom and bafhroorti 
• MOVIE ** H Cry Of Tha 
Bantnaa {1970) Vlnoani Pnoa. 
EMabarh Barajnar. 
2:00 
(WESTERN GARDENER 
VOUNO PEOPLE'S SPE- 
CIAL IrMe Arkaa" Comtandy 
(-tjVi*»d bacauw of i-a amat atat- 
mo a 12 yaar old boy vm to 
hoaphton hat amaoja by c*Nannfl lo 
capiuro an outlaw patorrttno. 
• ■ DO IT YOURSELF 
SHOW Pfoow^o a kilchan for 
comp4-i» ronomaon. 
MO 
OWLDWORLO 
Looking For Something 
Fun To Do? 
Rent A VCR 
For any 3 days with 4 
movies of your choice for 
only $30.00 
VIDEO SPECTRUM 
128 W. Wooster St. 
352-4171 
ATTENTION 
THE BULLPEN 
is buying & selling baseball and 
football cards, album's, sheets, 
etc. Come and see us for your 
needs. 
THE BULLPEN 
1021 Revere Dr. & W. Poe Rd. 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 ' 
Phone (419) 352-0276 
OPEN 12-0 Monday Saturday 
Gary 
FIRST EDITION 
.HAIR DBSIONamjOtO 
IXPEHT HAIR STYLING 
FOB MEN & WOMEN 
M€pS 
354-1477 
434 E. WOOSTER      ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN 
14 mm Ml 
• ■ ^OOOWniOHTS 
SHOP Mung • bo. K- loon 
3:00 
• SPORTSWEEKENO 
SdajoUad: Canada n. Graat int- 
Ml ■> ■»—> Doaaig avami from 
aty of pkak an* manali Mg * 
0 PSA BOM-ING Trui Vaba 
Opan. am) from Waalgata lanua 
■ CONSTTTUTIOM: THAT 
DELICATE     BALANCE    TKt 
■xroaaad uaa c* tha madM a •«• 
minad «i bohl ol racant anampu 
try the government to reform 
cempfcgn spending  TJ 
• MOV* ** v, Msydev At 
40.000 Feet" (1978) f)Md 
Jpmn. Don M>icW>. 
0 AUSTIN CITY LIMITS Jer- 
iy    LM   Lewis    ainga       Chemtty 
Lere       "Wiokt    lotts   SMun 
Gcsn   On'   and    Greet Ub 0. 
ftn»." 
TOO MOVE  ****     JMM 
JnM    119391   Tyrone   POM. 
3:30 
• MOV* ***H Tnm 
On (19691 John Wayne. Gksn 
Campbai 
• SPORTS SATURDAY 
Schedule* B*y CoeteBo vs lerov 
Hatty lor if* WflC Super light- 
ensighl ml* and Jam* Gam vs 
Aam MM* (or the W8C Super 
Bentem-ve^ni tide, both bouts 
scheduled lot 12 round*. In* from 
Kingston. N Y j Eshrbition Ot 
Gternprane >igoe Skating (torn 
Ottawa 
09      COLLEGE       FOOTBALL 
Regional coverage ot toaton Coi 
taga at  Pann  Stata or Auburn at 
Florida 
CSPNI   AUTO   RACING     S4 
Formula   I   Portugal   Grand   Pm 
(from Esters'. Portugal) 
4*00 
• FIRING LINE Tha Data. 
Lama Looks Back Guaat tha 
Dai* Lama. 
0) HAWAIIAN SPECTRUM 
4:30 
• SPORTSWORtD Sched- 
uled EdWn Bosano at, Joaa Lu» 
Revnew ■> a Lightwoejht Champ. 
onaNp bout KheoXfed lor 12 
rounda. hue Irom Puano Rico: 
rkgh Rotas PIIM Money Bowing 
tapad n Laa Vagaa. Nov. 
• CRfiATTVTTY WITH BILL 
MOYERS Pa-ta. and welder 
GaraU Shock re .nterv>ewed g 
■•00 
• TONY BROWN'S JOUR- 
NAL 
(STAR SEARCH 
CONGRESS:   WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
CSPNI TENNIS Lorato Festival 
(Irom Lorato. Ma—to) 
ITMC. MOV* **    Th. Return 
Of  Frank   Jama*''   119401   Marry 
Fonda. Gana Tsarney 
MO 
« PAINTING CERAMICS 
CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
I 
600 
NEWS 
CSC NEWS 
NATURE Eserrunes Ma van 
ng bad of seaweed naar Sermo- 
d»g 
OB STAR TREK 
m MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU featured "Party Grl' 
(19301 starring Oougkes Fakbanha 
Jr . short a Ma in tha 
Auto   (19291. Orgenlogoe 
(19311 and "Tha Swan" (1929) 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
0:30 
Q SB CSS NEWS 
O THIS WEEK IN PARLIA- 
MENT 
• 13 REPORTS 
ESPN) NFL   GAME Of THE 
WEEK <R) 
(IMC) MOVIE *** Snoopy. 
Coma Homo (1972) Ananeted. 
Vcecee o« Chad VWabttar. David 
Car ay     Tha    "Paanuu"    gang 
baagta daodaa to leave homo on a 
aaarch lor hat roota. G Q 
7rO0 
IMUPPETS 
JUDGE Humphna* as faced 
wrth a moral (Mamma whan ha 
mual haar tha caaa of a man who 
aaaki an miunction to prevent his 
wrta from hevtng an abortion  Q 
• HEEHAW 
W DIVORCE COURT 
OB 09 SOLID GOLD 
03   MASTERPIECE   THE- 
ATRE      Tha   Barchaata.   Chronr 
dM"   Tha townspeople ol Bar- 
chaatar   ara   ahockad whan tha 
young    doctor    courtng    Eleanor 
Herdng    accvaal    har    lathar    or 
misappropriating tha He am Hoa- 
pstaTe pensioners fund Baaad on 
two   Anthony   Trotope   novafct. 
DonaM    Pliaianri    and    Susan 
Hampehre it- (Part 1 of 7) g 
(MPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
SCOREBOARD 
7:30 
QMUPPETS 
0 DON CHERRY'S GRAPE- 
VINE Guest Wayna Ceshman 
{WEEKEND MAGAZINE 
NEWTON'S APPLE A van 
to San Dwgoi SM World, a 
doaa-up of an artmoal haan. tha 
aaoraiaof No Q 
*SPN1 COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ae Force at Army 
aMO 
01 0) AIRWULF Suffer** 
Irom «M« Hawko and SanUm 
nevertheless fly to Eaat Gwmany 
to raacua Archangal from hat KGB 
captora 
0 NHL HOCKEY Boaton 
Bnana at Montraal CanadMna 
01 DIFF RENT STROKES 
Sam'a couna-y-waatam aangar 
lathar IHoyl Anont vaMa and 
wanta hn aon to hre with ham 
OB T.J. HOOKER Hookar •« 
datamwad to daar thanamaof • 
aaan cop attar a larga aum of 
monay ■* found among ha. par 
•onal affactff- Q 
Ol A WOMAN Of SUB- 
STANCE Ovar tha yaara. 
Emma'a buamaaa growi to 
ampva proportiono and aftar 
much maf aha hnda happnaaa 
wan tha daafang Paul McGal (Bar- 
ry Boatwick) l inasy har ravanga 
agaaiat tha Faakiya * contpkaaa. 
and har poaaaon aa maartarch 
(arrujpna mtact (Part 2 of 21 
0 MOV* ***H "Mgh 
Sam"  (19411 Ida Lupaw.  Mom 
' on tha 
run moots a baaufvl grl »n tha 
mounuana 
01 MOVIE "Shopworn' (1932) 
Barbara Stanwyck. Bagu 
ToomayA worka>g grl. raiactad 
by har baaw'a rich lemrfy. 
bacomaa a lamoua star 
fTMCI MOVIE **W Tha 
Oa«d Zona (19931 Chnatophar 
WatK-n Brooka Adama. ANar 
comang out of a coma, a any 
tenoofkaachar haa tha powar to 
laaaaia and changa cataatropf-c 
avwit.   R g 
BBflO 
m GIMME A BREAK Each 
taaang riaponafali for tha damaao 
of a foggar who wrtnaaaad thaa 
auto acodani. Nat and amgar Ray 
Parkar Jr. pam a banaftt concart 
for tha gnavmg wtdow 
■BOO 
0 • MICKEY SPfLLANE'S 
MIKE HAMMER Mamma. 
nvaatigataa tha murder of a rtar 
ojuartartMCk who waa faBad by an 
aaaaaan n front of a capacity 
crowd 
01 PARTNERS IN CRIME 
Carole and 5yd Warn thmga ara 
not atwaya what they aoam whan 
they mveatigete a amugokng 
achama involving aaponaiva 
autoa 
OB LOVE BOAT Air ■) Lopw 
makaa woubta for tha craw, two 
brothara wagar a bat on woman 
and a raponar thatka ho haa tha 
ultimata acoop whan ha maati a 
woman g 
0:30 
OB AUSTIN CITY LIMITS 
Fradcaa Powara anga Daddy* 
Honkytonk. and VWJaa Naaaon 
and Maria Haggard ptay a aim- 
pang of thar lavoritaa 
10:00 
OB 0 COVER   UP Mac and 
Dam journey to a Florida resort 
town where they muat raacua an 
mooani school teacher from the 
Bi of a corrupt pokca force 
HOT PURSUIT J-r> and 
Kate agree to hasp a young wom- 
an locate har meing hence whBa 
ahe offara to track Kate's double 
nSaeroe 
O FINDER Of LOST LOVES 
An attractive woman, dopreeeed 
ovw har husbands death, rrus 
take* Cary'a attempts to coneofa 
har ae a s»gn or anection 
OB TWK.KJHT ZONE SILVER 
ANNIVERSARY Three api- 
aodae from the ongnel aanea nev- 
er released ai syncfccaoon One 
story Btamng Robert Duval ano- 
fa*d M*>MMure ridudM scenes 
ncofcar 
ITMC) MOVIE * * vt A Star la 
Bom" (1976) Barbrs Strawand 
Km KranofTanMn. The mamaga 
Of two rock superstar i col apses 
due to career tenasone brought on 
and fee popularity dacknea sharp- 
■y  Tf 
1030 
OB     COLLEOE     FOOTBALL 
Indksna at Ohio State 
11:00 
i OB OB OB NEWS 
NATIONAL p 
RAM    SBJC   From   New 
Orteene    DiAea    Palace   tha  an 
«OCPt group partormo   Red Cley 
All   Bkjes        "New  York  Atasr- 
neon" end "Herostfa Houao of 
(ESPN) COLL FOE FOOTBALL 
REPORT 
11:16 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:20 
(NEWS 
ABC NEWSC? 
11:30 
OB MOV*   **#'.      Rkta. On 
Tha Ran    (1970) Charlee Bron- 
aon. J6 Iraaand A raprai a. rapasd 
•nth a shotgun bksat from hie nc- 
Oj 
OB TWsLKsHT ZONE SILVER 
ANNIVERSARY Three so- 
sodas from tha orajanal aanea nev- 
er released n syncscatton One 
story Starimg Robert Duvae ent> 
dad 'fwr-eture"' ncfudae scenes 
n color 
OB SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE 
Hoat MKhael McKaan Guests 
Srasea E ( The Glemc*oue Lite.' 
ThaBeeaOfSt Mark "I. Whoop. 
Goldberg 
11:36 
OB STAR SEARCH 
11:46 
O MOVIE * * H "The Eyoe 
Have H" (1974) Smeed Cueeck 
Dennis Waterman Three poetical 
assassms plotting lo kal a wssitmg 
siataaman larroriM the students 
at a school lor the band 
12:00 
ffi) TWILIGHT ZONE 
(ESPN) COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
mi 
12:30 
09     TALES     FROM     THE 
0 ARK SIDE 
ITMC! MOVIE # Vrue 
(19B2I Glenn Ford. Chuck Con 
note 
1236 
OB SOUL TRAIN 
laOO 
OB     NEW     YORK      HOT 
TRACKS 
OB   MOVIE   **H     RcaSinaon 
Crusoe On   Mars     (1964) Paul 
Mamee VeLundn 
1:30 
OB NEWS 
2:00 
O MOVIE **    Gun* Of The 
Magnificent      Seven"      116661 
George   Kennedy.   James   Whit- 
2:26 
(TMO   MOVIE   ***     Cuba' 
(19791   Seen   Cotmery.   Brooka 
Adams 
StJNDAV 
4. 1684 
IV Pass, a* 
11:00 
(HERITAGE 
| COMMENT 
WOROHB"   FOR   SHUT- 
INS 
IK PS INCORPORATED 
THE HUHERMES: TO 
CARE AND NOT TO CARE A 
■OOk at rnpsmpare of a keannonna 
sect avng ai cotectiie agricultural 
oommunrtase on htarth America's 
Greet Plwne 
I WRESTLING 
TONY  BROWNS JOUR- 
NAL 
(ESPN) BUSINESS TIMES 
MANAGEMENT REPORT Up 
to data business rrformaoon for 
managers including strategy 
issues technology and a review 
of Wei Street ectrvmee IR) 
11:30 
8 OB 'ACE THE NATION 
AROUND TOWN 
(SUNDAY MAS* 
THIS     WEEK     WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY 
OB    INTERNATIONAL    EDI 
TION 
AFTERklOON 
12:00 
8 FOOTBALL TOOAY 
MEETING PLACE The Rev 
Robert HA. Wakece and the Rev. 
Ekiabeth Mavmura oonduct ser- 
vices from Roeedase United 
Church m Toronto 
JEARLE BRUCE 
MEET THE PRESS 
05 NEW TECH TIMES Fkgh 
hdafcty   AM   stereo   reeko:   uaod 
computer    stores     30   computer 
arwnation 
SFAME 
NOVA   In   the   controversy 
ovar    the   cause   of   Southeast 
Assa's    yeBow rssn." claims that 
chanucale ara bang dropped by 
planes   are   countered   by   those 
that  place  the reaporuMberty with 
ewarms of bees  Q 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TUd    MOVaf    *#*      10 
(1979) Oudkry Moore. Bo Oerak 
12:30 
OB TONY RANDALL 
OB STAR TREK 
09 NFL  '64 
• ON LOCATION 
03 NEWTON'S APPLE A wail 
to   San   Diego's   See   World    • 
ctoee-up of an artAcasl heart: tha 
secrets of tee g 
(ESPN) NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK (Rl 
1O0 
O   MOV*    *•*■•       Murder 
On The Onant Espraes    11974) 
AfMrt F .nney. Lauren BacaB 
O COUNTRY CANADA An 
esamnation of tha naa in popular - 
ity of paata among Canacsana. 
OB   NFL   FOOTBALL Regional 
coverage of Loe Angeles Retdws 
«   Chscago   Bears    San   Owgo 
Chargers   at   Iridakrtepole   Colts. 
Clevelend Browne at Buffalo Bete 
or Houaton Oeara at Pmaburgh 
Staasars 
» COMMUNITY CLOSE UP 
0|     WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVBTW 
OB   MOVIE   ****     ht That 
Heel Of The Night" 11967) Sid- 
ney Power. Rod Steigar 
(ESPNI AUTO RACING Fonnu- 
la I Ponuguaaa Grand Pna (from 
*-* 1:30 
OB SANTA CLAUS PARADE 
From Toronto: oontastang a oadr 
oon begun at 1606, the Santa 
Ckaus parade with Ma Roete. 
rtusrcNng banda. ctowns and - 
dreet from the North Pots - |oey 
St kkok marts tha oneet of Ota 
hokday saeeon 
OB MOV* ** v» CwtChnat* 
Level (1974) Teresa Graves 
Marry Guard—. 
*#*H     "Mr 
Deeda Goes To Town 11936) 
Gary Cooper. Jean Arthur 
OB OB WALL STREET WEEK 
Guaat Beryl W. SpnrBel. under- 
secretary of the T mi Lay for 
monetary affaes 
2:00 
OB GREAT PERFORMANC- 
ES "An Enokehman Abroad' 
Thia award-wrrwvj drama atari 
actress Coral Browne portraying 
herself in tfrs story of har encoun- 
ter with British spy Guy Burgees 
I Alan Bates)  g 
OB MOVIE * * * The Spider 
And The Fly (1992) Ertc Pon- 
man. Nacaa Grey. 
2:06 
(TMC)     MOVIE     ***     "The 
Gc-den Saol   11963) Steve Raak- 
beefc. Penelope MeTord 
2:30 
(E9PNI    LPGA    GOLF   Maude 
Japan Classic Ciom Mroah-ma) • 
MO 
QBONANZA 
© THE LONDON PHILHAR- 
MONIC SHOW WITH VIC- 
TOR 60RGE V*tor Borge pre- 
sents a bland of muaac and 
comedy with back up by mem- 
bers ot the London PNharmonc 
OB MOV* **** Net 
wort 0678) faye Duneway 
W*em Hc*den 
3:30 
O OB NFL TODAY 
0   MOVIE   w*#VJ   "BuBtt 
(1968)   Stave   McQueen. Robert 
Vaughn 
3:36 
OB EUROPEAN  TELEVISION 
SERVICE I Joined In Progress) 
4:00 
O   OB   NFL   FOOTBALL  Los 
Angeles Rama a) St   Louis CarOV 
nete 
8FRAOGLEROCK 
NFL FOOTBALL Hegwnai 
coverage of Cmcrmati Bengals at 
San Francisco 49era. Mastn Oot- 
phavs at New York Jets Now 
England Patriots at Denver 6ron- 
coa or Kansas City Cheat- at Seat 
tlaSewhawka 
OB CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
OB UNDERSEA WORLD OF 
JACQUES C04JSTIAU 
B19PN) CFL FOOTBALL Weei- 
arn Diviawn Samdrial 
fTMO MOV* **V, Enoen 
oared Spec.es (1962) Robert 
Unch. JoBeth Weaarni. 
4:30 
O   CFL    FOOTBALL   Western 
Sanwhnef 
OB CONGRESS: WE THE 
PEOPLE 
MO 
OB   NOVA In the controversy 
AM i     yeaow nan.     ckama  that 
chenrcets  ara  bang  dropped  by 
planes   an counWrad by   thoee 
that place the reeporsafcitty wflh 
swarms of bees  g 
OB    LlfESTYLJlS    Of    THE 
RICH AND FAMOUS 
OB   FIRING   LINE   "The Daks. 
Lama Look* Bad."   Guaat:   the 
Dele. Lama 
EVENING 
OB VICTORY GARDEN 
S STAR TREK 
ON THE MONEY Feenured 
mutual fund myeeimg. the rsaue of 
(enimg va buywtg property: en 
eapisnation of the Dow Jonea 
avaraga g 
OlaC) MOV* ** TatNa For 
Five 11983) Jon Vc-ght. Rerherd 
Cranna A man who waa drvorced 
fwe yeers aarker ratuma to hai 
now remarried wife to take a 
more active tola n reeling hat chaV 
dran   PG 
6:30 
09    OB    ADAM     SMITH'S 
MONEY WORLD 
7:00 
SOB SO MINUTES 
SILVER SPOONS Ra*y 
cafolae Grandfather Stration into 
aekng hss honory teacher (Barba- 
ra Beangaliy) out on a data but 
trongs go bad whan the alder 
Stratton admits he can't dsnee 
OB RIPLE VS BELIEVE IT OR 
NOTI 
OB OB WONDERWORKS 
"The 6oy Who Loved Trosal" A 
12 yee. ok) boy trssa to keep che- 
hood dreamt rttact by runrwig 
away lo seereh for troos Stars 
Suaan Anton. Sam Waterston. 
Matt Dai g 
OFAME 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O    BEACHCOMBERS   Na* 
haa 24 hours to make a critical 
decision      that     wel     determine 
whether Rekc wel regen has atght 
OB PUNKY BREWSTER Hen- 
ry waBa Punky and har fraande to 
school and lets, lakes them hah- 
BOO 
0 0 MURDER. SHE 
WROTE Wh-a waning har Eng- 
keh couem n the South. Jaaasca 
•earns the pntna suspect at a mur- 
der a3 the vrctana dog. left a for- 
tuna by hie eccentric master 
OB BACKSTRETCH Merge 
may bee the track if a centagrjue 
dkkaaee prevents the running of 
tha Spring festival raoea. 
OB KNIGHT RIDER MaAaari 
and KITT are chaBangad by a car 
reconstructed from a KITT proto- 
type that wea bunad r> tha ocean 
OB HARDCASTLE ANO 
MCCORMICK The |udge 
becomes a Moeywood ceksbrrty - 
and the target of a way murdereaa 
when he substitutes ea hoet of 
I'snfli rVshow g 
OB OB NATURE A look at the 
highland paepkaa of Papua, New 
Gunoa and the paraassanos of 
thee tune honored reap set for tha 
island s Mds OV g 
OB PUTnN• ON THE HITS 
ESPN) POCKET BLLLAROB 
MarieeoU Fata va. Cowboy Jkm- 
my Moore (A) 
FTMCI MOVIE *•-., Star 
60" (1663) Manal Iksmarsgwav, 
Enc Roberts I-acee the career 
and deeih of model ectrees Doro- 
thy Be okai i who waa rmrdansd 
by har eearanged huebend R 
8: SO 
01 THIS WEEK'S MUSIC 
9:0O 
OB OB   JEFFERSONS Gaorgt 
courts   dksaaaar   whan   ho   uaea 
arnasj tecuca n hw race agafnat 
LosiM    tor    pntaadant    of    the 
Mick Payne 
Singing AI 
9 PM-   Every 
1 AM    Thursday I Friday 
DiBenedetto s 
HHiIiMiilill 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR PARTY NEEDS' 
MS018-12 
Sunday 8-II 
'Beer 
'Wine 
' Tobacco 
' Munchies 
' Pop, milk, cereal, etc. 
780 S. Collag* 
J6JIM1 t= 
Silk and Dried 0 
Flowers for 
All Occasions 
KLOTZ * 
v|pr FLOWER 
353-8381   FARMS 
"Located for 
65 Reputable 
Years at the End 
^   of S. College 
Tartan la  counoi 
• JEWEL IN THE CROWN 
Sarah CJayion tMM to Catoum 
10 aaa RonoM Homo*. bi« wM» 
9m* —ill ■ VOWIQ ottkor .who 
• MOV* "Tho Cart* Aftor 
Prmmnl Joan CoSm. DM 
HiaaaPioW A laNiMon aaa god- 
0M« MM i* with ha> mala Me- 
mory.   * handaoma   •■•con.   to 
•Mm by ■ onma rng boing opar 
atod from natda a pnaon. 
0 MOV* **H "Tha IMI 
Lnn. Wftmfcouao tn Taua" 
(1BB2) fc*i Harnoto*. Doty Par- 
ion A Barwooyoni. muofcralung 
TV oaraonaMy «aa lo ctoao down 
apafHAvbawaVhowag 
■ 0 MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha Barcf>a«i« Chram- 
CBM Although Mr. Hardrng 4 
lagally vindicaiad ihrottoh 
Archdoacon Grand* ■ oRora 
Hardng C*I>H ha haa a moral 
duty to ra*orv IPart 3 of 71Q 
IESPNI   SUPERBOUTS   OP 
THE   '708 Muhammad AM va 
Kar< Morton (Sap I 1973 -1 Loa 
Angataal 011 
MO 
0 0 AUCC Mai buya tha 
Mothar Gooaa Nuraw School and 
plant to taar it down to maka a 
parking tot to aooommodata hm 
cuatoman 
09 TMC RACE FOR NUM- 
BER ONE: COUJEOI FOOT- 
BALL REPORT Coaaga tootttai 
•COM and htghaghM Irom around 
tha country and a took at mmt 
waak a major contaats. 
IfeOO 
O 0 TRAPPfP. JOHN. 
M.O. Shoop moonaghta aa a 
tchool nuraa to toarn who ai 
ratponntMa tor a noa-fatal attack 
on anoWfnand. 
O DECLINE ANO FALL OP 
THE CANADIAN PONS8T 
Hoal Dow Qunton aaaminaa tha 
dwmdang aupply of Canatkan raw 
ambar that thraatana to daatroy 
tha nabont laadmg aaport prod- 
uct 
• MYST1RYI Rtjmpola Of 
Tha laday'Bumpota cOnfronU 
tha cad boy network whan ha 
dafanda a coupta accuaad o< 
blackmaf and oparaong a brothal 
|> 
■ ADVOCATES 84: WHO 
SHOULD BE PRESIDENT? 
Wtfcan. Ruahar. putMhor of 
National Bavww. and Rap Barnay 
Frank (D-Maaa) budd a oaaa for 
thai candidaaai at a dabata 
modaratad by Judy Woodruff at 
Harvard Unwararty 
(EBPH) SUP€RBOUT8 OF 
THE '70S Muhammad All va. 
Kan Norton (Sapl IB70 «i Now 
YorU. IRI 
(TMC) MOVIE *** -10 
11979) Oudtoy Moora. Bo Darak. 
* iwccaaatut ■ongwntar. cfca- 
turbad about raachmg mrdtla aga. 
oaodaa to chaaa attar a baautdul 
girl on ha* way to har wadding 
TV 
10:30 
© KENNETH COPE LA NO 
11*00 
S 09) NEWS 
NATIONAL Q 
0    MmTAOE:    CIVILIZA- 
TION   AND   THE    JEWS   Tha 
I WASHINGTON REPORT 
•at tha MM for a oantury of dra- 
ma** changa a. Jawwh Ma nokid- 
atQ Mia da»afopmant of aoca* and 
pofWcai 
Europa. tha Bui 
naa of Ztoraarn and tha atari of 
migration »tho Now Won* Q 
0 MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
ING CIRC US 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
11:1B 
0NEWSFINAL 
11:SO 
fAT THE MOVIES 
MOVIE *** "Jaat For 
You H9&21 Bawj Oeaby, Jam 
Wyman A farnoua ihaooxal pro- 
duoar atrugate K> And tana for ha 
two laan aga chadran 
0 ENTERTAINMtNT THIS 
WEEK Faaturad laabal Sanford. 
Gaorgaluma. 
INEWS 
FOR MY PEOPLE 
11:40 
0    SPORTS    THE    FINAL 
WORD 
11 BO 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
12:00 
0 ENTERTAINMENT THIS 
WEEK faaturad laabal Sanford. 
GoorgaBurna. 
0   700   CLUB Stftadubtd: a 
VaMnam votaran who was a war 
haro Amanca dwln'i want. 
KSPNt COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
M 
12:OS 
0 MICHIGAN REPLAY 
12:10 
0 MOVIE **» im IhaG-i 
Ha Wanta To KM" 119741 Juka 
Sommara. Tony Soby 
(TMC) MOVIE #*M Endan- 
garad Spoc-M (I9S2I Bobart 
Unch, JoBadt VVBkami. 
12:SO. 
0 TAKING ADVANTAGE 
12:36 
0 AT THE MOVIES 
1:00 
STAKING ADVANTAGE 
NEWS 
CRISIS REPORT 
1:0S 
0 MOVIE ft*    F*. it Urtdar 
Faar     (1973)   Mauroan L«man. 
s 
1:30 
HAWAII FIVE-O 
CRISIS REPORT 
NOVEMBER t. 1BB4 
2? 
6:00 
I NEWS 
100.00O NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0    MACNEB.    /    UEHRER 
NEWSHOUPl 
8DIFFRENT STROKES 
ADAM SMITH S MONEY 
WORLD 
(TMC) MOVIE ** Vaa. 60. 
QK> 119031 Luoano Pavaron. 
Kathryn Harrofd A ranownad 
oparat-: tanor bacomaa ramaftb- 
caBy invohrad with a prany vo«a 
PG 
6:30 
00CSSNCWB 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 HAPPY DAYS 
0BUSINEMREI 
•SPR) BPORTfLO 
7«0 
0 0 ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: Cuttura 
Cha>: U.S ptaaidanti anmonal- 
iMd by tammafcari 
I SHELLEY 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF F4A2ZARO 
BUMNESB REPORT 
M*A*8*H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
N6WBHOUR 
(FtPNl SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE BAy Daa 
VVMkami oommanta on ha now 
Dyn—ty" rola. an raatoncal took 
at rujova Ohio praaidanw and Www 
tarma of ofBoa. 
0 ROBIN'S NEST 
0 FAMILY FEUD 
0 PEOPLE S COURT 
0 WILD AMERICA    Watch 
■vj   WHoMa      Naturafcat    Marty 
Stouffar   iaaa whara.   whan and 
hew tr ax* for Afnanca'B wdd 
awnafa m tha* natural aurround- 
«ga (PI 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) NPL'B GREATEST 
MOMENTS Ihghkghtf o> tha 
1963 AFC Championship 
iSajhawka v* Ra^aral and NFC 
Championatap 149ara v» Ba<i 
■una) 
6: OO 
0 0 SCARECROW ANO 
MRS. KINO Whan Amanda m 
•rraatad m Mun«h for pamng 
countarfan currancy aha and Loa 
ara lad nto a caaa •nvc*nng long 
haddan Nan countarfanng punaa 
and a bumad-out Agancy opara- 
twa 
0 HAN GIN IN Kata Mro- 
duoaa Ebana to a coupta aaakatg 
to adopt a <Md. and Tad haa 
baan igno'ing hN) wda. Q 
0 MOVIE *** Aaplanai 
11960) Robart Haya. Juba Hagar- 
ty. In Oaa apoof of tfcaaatar Nma. 
an aaknar a craw laffa to food po>- 
aonmg and a narvoua formar war 
pdot m praaaad *ito aaryioo IP I 
I CALL TO GLORY 
ALL CREATURES GREAT 
ANO SMALL 
©MOVIE ***» Tha Way 
Wa Wa»a* (1973) Barbra 
Stroaiand. Robart RaoTord A 
young eoftaga coupta m «n 
1930a daKOw that thaa pdmcal 
cknwancaa ara avong anough to 
axipardua tha* mamafj. 
0 WONDERWORKS "Tha 
Houaa Of Daw Oraar" A black 
tamay mow* ayto tha oM manaww 
of a murdarad abohboraat and m 
conwnoad tha houaa « hauntad 
Sura Howard ( Roam. Jr.. Gloria 
Foetar. Moaaa Gurm (Part 1 of 2) 
0 
(ESPN! MONDAY NIGHT 
MATCHUP A prawaw of 
ton-ght • gam* batwaan tha 
Atlanta FaKona and San Franctaoo 
49ara. 
fTMCI MOVIE *** AI Tha 
Right Mo... (19B3) Tom 
Crwae. Cra* T Nataon An arnbt- 
mua aohool footbai ptayar ai a 
Parmavtvan* aiaal town rtooaa to 
win oool 
ha can maka a bataar tata for rahv 
aafi. R g 
MO 
0 D ANGE R BAY Doe taama 
Mai truth about fha aaa rrMnaaar 
apottad naar Oangar Say- Q 
■BPN) NFL SUPERSTARS 
Tha Man Who Playad Tha Oama 
taafuraa Doug ABuna and Eddta 
LaBaron 
6:00 
0 0 KATE 61 ALL IE Aflta « 
ailaad back to raaBfy aftar hat 
romanoa with a cfwawvjuc pokh- 
calcandNtata 
0 JUDGE Humphnaa • tasad 
wMjh a moral daarnma whan ha 
muat hoar tttacaaa of a man who 
aaaka an tfuuncbon to prfyant laa 
wifa horn liavmg an abortion Q 
0 NFL FOOTBALL Atlanta 
Fakona at Waahmgton P tdakma 
0 0 HERITAGE: CIVILIZA- 
TION ANO THE JEWS Sue 
oaaawa phaaat of Jawavn anagra- 
taan to Amanca ara fraoad from 
1684 to 1932. and wjnad pat- 
tama of Jamah aaparaynoa at dfr 
tarant pam of tha US ara a«a- 
mmad. Q 
ESPN) SUPER BOUTS OP 
THE 'SOBAyubKatutava Sugar 
RayLaonardlJuna 1981 a* Houa- 
tonl IR) 
8:30 
0 0 NE WHART 0«fc ■ dhv 
turbad    whan    Larry    bacomaa 
Staphan* ■ turtor and propoaaa 
to har 
O   REACH FOR   THE   TOR 
Manitoba vt Ouaboc 
(TMO MOVIE **v»    Echoaa 
Of A Summar     119781 Rchard 
Harr*    Jod« Foator   A tarrntnaBy 
4 12-yaar-old gh gwaa har ax.- 
aion-hftad tathar and hw bkndry 
dttar rtvnafl mothar tho COuraga to 
acoopt har fata   PG 
10:00 
0 0 CAGNE Y A LACEY A 
parotad   cop fcwtar   *   murdarad. 
and ttaaprta thaw mwgnwnga ova> 
tha aaaaanmam. Chna and Mary 
Both aaarch for tha murdarar. 
O   NATIONAL   /   JOURNAL 
iPAID POLITICAL TALK 
ADVOCATES 64: WHO 
SHOULD BE PRESIDENT? 
Wataam Ruahar. pubhahar of 
Na*«nal Raviaw. and Rap. Bar nay 
Frank (D-Maaa 1 budd a caaa for 
thaa canoVtataa at a dabaw 
modaratad by Judy Woodruff at 
Harvard Unnarkrty 
0 THE CASE OF DASH4ELL 
HAMMETT A Hm portrait of 
Samual Oathiall Hammatt 
■Khjctaa acanaa horn a racant 
movai about tho dakactMa-fKtain 
author and rttarwawa with faa 
tongiima carnparaon Ldtan HaB- 
man (Rl 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING IHRA 
Northarn Nabonata Drag Raong 
(from MUn. Mich ) (Rl 
10:16 
0NEWS 
10:30 
JPAID POLITICAL TALK 
OOO COUPLE 
11:00 
800 NEWS 
MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN Th- 
afwoya oagar Qraaa ptana to nur- 
tura an apparant low. afhar 
batwoon Emdy and Rogar 
■BPN) HORSE RACING Taaaa 
Stafcaa Quartarhoraa Raca (from 
Auaon) 
llrfM 
0NEW6 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE **V| A Potaam 
Of Morabty (16711 Vara Mttaa. 
Arthur HB. An ottornay baoomaa 
naa«naBy known whan no aajaaa 
to dafand a conaowa-aal cnmavB 
0 SIMON 6 SIMON RWfe and 
A J halp a Houaion lociaWi 
loeaaa har hanoa who faaad to 
ahow up for thaa waddatg IR) 
0 BEST OP CARSON Hoot 
Johnny Carton Guaata: Jan 
Foarlat. Lauran BacaB. PaH Foun- 
i*«t. tha M-ghty Carton Art Ptay- 
arl  (Rl 
0 0 LATENIOHT AMERI- 
CA Schadutad MarahaH loaf 
managing aditor of Monay maga 
ana 
0 SANFORD AND SON 
CSPNI SPORTSCENTER 
(TMC) MOVIE ** 'IndBpand- 
ancaDay' 119831 Kathtaan Oun- 
lan David Karth A young 
machanK hnda nanaaB fafkng HI 
kwa with a wtraaa   fl 
12:00 
0     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
INEWS 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
(ESPN! SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
0    LATE     NIGHT    WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
utad     Robm   Laach     comadwnna 
Sandra   Sarnhard.   60b   McMakh 
Inaw producta damonatrattonl 
0 ABC NEWS NIGHTLINE 
OSPNI  COLLEGE   FOOTBALL 
Navy va   Nona Dama (horn Eaat 
Rutharfo-d   N J )   IRI 
12.40 
0 MCMILLAN 6 WIFE Plan 
rang to murdar a hHnaaa about to 
taatjfy agaavji fwn. a gangatar 
poaaa aa McMdtan and avan foota 
Sat. (R) 
IrOO 
I HAWAII FIVE-O 
I JIMMY 8WAGOART 
MOVIE    * * V,       Bobby 
rjaarftataT'    (19771    AI    Paono. 
Martha Katar. 
1:30 
0NEWS 
(TMO MOV* *• 'Richard 
Pryor - Hara And Now" (1963) 
2:00 
0 CBB NEW8 
NIGHTWATCH 
0NEWS 
2:30 
0 CSS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
3:06 
(TMC)   MOVIE   *     Copo And 
Othar    Lovara      (1682)    Harry 
Raama. NKOH Monn. 
3:3D 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
4:00 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE Jarry Clark va Ewjratt 
Barry for «•> World Flywoajht 
trtta. acnadutad for 12 rountta 
(from Orlando. Fta.) (Rl 
MO 
tO00NEWS 
6100.000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0    MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWBHOUR 
tDtFF'RENT STROKES 
WaLO    AMERICA    Mart. 
Stounw «>olorak tha Ma. raatery 
and habnat of Bw grUrfy baar. VI) 
Q 
(ESPN) FLY FISHING JOUR- 
NAL 
(TMC) MOVIE *** Baby 
it'a Vow" (19831 Roaanna 
Arquatta. Vawant Spano. A tough 
Itakan Mraat kid haa a rocky and 
unfckaty romanca with a rafcnad 
lagh achool honor atudant R 
6:3D 
S0 CBS NEWS 
NBC NEWS 
NATIONAL ELECTION 
RESULTS Covaraga awhidaa up 
to-tha-nvnuta ratuina of tha BBBB 
dantial raca. congraaaMnal racaa 
and Ucahaad mporta on koy atata 
racaa. tfttarwawt wiih candidaaai 
and anahm* of tha raauHa w4 fol- 
low. 
0 HARPY DAYS AGAIN 
0 BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
0     0     ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: Anna Mur- 
»aY 
I THE SOUNDER 
0 NATIONAL ELEC- 
TION RESULTS Covaraga 
tcludaa up-h> trwrmmuta raturna 
of tha proatdontatl raoa congraa 
annal raoaa and locafuad raporta 
on koy ttata racaa: majrviowi 
wNh candKtaaaa and anatyata of 
tha raauha wdl fotow. 
I BUSINESS REPORT 
M*A*S*H 
MACNEB.    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SRORTSCENT1R 
7:30 
0 P.M. MAGAZINE A took at 
Mr. T • rap aong wdao: Dava 6ru- 
baok 
(GEORGE 6 MILDRED 
NATIONAL ELECTION 
RESULTS (Joatad In Prograaa) 
Covaraga avduoaa up-10-tha-mav 
uta ratuma of tha praaMtantu* 
raca. congraaawnaf racaa and 
tocaluad raporta on kay atata me- 
at: mtarvwwt wrth candNtakM 
and anatyaat of tha raaufta w6 fol- 
tow. 
0 WILD AMERICA Swamp 
Cnttara'' Marty Slouffar tooka at 
tha vanad wadata of Amanca* 
aoutham awampa (R) 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
(ESPN) NPL'8 GREATEST 
MOMENTS Highbghn of Supar 
Bowl VI. Dakaa Cowboy, va 
Miam.Dota4una 
BOO 
0 NATIONAL ELECTION 
RESULTS Covaraga mctudaa up- 
to-th*-nwnuta ratuma of tha praa< 
dantiai raca. oongnaaaonal racaa 
and tocakrod raporta on kay ttata 
and anatya* of tha raauha wd) fol- 
low. 
0 GOLD LUST Oraon Waftaa 
narraaaa th* took at global «war 
aat and raacbon ko tha world t 
nchaat gold knd m Bat Starrs Pakt- 
da Mountana of BratB. 
0 0 NOVA kv*ghts ano tha 
ato of Stona Ago paopta ara pto- 
wdad m a wait to tha Waonva 
mba of Ecuadoran indtana. whoaa 
hrat contact anth outaHta crvttara- 
t«n occunad m rha ISBOa Q 
0 MOVIE **** 
■*M*A»8*H" (1866) Oonafd 
Suthartand Etaott Gould. During 
fha Koraan War. a paw of tany 
aurgaona turn an Army maaYcal 
poat avaa madcap chaos MM thaa 
■BBSS 
ESPN) NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS nVwghta of Supar 
Bowl v.i: Maami OoMhaaj va. 
Mwnsai Atanga. 
(TMO MOVIE *** 'ThoMan 
From Snowy Hrvar (1662) Kali 
Oougtaa. Tom Burknaon. A young 
boy growa to manhood dunng a 
hanfdoua oak dvough tha Aua- 
rrakai PG 
6:30 
BJSPN)     NPL'8    GREATEST 
MOMENTS KV*ghta of Supar 
Bowl IX   Matnaaota VAatga va 
Pittaburgh Staslari 
•BBO 
0   AOVENTURES   OF 
SHERLOCK HOLMES Haknas 
and Wataon ara caBad upon to 
datsrmms how a pneataaa ajwaf 
atntan from ■ couniaaa wound up 
fan; 
MA 
I FRONTLINE K«g Of 
Tha World* A bafwid-lha-aoanaa 
took at horsa racmg. mctuckng MO- 
OS to Balmoni Park. N.V.. and 
Grsat Barrvigton. Maaa. IRI Q 
■BPN) NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS thghkghta of Supar 
Bowl X. OaBaa towboya va. PBta- 
burgh Staatara 
8:30 
CSPN)     NPL'8     GREATEST 
MOMENTS Htghfcghta of Supar 
Bowl XI. Mmniiou VBunga va. 
Oakland RavJara. 
10:00 
I NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
2 CONSTITUTION: 
THAT DELICATE BALANCE 
An sipioranon of tha fadaraf gov 
ammant't abany to conduct 
covart oparataana nftlwi a Consti- 
tutional feamswork that guaran- 
taaa fraadom of tha praaa IR) Q 
CSPN) NPL'8 GREATEST 
MOMENTS Highkghta of Supar 
Bowl XII. Dattaa Cowboys va. 
Danvar Broncoo 
(TMC) MOVIE #* -Rumbta 
F*h 119831 Matt 0*on Ma*ay 
Rourks Two brothara ara wvaBti 
m a amaf town and ono namaana a 
haro 10 ruy^htMrhood thugo. R' 
10: SO 
0M-A-8-H 
CSPN)     NFL S     GREATEST 
MOMENTS Highkghta of Supar 
Sow)   XV.   Oakland Ratdara   va. 
PrtaadatohujEagtaa 
10:60 
0NEWS 
11:00 
f0NEWS 
MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
Lee Rider 
Straight Leg 
in Corduroy 
Comfortable, easy living is natural 
in Lee Rider jeans. 14-rib mini- 
blend corduroy. 84% cotton, 16% 
polyester. Controlled shrinkage. 
Reg. $20.00 SALE $12.95. 
IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL? 
WE HAVE THE CURED 
12933 KRAMER RD. 
— B.O. — 
JEAHSNJHIHGS 
53IRU§» Lee 
M-TH10-8 
FRI 8 SAT 10-5:30 
SUN 12-6 352-6333 
' *M ':■ 
■O'l LARGEST 
AND MOST 
COMPLETE 
IMPORT 
FACILITY 
352-7031 
J El 
"Welcome Back 
From Your Campus Florist" 
_<irTlnuirrlimisf 
PHONE 
353-1045 
428 E. Wooster 
Carnations 
$4.50 a dozen 
Cash & Carry 
  
„ t. ,.v»* BBRS«8JRJB|B^BB|BJPSVEBE*JRP ^PPW.SV.% 
1i= 
fWKHP IN CINCINNATI 
■URNS AND ALUN The 
Im' guMi room become* ■ 
temporary ftttfwn— **ien Grace 
MdM • Oree* Dane ihM aval be) 
y^nto Jooylufcy. 
KtPH) NPV» OBtATtST 
MOMENTS Hrghbghu of &*>• 
■owri XVI. Ceionnet. BangeM M. 
San FrancMoo 4ln. 
MOT 
BNCWI 
11:30 
• MOV* **V» P.MM 
Hi—w Styea" (1M6, EMa 
Fruliv. Suaama LMOTI   A par of 
p*OM *ieri • chart* hefeopter 
earvw»»i Hmmm 
9 ELECTION COVERAGE 
Coverage of national rognnal and 
local alactnn raawtla. 
I ABC NEWS NIGMTLINE 
• LATINtOHT AMERI- 
CA     Scheduled       Ahmadullah 
Anmaefcaleh.   tamer   Afgheruaten 
mmaaar of tha •manor 
• SANFOBD AND SON 
mm SfOflTSCENTlR 
(TMC) MOVIE ** The 
MtSckadLady MW3I Faye>Duna- 
wav. Alan Bataa. A teeoneung 
**flh-aooatv woman angegee ** 
rhgn—ay robbery. Baducoon and 
mudar .n tha coma of a d*. i 
work.   R 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
0   ELECTION    COVERAGE 
Coverage of national regional and 
local election raautlt. 
SD LAUREL AND HARDV 
tt»H) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12:30 
MHI     SUPERBOUTS    Of 
THE '70S John Tata va. Germ 
Coattaa lOciobar   1979 « South 
•.face) Ml 
liOO 
§ HAWAII FIVE-0 
JIMMY SWAQOART 
MOVIE     ****      Tha 
Aoo.aot.cwNo Of Dwddy Krowtt" 
(19741 R«hard Dreytuee   Handy 
QUOK) 
1:30 
MPN) MYWTOPLANE RAC- 
ING MIHOUI Gowamor a Cup 
thorn Lake of in* Ourha. Mo I 
OVC) MOVIE *** Cuba 
(1B7I1 Saan Cannery B-ook. 
Adama 
FrMit r ii 
Cc-*-' iBM'v c 
• :00 
0 S 100.000 NAME THAT 
TUNE 
t£)    MACNEIL    /    LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
© OIFF  RENT STROKES 
99    CONGRESS:    WE    THE 
PEOPLE 
6:30 
O CB CSS NEWS 
m NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS Q 
ffi HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
0) BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK 
fTMC) MOVIE *** A Bov 
Named Char** Brown" (1969) 
Arameted. Tha Peenuta gang of 
Chartee Schubj a lamoua come 
•aip provide* mom evtooant 
gamaof anedom 'Q' 
7.-O0 
• • INTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT featured rapon on 
ih* traatmam of eaauaj aubaKta 
on TV 
I NEVER THE TWAIN 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARO 
BUSINESS RCPORT 
M'A'S'H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O    P.M.     MAGAZINE   Tha 
wwinar   of   tha   P M    Magaona 
gwaat hoat contact 
O ROBIN'S NEST 
• FAMILY FEUD 
■ PEOPLES COURT 
W   WILD    AMERICA    VMM 
Ooga   Marty Siouffar looha a* lha 
raaaa and aocaal atnjctura of lha 
domaaiK dog i wad can-ne cone 
■je ~ tha woW. coyota and for IR» 
W THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPttl AUTO RACING Formu- 
la I Portuguaaa Grand Prn (from 
Eatonll iRi 
9:00 
O m CHARLES IN 
CHARGE Chanaa haa proHama 
controaang tha chaoYen whan tha* 
tun-loveig couein Ekot want and 
traata tham to a bounty of junk 
lood and rruachaH 
O NATURE OF THINGS Tha 
Chmaaa wall pawning raatoration 
proatct at Toronto'! Royal Ontano 
Mueeurn an aiamnaiion o* tha 
goophyajcal fmdmgi banaath tha 
Arctic <• a look at tha apon of 
hyfieheig 
9B HKJHWAY TO HEAVEN 
With tha hoap of a retred buai- 
neeeman who Ihwfu ha'a King 
Arthur. Jonathan and Mark try to 
protect a lame\ kom a greedv 
land davalopar 
0 FALL GUY Colt and How» 
pwraua a baa-jump^g mudar eue- 
pact to Hewae and dncovar that 
-tody haa fatten m love with hm 
GB • THE BRAIN Caaa heno- 
'■ae ol a man wrth a aanoua Drain 
aiajry and a aaaaa-r>ddan profaa- 
ewnel akmtrata thia aurranatam 
or paraonahty and amotiona. □ 
• MOVIE ***V>   I.„D... 
ar" (1976) Robart DaN.o CyM 
Shaphard A Now York cab dnvw 
otot» a umgua brand of ravanga 
agamat lha daaaara of corruption 
who constantly iaka thaa to* on 
■ho raaMMnta of tha city. 
rTMC) MOVIE *** Monty 
Python* Tha Maawg Of Lifa 
(1993) John CWu. Mchaol Pal 
•" Tha Savan Agaa of Man pro 
VN*B tha tooaa kamawork for a 
aartaa of corrac apnodaa apoohng 
awrythmg horn aanual raproduc- 
t»on to gluttony    IV 
MO 
0 99 DREAMS G.no i adm- 
ratnn for Martha a brothar turna 
to Mtouay whan Danny dataa 
Uaa. 
0:00 
O 9 MOVIE    Tha Toughaal 
Man In Tha World    IPramajra) 
Mr. T. Oanraa Dugan   A Chicago 
nightclub bouncar antar a a tough- 
guy compatition aa a rnaana of 
aawg a naighborhood youth can- 
tar, unawara that hai Ma wfl ba 
thraatanad aa a raauH. Q 
O MARKET PLACE Nutrition- 
al ckotary rnaana of pravantaig 
cancw and na anpact on aacaity 
m tha Waatam Hamaipfiara. (Part 
2 of 21 
W FACTS OF LIFE Whan Jo 
fata at lova with har photography 
laaohar. aha faoaa tha proapact of 
acoaptmg raoponaabaHy for a 
matura raiaoonahap Q 
09 DYNASTY Tha pury ratwrna 
with a wardkt at Akaua' UHW. 
Cwnwaqua forcaa Biaka to bartar 
lor control ol Danvar-Carrigton. 
Blaka a buoaiaaa aaaociata makaa 
a mova on Kryatk*. Q 
W 9B> SECOND HOME Tha 
Ma of US Navy panonnal and 
thaa famAaa m portrayad through 
actoaatook at Ma aboard tha air- 
craft camar USS John F. Kannady 
and tha giadad rmaada Ingata) Mar- 
ry E Varnafl. 
(E9PNI POCKET BILLIARDS 
Tnck Shota kom tha >d Lagand- 
ary Pocfcat Baliarda Stara Touma- 
mant. (fl) 
S:30 
0 MAN ALIVE A took at an 
awovatwa computar company 
whara thaonata anpiora tha futura 
01 human crvauawm Q 
IC9PN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE 
10:00 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
■ ST. ELSEWHERE Waat 
pha> bacomaa a auapact m tha 
•noot-ig of a phya*»an daaptia 
dag * obtachona. Ehrkch agroaa 
to ba tha naw haafth corraapond- 
ant (or a takrtnkon auoon 
SI HOTEL Mra. Cabot bacomaa 
adekctad to a praacrvbon drug; a 
fathar who ktft h.. family oaaka 
raconciliation. a divorcad 
aongwnting couplo coaaborata on 
a ahow and raktnota tha* tova Q 
0 08 NOW TELL US ALL 
ABOUT THE WAR Martm 
Shaan narrataa tha atory of aaght 
Viitnam vatarana who hava uaad 
thaa anaoc taamta and organua- 
i»nal akaM to ahara tha* war 
aipananca *nh othara 
® NEWS 
fTMC) MOVIE **** Ram 
araOf ThoLoal Ark'' (1991) Har- 
rawn Ford. Karan Alan. In 193b. 
a glob*-1'ot ling archao4og.lt- 
aduanturar racaa Nan avadoara 
lor a togandary rakgraua artifact of 
anormoua powar. narrowly aacap- 
<ng doaana of daath trap* an 
routa    PG  Q 
10:30 
09 OOO COUPLE 
11:O0 
OO QUO NEWS 
O MONTY PYTHON'S PLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
SWKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN Gra- 
aa'a mapprng out tha tuturo whan 
•ha mtarwawa cancadataa to 
daoda who w« bo tha nan Mra. 
GaorgaBuma. 
(E9PN) NFL'S GREATEST 
MOMENTS HigMght. of lh. 
1993 AFC Champ.onahip 
(Saahawha va Ra.da.al and NFC 
ChampMjnahap (49ara va. had- 
akra). >R) 
HAS 
ONEWS 
11:30 
I TAXI 
MOVIE **V) B.da 01 
Pray" (1972) David Janaaan, 
Ralph Maakar. WMa on Na fit, 
rapormg a/afhc concktaona from 
tha far. a patot aaaa an armorad- 
car holdup 
(B MAGNUM, P.I. Magnum 
maata a gunar-piaymg. lO-gakon- 
hat waarar with a Taaaa drawH 
who m a htggvta toe* -at** (R) 
90 TONIGHT Hoat: Johnny 
Caraon Schadxaad: Bob Uackar. 
Gaorga Burni. La* Groanwood 
I ABC NEWS NKJHTLINE 
• LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Schadulad:   Harold Ganaan. 
formar prindant of ITT and co- 
author of "Managing." 
O SANFORD ANO SON 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
12:00 
O     STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
LAUREL AND HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R| 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***      10 
(1979) Outlay Mooa   Bo Darak 
12:30 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
ulad Dick Cavatl. Whoop- Gold 
barg. Dr. Ruth Waathaamar 
(ESPN) HORSE RACING 
WEEKLY 
12:40 
E9   MOVIE   **^     Batwaan 
Two Bromara     119921 MKhaaf 
Brandon. Pat Harrington 
1:00 
§ HAWAII FIVE-O 
JIMMY SWAQOART 
MOVIE **   EvaryDayaA 
Hobday      (1937)    Maa    Waat. 
Edmund Low* 
(E9PN) POCKET BILLIARDS 
Mmnaaota Fata va Cowboy Jim- 
my Moora m) 
1:30 
©NEWS 
THURSDAY 
KOVEM9ER 9. 1994 
EVENING 
6 CO 
*Q9SflNEVVS 
• 'OO.OOO NAME THAT 
TUNE 
0 MACNS9. / LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(CUFF RENT STVOKES 
CONGRESS:    WE   THE 
PEOPLE 
(TMC) MOVIE •*-, Tha 
Daad Zono'' (1993) Chrutophar 
Wafcan. 9roc*a Adama. Attar 
commg out of a coma, a ahy 
achocftaacnar haa tha powar to 
toraaaa and changa cataattophic 
avanta. R p 
6:30 
O0J CBS NEWS 
• NBC NEWS 
Efi ABC NEWS O 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
9MPM SPORTSLOOK 
7:00 
O    CD    ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Faaturad: Jack Lam 
mon. a Inbuta to Katharina Hap- 
bum. 
(KEEP IT IN THE FAMB.Y 
WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
DUKES OF HAZZARD 
BUSINESS REPORT   ' 
M-A*8*H 
MACNEIL     /     LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
7:30 
O P M. MAGAZINE 94 Mur 
ray tafea about laa braak from 
comody <" tha upcoming movw 
Tha Raror a toga     CBN Fauat. 
total rvgh achool 'ootba* coach 
O ONLY WHEN I LAUGH 
9B FAMILY FEUD 
9B PEOPLE S COURT 
ft WILD AMERICA    Moun 
ta*i Monarch*    A look ia tat an at 
tha apapal adaptatona that allow 
aapma ananakt to ava m tha aa**m 
high mountain acoayatam. (R) 
ffi THREE S COMPANY 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CONTACT 
KARATE (R) 
8:00 
EB 99 MAGNUM. P.I. Mag- 
num mm to prova a convwtad 
kakar ta amocant whan ha Aacov 
ara avidanoa ankcabng tha vKbm 
commit tad auoda. 
O THE WARS Dramatuauon 
of Thomaa FwwJay'a award-wm- 
rang naval aatapoaang tha pra- 
war aipananca of a waafthy Cana- 
c«an youth with tha horror and 
madnaaa of   tha   tranch war m 
Franca Stara: Brant Carvar. Mar- 
tha Harry. Jack-* Burrougha. Q 
~~\ COSBY SHOW 
MOVIE Tha Impoator'' 
IPramaral Anthony Giary. Loma 
Pattaraon A con ar tut charmi hat 
way mto tha pmcapal'a poat at a 
Midwaatarn high achool. hopavg 
to rackaan hat anhancaa. but 
wvtda up battang na aproackng 
drug abua* probkam. Q 
O THIS OLD HOUSE Eatanor 
work mcludtng kammg aniath- 
mg matanaoon of raftara and 
BMkmaHa. 
• MOVIE *** Sam,- 
Tough'' (1977) Bun Raynofda. 
Kut Knaaoffaraon. Two faefbaaV 
piaying budctaa compata lor tha 
hand of tha taam ownar'a baauti- 
lu( and auapbonatv waatthy 
daughtar 
aS SNEAK PREVIEWS 
fTMD MOVIE *a> TAO. - 
The Aaaaaaanauon Gam (1992) 
Robart Carratkr*. Unda Ham-ton 
A young coaag* atudant bagv* to 
taka an aaaaaamation game aan- 
ouafy. PG 
S:30 
08 FAMILY TIES Whan Matte- 
ry   damage*   tha   Kaatona'   ear 
wtvia they ara away on vacation 
Aku deodea to raaaa money for 
'•peat by renting room*. 
CB © ON THE MONEY Fea- 
tured: the coal of having « baby: 
how   to   ohooee   a   ■tocktxofcer 
avoiding    inheritance    battle* 
invaetmg m gold Q 
•4)0 
Q 0 SIMON 9> SIMON The 
Senone' waa rwataagK aa A.J.'a 
former gaUnend haree the btothera 
to hnd out who kakad har brothar 
dumg a BOe paaoa rafy. 
Ic 
0J CHEERS Coach feUe wi tov* 
and propoaaa to a woman ha'a 
never aaan before wMa ha> 
attractive daughtar haa notfvng 
but (ejection lor Sam'i advene** 
(Part 1 of 2) 
CD C0 MYSTERY! Rumpote 
Of The Baeey Rumpota daaanda 
a patty crook agaren a charge ol 
armed robbery and haapa a young 
woman bamatar launch har 
career g 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Marvin Johneon va. Chartaa Wtt- 
kema m a bght haavyweighi bout 
eohadukad for 10 rt-jnda vvefrom 
MemavA*   Ind 
0100 
0D NIGHT COURT Bull 
become* a volunteer lather to a 
13ryear-okJ but Bake tea* ham 
aoma atartang news about the 
ch*d 
fTMC) MOV* *** Thtaeh 
okf (1991) OonaW Sutnerlend 
Jaff Goldbium A heart Burgeon 
raiaaa a controveray by mptantng 
an aapenmental mactiarecal heart 
m a female pabant. PG' 
16*00 
O S KNOTS LANDING 
Greg* involvement with the 
grand cperang of Lotua Pcent 
keevee haa w*e time to be with 
Mat* p 
O NATIONAL / JOURNAL 
Cft HILL STREET BLUES Fay 
•nadvertently undercut* Funflo'a 
plan ai a murder caaa. a former 
gang wedar poeee aa a paralegal: 
on an undercover aaaajrariant. 
Laflue and Bafcar aknoat ahoot 
each other 
CO 20 / 20 Q 
• SNEAK PREVIEWS 
QNEWS 
9B MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE    The Barcneetar Chrorr- 
clee Although Mr. hlarcang >t 
legally vindicated through 
Archdaacon Granify a efforte. 
Harckng baaevaa ha haa a moral 
duty to reeign. (Pert 2 of 7) Q 
10:30 
CD    SOLO    Gueet     Ekvabeth 
Gould comppoer 
O OOO COUPLE 
11:00 
JsacoNEws 
MONTY PYTHON'S FLY- 
ING CIRCUS 
8WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
BURNS ANO ALLEN Gra 
aa la outraged   whan a   judge 
wont ha a periung ticket for har. 
11*00 
CD NEWS 
11:2B 
O OOOO ROCKIN' TONITE 
Tarry Daml MuBgan aitarview* 
Eddy Grant and feeturae ha leteet 
video 'Soya In Tha Street . other 
video* by John Wane CTaara"), 
Pat Banatar IWi Belong I. 
Bananerame ("VMM UN"). Slav* 
Parry ("Strung Out'). 
11:30 
ITAXI 
NEWHART Ock and Joan- 
ne a plane for a good Bma ara 
deehed whan they muat enterteei 
"the moat fun ooupla m the 
wortd. ■■ (R| 
0B TONIGHT Hoat: Johnny 
Caraon Scheduled tha Kng SB- 
tare, gardening eapert Thaleaee 
Cruao. 
I ABC NEWS NIOHTLINE 
9S LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Scheduled: Roger Ebon. Ban 
cmic and author of "A KM la St* 
A K«a■■; CPA Harvey A.1 
orfera year end ta> t«?» 
CD SANFORD ANO SON 
(E9PN) SPORTSCENTER 
fTMC)    MOVIE    **       Richard 
Pryor - Hare And Now" (19991 
The tamoue comedian rape every 
one - from aaaphenU to formar 
wvee       v. itv* fern atageJ at tha 
SBanger Theatre m New Orlaane 
-R Q 
12.00 
C0    STREETS     OF     SAN 
FRANCISCO 
IBJ/LOBO 
L (LAUREL AND HARDY 
(ESPN) SPORTSLOOK (R) 
12 OS 
S   MOVIE   ***   Tlafiaaraal 
For Murder   11992) Robert Prea- 
ton. Lynn Redgrave) 
12:30 
CD LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Schad- 
ulad: Eva Gabor. author Fran 
Labowili. comedian Frank 
DucOmrnon. 
*SPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Marvwi Johneon va. Chartaa Wa> 
keme ei a aght heavywaaght bout 
echeduied for 10 round* from 
Mer-ftvtf* Ind IR) 
1H50 
8 HAWAII FIVE-O 
FAOVIE    **v,     Derby a 
Rangara" (19691 Jamaa Gamer. 
EtchAa Oiouraau. 
S JIMMY SWAGGART 
MOVIE **    EeoortWeet 
(1969)    Victor    Mature.    Chm 
Stewart 
1:10 
(TMC) MOVIE * *   The Houea 
on Sorority Row   (1992) Kafhryn 
McNeil. Eaeen Devidaon 
1:30 
CD NEWS 
2:00 
CD CBS NEWS 
NfGHTWATCH 
CD NEW 
0900 
CD CSS NEWS 
NK3HTWATCH 
2:«6 
(WO   MOV*   *   "Cope And 
Other    Lovara"    (19921    Harry 
Reema  Nicc-a Mor.n 
3:00 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTIR 
3:30 
(ESPN) AUTO RACING IMRA 
Northern Nabonaki Drag Ratartg 
(horn Mean. M<h I   (HI 
4:16 
(TMC)    MOVIE    ***,     The 
Chaaenge' 11992) Scott Gkjnn. 
Ttaahro Mifune 
4*00 
(ESPN)    FOOTY:    WORLD'S 
ROUGHEST GAME (R) 
KM «—m 
oniniae . . . . •*#* 
Iiimlinl. . . ... **»« 
WnOoM. . .... **• ■am*. . . . .... •*» 
WMIM.   . . 
 ** 
tm  *» IN* .... 
 * 
STUDENTS! 
STOP IN AND SEE 
ALL THE ITEMS WE CARRY: 
* SCHOOL SUPPLIES ♦ ART SUPPLIES ♦ PARTY GOODS 
• GREETING CARDS 
• GIFTS 
ETC. 
We service and sell typewriters and calculators including the 
^ #    _ new SCM Electronics Smiths    "- 
HAllMARK AMD       H—lla Kwm. OH* BB 
OFFICE SUPPLY     '    (419)352-1508 
<JJhe%rfMiafiigement 
Lori Kessler 
Specializes in haircuts, 
perms, highlights, man- 
icures, and make-up ap- 
plication. Because Lori 
believes your hair design 
should reflect both your 
|>ersonality and lifestyle, 
she regularly attends hair 
shows to keep up on the 
latest techniques. Lori is 
looking forward to find- 
ing that right style for 
you. 
352-4101 
ALL WASHED UP? 
Let UNIVERSITY GLEANERS 
DO Your Wish For 
$100 1 
10'/i off all services with Lori with this id. 
teawlWM 
• Must be brought in 
between 8:00-1:00 but 
can be picked up any- 
time we are open 
■ else your own soap or 
let us provide it for a 
small fee 
S24 E. Woortar 
(Next To MykH) 
• All you pay for is 
washers & dryers & just 
$1  to have it all done! 
(up to 3 loads) e8:M 
• Good M-F only 352-7212 
MEET THE 1984-85 HOCKEY FALCONS! 
352-2107   STADIUM PLAZA 
GO FALCONS! 
Roger's Drugs 
135 N. MAIN 352-7575 
#10 
£k         Ik 
Rob 
Urban 
Sojtomwer i95fcs. 
Mmetonta MN 
S^fe^' BROTHERS, inc 
"WHIT 8000 PIZZA EAM'S ILL ABOUT" 
352-8406 
#11 
Paul 
Ysebaert 
Center 
Frestman 60" 170bs. 
Corum.ONT 
Rudie Sez Sleigh'em 
B.G. 
The one -top Christmas 
Shopping Place. 
Rudolph's 
1084 S. Main 
(next to McDonald*) 
Non-Sal 10-5:30 Rudolph's 
#12 
Mike 
McCullough 
Onto 
Freshman 61" 180 bs. 
Brownstwg, OUE 
THAYER CHEVROLET 
1225 N. Main Street 
Quality New & Used Cars 
Parts Service Body Shop 
( 
#13 
Andy 
Gribble 
Nhg 
Freshman 6'0"170 bs. 
Toronto, ONT 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
Supplies T-Shirts 
Back packs & much more! 
HRS. Across from 
Mon-Fri Harshman 
9:00-5:30 
#14 
Tom 
Shirkey 
Center 
Freshman 510'" 168 h 
Bowing Gfeen. OH 
B6SU FANS ARE BEHIND YOU ALL THE WAY! 
!■■ 
#19 
Jamie 
Wansbrough 
WlnQ 
Junior S'H" 1701a. 
Toror*,OKT 
"Wa'v* got your numbor" 
Located in Commons Dining Hall 
Open 6 p.m. - Midnight, Tuesday ■ Saturday 
I ■ W. Mlnr SnllM 
■■■■■■Mi ■ 
#24 
lain 
Duncan 
Mamaim 
Sophomore 60" 194 bs 
Weston.ONT 
Utl- 
Nature's Manna 
134 E. Court 
3520336 
"Wishing You Lots of Success" 
Head Coach 
Jerry York 
"The Way You Like It' 
Founders Dining Hall 
Open 7:30 -11:30 p.m., Sunday -Thursday 
IMnvnity FOM Opwattonc * w# Dtftvfx MHIM 
#20 
Don 
Barber 
Wng 
Freshman 6'3" 212 bs 
Vctona.BC 
GO FALCONS 
University 
Bookstore 
Student Services 
#21 
Scott 
Bylsma 
Wng 
Senior 6'0" 180 bs 
Grand Haven, M 
GO Falcons! 
MAIN ST. 
117 N. MAIN 
352-3703 
0\ 
#22 *M4 
Brian \j3rjf 
Meharry 
Center 
Freshman 510" 185 bs. 
Toronto, 0NT 
.-■ 
d ow ntown. inc 
"The Famous Gathering Place" 
Good Luck Falcons! 
#27 
Dave 
Randerson 
Wing 
Senior 6'4" 210 bs. 
Stratford, 0NT 
FALCON HOUSE 
"Your Athletic Shoe 
& Sportswear 
Headquarters in 
Bowling Green" 
140 E. W00STER Ph. 352-3610 
#29 
Eddie 
Powers 
Goaltender 
Ju»or 67 185 bs 
Bowing Green, OH 
/5^7 
Featuring and 5-way Chill 
Located in Kreischer Dining Hall 
Open 6:30 -11:30 p.m., Tuesday - Saturday 
IMwntty food Oftntlm. *, Mhrar Smllw 
#35 
Gary 
Kruzich 
Goaltender 
Sophomore 56" 165 bs. 
0akUwi.IL 
.HOWARD'S 
club IH 
210 N. MAIN 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
IM ENTERTAINMENT ON WEEKENDS 
NO COVER 
Asst. Coach 
Buddy Powers 
AL SMITH rumsi 
CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH BB 
DODGE INC. ID 
921 N. Main Street 
GO FALCONS 
Asst. Coach 
Terry Flanagan 
"The Personal Touch" 
EWLOVE 
-   MNGMT 
352-5620 
Asst. Coach 
Peter Johnson 
143 S. Main ph. mum 
Downtown, Bowling Green 
Ice Arena 
Director 
Greg Jordan 
^*L  \ 
A&PIZZfl 
Vgfegy BROTHERS, inc. 
-MITem nzu urns ILL uour 
352-6408 
Equipment 
Manager 
Don Woods 
A Great Vacation 
Starts With GS! 
WOOD COUNTY 
AUTO CLUB 
TRAVEL AGENCY 
'414 E. Wooster BG 
352-5276 
Head Trainer 
Bill Jones 
"GOOD LUCK FALCONS" 
H AIRWAYS 
352-2107   STADIUM PLAZA 
Tom Wallace 
Maint. Sup'r. 
downtown, inc 
"The Famous Gathering Place" 
Go Falcons! 
